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FOREWORD
D E A R F R I E N D S and C L I E N T S ,
As we mark another glorious Independence Day, it is
important to remember that our freedom was first fought
not with swords nor with bullets but with the pen and
the paintbrush. José Rizal and Juan Luna both struck the
primordial blows for our sovereignty with the Noli Me Tangere
and Spoliarium.
Just half a century later — and in the hourglass of history,
fifty years are mere grains of sand — the Filipino painter
was once again at the forefront. While Independence was
formally declared in 1946, it was apparent that it would be a
long upward climb. Victorio Edades, the father of Philippine
modern art, is represented with one of his most published
works, Poinsettia Girl. Edades, the eternal mentor, would
educate several generations of artists who, as the Thirteen
Moderns and the first Neo-Realists, would cast a very long
shadow on our art history.
It is my great honor to share an unprecedented number of
magnificent pieces from those halcyon days of the 1950s and
the 1960s : Several are seminal works, beginning with Arturo
Luz’ Carnival Forms that would mark the start of a lifelong
fascination with the circus and its shapes; Botong Francisco’s
Moriones, commissioned by the friend and ally who would
make this most Philippine of fiestas famous around the world,
Alejandro ‘Anding’ Roces; H.R. Ocampo’s Hat Weavers which
marked his awakening as a political thinker alongside the
rest of his generation; his Analogy B, a remarkable and rare
exemplar of his coveted “Visual Melody” period; as well as
Jerry Elizalde Navarro’s Silver Golden Machine which presages
another work to be found at the Ateneo Art Gallery. Vicente
Manansala’s Madonna No. 2 references his most epic, watershed
work, Madonna of the Slums from this defining period. Nena
Saguil begins her artistic journey with the eloquent Peace &
Plenty created at her address in Sta. Cruz, Manila and travels
to Poesie de Nuit, a depiction of a romantic night in Paris on
the Left Bank.

There are other touchstones from our country’s history : from
a copper engraving by Laureano Atlas of the Virgin of the
Rosary, La Naval; an ‘archaic’ symbol of power and prestige,
the hagabi; an extraordinary Manila aparador fashioned of
kamagong. José Joya draws inspiration from the Mananggul
Jar to create a powerful mystic series, that includes Alay,
represented here.
All of these were assembled by the country’s most far-seeing
collectors : Don J. Antonio Araneta, the Lopez cousins, each
distinguished in their own right: Don Eugenio “Geny” Lopez
Jr; and Don Vicente “Tiking” Lopez; as well as Don Benito
Legarda and Doña Nene Quimson. Arch. Jorge Y. Ramos who
designed much of the metropolis’ indelible landmarks is also
on this glittering roster. William Otley and the journalist Jim
Austria join this distinguished company.
I am also thrilled to note that we have a selection of Fernando
Amorsolos that express the range of archetypes of his works
: From the boceto-like nudes that would be the basis of his
anecdotal vignettes on pre-colonial Philippines times; to
his revealing portraits of Manila in the 1930s; to the much
loved genre paintings of our Filipino people and landscapes,
including one of the earliest-known Sabungeros to come to
auction; and finally, to his wartime depictions, in the form of
an achingly beautiful Maid of Bataan.
To the artists who have chronicled our hopes, dreams, and
intentions; and the collectors, past, present, and future; to
our friends, patrons, and supporters, allow me to invite you to
partake of the wonders in this Spectacular Mid-Year Auction
2022.

The same can be said for works for our contemporary
generation : for Pacita Abad, Annie Cabigting, Jigger Cruz,
whose formative as well as proto-typical works are presented
at this sale for the collector who wishes to double-down on
their artistic practices.

Thank you for your kind attention and consideration.

Not to be missed are artworks from the leading abstractionists
of the old and new generations: From Fernando Zobel to Lao
Lianben; Juvenal Sanso and Romulo Olazo to Gus Albor.

Jaime L. Ponce de Leon
Director
L E ÓN G A L L E RY

Yours sincerely,
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Ramon Orlina ( b . 1 9 4 4)
Flourishing Growth

signed and dated 2020 (base)
carved amber glass
8" x 9" x 6" (20 cm x 23 cm x 15 cm)

P 240,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Orlina’s abstract sculptures are composed of a series of
angles created by sharp bends or sleek edges that denote
dynamic movement of fluid lines. By playfully manipulating
varying quantities of natural light entering the colored glass
and trapped at different angles or facets, his sculptures are
never visually static. The viewer can appreciate his piece
from any angle and interpret it beyond the artist’s original
intent. Orlina’s achievement is in freeing the viewers to see
his sculptures according to their interpretation. The illusions
created through the various prismatic views intensify the
viewer’s interpretation. The attributes of strength and fragility
add to the timeless beauty of Orlinas’ art. Above all, he gave
the idiom a new sense of fluidity.
Despite his overwhelming popularity, artist Ramon Orlina did
not originally plan to make and create sculptures from the very
start. Orlina earned his Bachelor’s degree in Architecture from
the University of Santo Tomas. He then practiced Architecture
until 1974 where he decided to shift to drawing and painting.

2

Justin Nuyda ( b . 1 9 4 4)
Untitled

signed and dated 2018 (lower left)
oil on canvas
8" x 8 1/4" (20 cm x 21 cm)

P 200,000
Justin Nuyda’s abstractions tremble on the brink of reality, from
surreal to real, tempestuous to serene, and arid to beautiful.
A reflection of a dream-like atmosphere distinctly marked by
bold and broad brush strokes, this piece seems to be moving
and fanning out evocative colors of blue and brown. It forms
an ambivalent figure of the clouds, a lake, and its shore, and
the other spaces in between, giving a thunderous silence yet
vibrantly calm picturesque image. Icy and rigid, the shape still
maintains a natural flow. Nuyda paints an imagery that is
both familiar and obscure, as if projections from a dream that
has now passed but continues to linger behind one’s mind.

1
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Orlina’s experience as an artist gave him a unique insight into
the creation and use of various materials that were uncommon
to the art world. This led him to experiment with the medium
of glass. Exploring forms though glass cullets or crystal blocks,
Orlina continues to utilize their translucent quality and smooth
finish produced from months of reshaping and grinding. (J.D.)

3

Arturo Luz (1 9 26 - 2021)
Sacred Mountain

signed (lower right and verso)
dated 1995 (verso)
acrylic on canvas
36" x 48" (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Arturo Luz's Cities of the Past series in the 1990s is a visual
odyssey of an artist's lingering recollections. Here, Luz
reimagines and reconstructs the old-world opulence of
Oriental civilizations. The artist presents the expanse of what
the fusion of vividness of the imaginative faculty and memories
of past experiences could engender. Rod. Paras-Perez writes:
"Luz actually feels that a sense of magic and enchantment

is indeed an intrinsic aspect of these ancient structures. But
he tries to achieve this, not with fantasy, but with precise and
minimally stated images."
In this piece, a sacred mountain, presumably of Hindu
or Buddhist sanctity, emerges from a solid black terrain.
Formed by intricate and interweaving grids of white lines, the
mountain's figure is surmounted by cupolas and juxtaposed
against a toluidine red sky. The grids sweepingly point up to
the heavens, imbuing the piece with a hallowed atmosphere.
The expressiveness of the lines, full of restraint in form yet
intimate in essence, adds potency to this work. This unique
execution is perhaps one of the reasons why Luz's imagined
and abstracted landscapes are the most adored in his
celebrated oeuvre. (A.M.)
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Welbart Bartolome ( b . 1 9 7 1)
Untitled
signed (lower right)
acrylic on canvas
30" x 40" (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 200,000

Joel “Welbart” Bartolome employs his patented whitemasked nudes in this piece. Whether it was driven by political
commentary or personal redemption, the figures reveal
his humanist approach to his artistic explorations. The
masked nude figures symbolize how humans are all clowns
and harlequins who put on a façade in their daily lives,
hiding their troubles behind masks as defense mechanisms.
Though it appears that life depends on the locus that flows,
the composure of the subjects remains unflinching; hence
Bartolome prompts viewers to reflect on how they may conquer
their fears, frustrations, anxieties, hopes, and personal dreams.
This work seeks to serve as a mirror allowing viewers to place
their emotions and goals in perspective, thereby empowering
them to contribute to the creative process.

3
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PROPERTY FROM THE JEANNIE JAVELOSA COLLECTION

Eduardo Castrillo ( 19 42 - 201 6)
Relativity

signed and dated 2013
pig iron (black iron)
19" x 21" x 19" (48 cm x 53 cm x 48 cm)

P 160,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Nixio Castrillo
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Eduardo Castrillo was among the exemplary sculptors of the
last fifty years, with monumental works such as the People
Power Monument along EDSA and the Bonifacio Shrine in
Manila under his name. Castrillo is a precursor of the allmetal sculpture, using embossed copper and welded brass
to create figurative and abstract works. His father, Santiago
Castrillo—a jeweler and a master craftsman—taught him
the techniques of metalworking.

He is known for producing sculptures that combine
Modernism's aesthetic of the distorted figure with a classical
allegorical approach to Filipino virtues. In addition to
creating arresting brass or bronze monuments, Castrillo also
produced small-scale sculptures in figurative and abstract
styles. He simplifies reality into planes and occasionally
augments them into a mass of resonating shapes. In a 1975
video clip from the Associated Press, Castrillo described
the reason for producing such pieces: “The two extremes
of art are either moving or concrete. In my style, I want to
consolidate and create art that is solid and yet alive and
free flowing.” For Castrillo, this is his aesthetic—a neorealist and cubist inclination resulting from "the resolution
of the conflict between representation and structure."
Castrillo received his CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 1970 and
is considered the heir to Guillermo Tolentino's prowess in
sculpting. (A.M.)
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Onib Olmedo ( 1 9 3 7 - 19 9 6 )
A Neighbor of the Artist in Sampaloc
signed and dated 1975 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30" x 30" (76 cm x 76 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Gisella Olmedo-Araneta
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Onib Olmedo’s oils and pastels have been characterized by
somber and brooding colors. This chromatic choice heightens
and reinforces his perception and a consequential visual
characterization of people and their bodies, at a certain
moment. He portrayed individuals with features distorted
into grotesque grimaces or sardonic glower. Olmedo used
distortion, wrote critic Alice G. Guillermo, “as a tool to probe
the depths of the human character. Because of this, he is often
considered as expressionist, and rightly so.” It would have
taken a while for the public to appreciate the painter’s creative
production for their cathartic value but Olmedo’s distortion of
figurative expressionism became a tool for him to expose the
repressed psyches of his subjects.
Olmedo was a master at creating portraits. These were
usually quick studies, and always he picked up what was
distinctive about a person’s face or appearance, then coupled
that with a characteristic expression, or if he knew the person,
a trait or a quirk or a preoccupation. His friends, whom he
sometimes sketched across the table, would beg him “not to
try to make us pretty” as his sense of pulchritude on sketchpad
was different.
In this portrait of a gentleman — with a startling resemblance
to the barkeep Taboy of ‘Taboy’s Cinco Litros on Onib’s home
turf of M. H. del Pilar Street in Malate — Olmedo probed the
point where physical appearance with its social conventions
gave way to the spirit within, which he allowed to take over the
natural physical attributes. His uncommonly unconventional
portraits of everyday people put on display essential qualities
of the person amazingly and economically -- with the stroke
of a pen, a dab of india ink, a smudging of charcoal. This
work is once again an interesting result of Olmedo’s pursuit of
the human essence and his contemplation of what the other
person could be.
With oil, he would favor sooty greys, dark greens and blues,
and black.
It’s a record of a very particular time and place in the seamy
side of Manila, a favorite hunting ground for this astute
chronicler of characters that included “waifs, street urchins,
vendors, bookies and bettors, nightclub hostesses, destitute
gamblers and the folk ground down by life in the big city.”
In truth, Luis Veloso Olmedo, aka Onib, was an architect by
profession. A graduate of the Mapua Institute of Technology,

5
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‘A Neighbor in Sampaloc’ leans among a gathering of Onib paintings in his studio.
© Gisella Olmedo-Araneta

he actually placed 7th in the government licensure exams for
the profession. Olmedo would have his first one-man show at
the iconic Solidaridad Galleries in 1971 at the ripe old age of
34 and would only decide to press on as a full-time artist a few
years later.
That first solo exhibit, acerbically titled “Singkong Suka” would
give rise to two more instalments : “Kisneng Suka” in 1975,
where this painting may have belonged; and then “Benteng
Suka” the following year in 1976.
He would go on, however, to have an eventful and stellar
career, reaping many awards and recognitions. In 1992, he
would be named one of the CCP’s Thirteen Artists and receive
various prizes in an international exposition in France.
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Romeo Tabuena ( 1 9 21 - 201 5)
River Gold (Rio de Oro)
signed and dated 1976 (upper left)
acrylic on canvas
21" x 24 3/4" (53 cm x 62 cm)

P 300,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

Tabuena is known for his works that are atmospheric in
visual quality. This quality is evident in Listening Huts with its
backdrop and dreamlike depictions of the huts, barely defined
trees and tropical vegetation, carabao, and the rural folk.
Tabuena’s delicate calligraphic brushstrokes make the painting
engaging to the eye; it also brings out a serene, calming effect.
His renditions of local images as cultural symbols are indeed
articulate explorations of rich Filipino culture. His ambient
atmospheric works induce feeling in their visual lyricism and
composition with combined Asian and Western sensibilities.
The essence of the carabaos, defined as totally weightless,
flat-out forms, has an ethereality unmistakably Tabuena’s. The
complexity of basic Filipino culture and its nuanced richness
is one that has inspired the work of innumerable artists. So
many visual elements are horizontally compressed into the
canvas without any effect of crowding or jumbling. Tabuena’s
work is an intense and articulate exploration of many latent
proletariat themes touched by quiet cultural symbols and
local imagery without the manifestation of social concerns.

7
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Lydia Velasco ( b . 19 42)
Haplos ni Ina VII

signed and dated 2021 (lower left)
oil on canvas
24" x 18" (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 80,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Galerie Artes and
signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

As a feminist, Lydia Velasco is a contemporary artist whose
oeuvres are devoted to celebrating the femininity of the
Filipina. Her muses, vivified with expressive features and
vibrant complexion, exude an aura that is assertive of their
glory, identity, and freedom amid a predominantly patriarchal
society. Velasco describes her depictions of women as having
an elongated physique and manifesting a masculine vigor.
For art critic Cid Reyes, a Velasco woman is strong yet still
overflowing with femininity, a “balancing act between grace
and aggression.”

A 2021 piece titled Haplos ni Ina VII, the painting depicts
a mother adorned in floral designs, from hair accessories
to the pattern of her garment, and a child asleep from her
tender cradle. A mother’s tender touch is a constant theme
in Velasco’s paintings, creating various versions of it for
more than a decade. Her love for the arts was rooted in her
childhood, taking inspiration from her parents who are also
appreciators of art. Her father was a set designer for LVN
studios while her mother was a homemaker who occasionally
painted still life pieces. As a mother, her children followed in
her footsteps as artists - Chi is into sculpture, Chigo is into
contemporary arts, Owen is an art dealer, and Alona is the
manager of the family-owned Galerie Artes. (P.I.R.)
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Arnold Lalongisip ( b . 1 9 8 7)
Birch Tree

signed and dated 2020 (lower right)
acrylic on canvas
48" x 96" (122 cm x 244 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Art Underground
and signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

The Link Ayala Center, Art Fair Philippines 2020,
Makati City, February 21 - 23, 2020

The creative praxis of rising contemporary realist artist Arnold
Lalongisip revolves around the distillation of a subject matter
to its fundamental substance, effectively engaging the viewer
through a process of deep musing. His works are considered
products of his meditative attitude towards the treatment of
various subject matters. Thus, his art borders on the surreal
and the real.
Birch Tree forms part of the artist’s exhibition for Art Fair
Philippines 2020, titled Natures of Gray. Here, Lalongisip
evokes an overall atmosphere of meditation through his
employment of a gray palette. Reducing his color palette is
a deliberate practice of engendering balance and neutrality,
making us explore our introspective thoughts and become
more in touch with our inner psyche. Here, Lalongisip focuses
more on the personal and expressive facet of painting rather
than its technicalities and conventions.
Arnold Lalongisip is a Batangas-born artist. While formally
trained at the Polytechnic University of the Philippines as an
Electrical Engineering Student, Lalongisip found his passion
and métier in the arts. He was among the grand prize winners
in the 2011 edition of Vision Petron and was a finalist in the
2012 Metrobank Art and Design Excellence (MADE). Lalongisip
is currently represented by Art Underground Manila, where he
has mounted four successful solo exhibitions, including one at
the Art Fair Philippines 2020 in Makati. His most recent show
was with Leon Gallery International titled Simply Grey, held
last April of the current year. (A.M.)
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Ang Kiukok ( 1 931 - 20 05 )
Dark Plant #1

signed and dated 1976 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24" x 16" (61 cm x 41 cm)

P 1,600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Finale Art File
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

Among the modernists, Ang Kiukok was the artist who
utilized the creation of still lifes to its fullest. Beginning with
linear forms in austere gray and brown textured surfaces, he
transitioned to a more complex and bright-colored cubist still
lifes of tabletops containing fruits, potted plants, or bottles
over the years. Generally, Ang’s still lifes breathe a hint of
emotions of both spirituality and anxiety. His still lifes chart
Kiukok’s journey from his Modernist Period to his Machine and
Expressionist-Cubist period. While this branch of Ang’s work is
often overlooked, it won’t be possible to think of the modern
artist without his body of still life paintings.

11
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Kiukok, at times, would venture so far from the visual
appearance of actual objects that his painting would seem
thoroughly abstract. Yet, in other works, he would produce
an almost representational image. Whether in abstraction
or figuration, Kiukok made pieces so powerful in feeling
and so imaginative in design that they evoke not just visual
suggestions but meticulously structured details.
In this particular work, the highly charged colors generate
an immediate emotional response. Painted in vibrant colors,
the agitated forms make complex, usually cubistic, shapes.
Patterns start becoming more apparent. The painting is, in
a way, disorienting with its all-over design and the absence
of perspective, testing the imagination with its intersecting
planes and forms that seem to jut out of the picture plane.

11

Ronson Culibrina ( b . 19 9 1 )
Behind the Filipina Smile,
Every Minute of the Day

signed and dated 2014 (lower right)
oil on canvas
42" x 30" (107 cm x 76 cm)

P 200,000
EXHIBITED

1335Mabini, Before Sundown, Makati City,
September 20 - October 17, 2014

Ronson Culibrina confronts dynamics in art history in this
piece revolving around Fernando Amorsolo’s dalagang bukid.
Amorsolo’s depiction of an idyllic countryside scene and ideal
native beauty was challenged by the flourishing of modernist
art in the country, disputing the conservative and academic
concepts regarding aesthetics. According to Lisa Ito in her
essay Market Intersections in the Art of Ronson Culibrina, the
artists associated with the Amorsolo tradition—the Mabini
Art movement—would set up a shop along Mabini Street in
Ermita, establishing an inter-generational community in the
1950s that would later be associated with a “commercialized
and often lucrative artistic production.”

Appropriating Amorsolo’s pastoral setting as a backdrop and
the archetypal rural feminine as the main subject, Culibrina
borrows elements from Yayoi Kusama’s art, specifically
her signature polka dots, replacing Amorsolo’s native flora
with Kusama’s polka dot-infused flowers. Kusama has been
associated with the same level of commercial success as with
the Mabini Art movement, although on a global scale. Ito
notes in her essay: “For Amorsolo and the Mabini artists have
also represented how Philippine art maintains disparate and
interconnected links with the market: from masterpieces of
fine art authenticated by connoisseurs and valued at auctions
to works produced for the consumption of the mass market,
tourists, and expatriates.”
Culibrina also explores the contradiction between the
conservative and the modern, juxtaposing traditional
approaches with contemporary styles. “Populating and altering
the once unified vistas and scenery of the Amorsolo and
Mabini tradition, the use of pastiche and distortion as forms
of visual intervention produces a sense of both dissonance
and anxiety in these intersections of the conservative and
the contemporary. This practice underscores how something
is amiss; how images produced decades apart can fulfill
uncannily similar roles and functions as contemporary
commodities, circulating in both local and global art contexts,”
Ito writes. (A.M.)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

THE INTELLECTUAL COLLECTOR
D O N J . A N T O N I O A R A N E TA

The very surname Araneta and the family’s long roster of
accomplishments, in all their facets, evoke respect.
In the world of art, however, the first name that comes to mind
is Luis, the architect. But there is another art connoisseur from
this storied family — J. Antonio Araneta. Just like his brother
Luis, whose name has become a legend in the name of
collecting, J. Antonio Araneta and his elegant wife Margarita
had a passion for all things beautiful. Together, they eventually
built a significant collection of paintings.
J. Antonio Araneta’s public persona was shaped by his
distinguished career as a lawyer, having followed the footsteps
of his father — lawyer, businessman and nationalist Gregorio
Soriano Araneta — in establishing a notable career in the law. J.
Antonio was known for being uncompromising in his dealings,
a firmness with which he always stood for what he believed
in. Even in his legal writings, J. Antonio the legal luminary
had what the family history, 1030 R. Hidalgo. described as “a
preference for lucidity and a disdain for literary flourish that
oftentimes beclouds the thought that one intends to impart.”

Fernando Amorsolo (1892-1972), Portrait of J. Antonio Araneta.
Lot 50, Leon Gallery Asian Cultural Council Auction, 2016.

(Incidentally, among J. Antonio Araneta’s holdings included
The Philippines Graphic—the oldest, surviving weekly English
magazine of national circulation, which he had acquired from
the King of Komiks Ramon Roces in the 1970s.)

of high style who was concerned about her dresses and her
beautiful home.”

So it comes as a pleasant surprise that beyond this reputation
of straightforwardness and uncompromising firmness in

He continued, “Calle R Hidalgo had been the preserve of

the legal practice, there is revealed J. Antonio Araneta, the

the Manila Rich since the 1850s, when they established their

compleat and diverse art connoisseur. His enthusiasm for

grand city villas with gardens beside the clean waterways

art had been nourished by his formative years in the family’s

there, something which they simply could not do in the old,

pre-war ancestral house at 1030 R Hidalgo in pre-war Quiapo

malodorous arrabales districts of Intramuros, Binondo, San

(where his parents, Don Gregorio Araneta and Doña Carmen

Nicolas, Santa Cruz, and Tondo.

Zaragoza lived.)

later Calle R. Hidalgo, the capital’s rich could live suitably, in

On Calle San Sebastian,

high European style. There lived the Tuasons, very rich with
Writes the social historian Augusto M. R. Gonzalez III, the

their royal land grants since 1764, and their allied families,

Zaragoza-Araneta offspring

“already had good taste even

Legardas, Prietos, and Valdeses; the highly educated and

as children, which wasn’t surprising considering that their

cultured Paternos, rich since 1800 and very rich since the

family lived in the most beautiful residence in the pre-war

1860s and their cousins the entrepreneurial Zamoras and

period along aristocratic Calle R. Hidalgo. His mother, Dona

the intelligent Ocampos.

Carmen Zaragoza y Roxas de Araneta, although known for

Padillas, the artistic but businesslike Nakpils, and the affluent

her Roman Catholic piety and simplicity, was also a woman

Pampanga hacenderos the Escalers.”
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There were the real estate-rich

“In the 1880s rose the splendid riverside community beside the

displayed in their home, where guests like the U.S. President

“Palacio de Malacanan” in the adjacent San Miguel district.

Nixon, numerous foreign dignitaries and movie stars, and all

Great mansions rose along that stretch of the Pasig river amid

the country’s leaders experienced the generous hospitality

lush tropical gardens with opulent interiors that rivaled those

of J. Antonio and Margarita. As a proper painter's dream

in European estates. But the pattern of elegant living was still

she was, Margarita Rebullida de Araneta sat for Fernando

taken from nearby Calle R Hidalgo.”

Amorsolo in 1953, of which the same portrait is depicted in
an interior scene of their Forbes Park living room by Sofronio

The war may have destroyed the Araneta’s fabled ancestral

Y Mendoza in 1969. Their sterling collection is a metaphor for

house in Quiapo, but the spirit of collecting art continued

their exemplary lives and each work of art reveals a different

to populate the couple’s palatial Forbes Park residence.

facet to the couple’s brilliant legacies. (Excerpts taken from

Indeed, countless artworks from Luna to the modernists were

1030 R. Hidalgo. Volumes I and II.)

(Clockwise) The formal living room of the Araneta home on McKinley Road, Forbes Park; Don J. Antonio Araneta with his wife Margarita; with a grandchild; on a foreign trip; with
other grandchildren; the lanai of the Araneta home and beside it, Mrs. Araneta’s portrait; another photograph of the Araneta couple.
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE DON J. ANTONIO ARANETA COLLECTION

Teodoro Buenaventura ( 18 63 - 1 9 5 0)
A Countryside Dawn

signed and dated January-14-1938 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20" x 30" (51 cm x 76 cm)

P 500,000
LITERATURE

Duldulao, Manuel D. The Philippine Art Scene. Maber Books, Inc.
Manila. 1977. Full color photograph on page 242; Catalogued
in the caption on page 244.

Three decades of informed collecting has produced a varied multitude that fills
up the walls of the spacious residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. Antonio Araneta but
nevertheless leaves it with closets and a bodega of unexhibited works. The Main
Reception Room features the early paintings of Rivera y Mir, Pereira, Castañeda,
and Buenaventura. The Buenaventura is on the left wall, in the center, bottom row.

T

eodoro Buenaventura discovered his aptitude for
painting when he was still a child, creating pen
and ink landscapes of his home province, Bulacan.
Buenaventura was left fatherless at 14, leaving him to fend
for himself. From his native Paombong, he came to Manila to
pursue a decent livelihood. The wealthy mother of his employer,
Ramon Salas, discovered his artistic flair and sponsored his
studies at the famed Escuela Superior de Pintura, Escultura y
Grabado in Manila.
Buenaventura rose to prominence as a painter-mentor
during the twilight of the Spanish colonial era and the
subsequent subjugation of the country under a new imperial
power. Several prestigious art competitions recognized
Buenaventura's prowess, including winning a bronze medal at
the Exposition Regional de Filipinas (1895) and a silver medal
at the Asociación Internacional de Artistas exhibition (1908).
In 1899, Buenaventura opened his portrait shop in San Jose
de Trozo.
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Buenaventura instituted the Academia de Dibujo in his house
in Magdalena Street, Trozo. Several of his students would later
emerge as celebrated painters, such as Serafin Serna, Tomas
Bernardo, and Mauro Malang Santos. Buenaventura was one
of the founding teachers of the UP School of Fine Arts. He was
appointed instructor in elementary drawing, where he was
deeply beloved by his students. He taught at the university
until 1935.
Landscape painting was Buenaventura's métier. His depictions
of the Philippine countryside, which were perceived directly
from nature, exhibit his attention to detail. Buenaventura
accurately renders the transience of light in a natural setting,
as shown by the varying degree of illumination in specific areas
of the canvas. The Second World War wreaked havoc on many
of Buenaventura's masterpieces. However, several small-sized
landscapes and genre pieces, such as the work at hand and
one of the artist’s early works, survived the ravages of the war.
These works bestow a visual prospect of the legacy of one of
the country's undisputed masters of classical realism. (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE DON J. ANTONIO ARANETA COLLECTION

Romeo Tabuena ( 1 9 21 - 201 5)
Candle Women

signed and dated 1951 (lower right)
oil on wood
24" x 12" (61 cm x 30 cm)

P 200,000
PROVENANCE

León Gallery, The Asian Cultural Council Auction 2016,
Makati City, February 20, 2016, Lot 58
LITERATURE

'Neo-Realists.' This Week, Manila Chronicle. November 18, 1951,
page 15. Sepia-colored illustration top left.
EXHIBITED

Philippine Art Gallery, 1951

Intuition rather than intellect continued to dictate the kind
of paintings Tabuena was to do from 1951 onwards. Darkly
rendered figures are also manifest in his other works in 1951,
such as “Man with Rooster,” done in encaustic. The idiom that
Tabuena subsequently chose to paint in as the 1950s passed,
cubism, is a highly analytical approach, but emotion rather
than reason continued to shape his artistic vision. Tabuena was
quoted in 1975: “As an artist, I believe that the best way I can
express myself in my work is to strive to paint universal things
in a personal way. The things in art that are of universal value
are those whose essence appeals to all mankind for all time.
I aspire to communicate through my work the essence of life,
the sentiment of people and the magnificent beauty of nature.
These are the lasting truths I wish to exemplify in my art.”

This Week, Manila Chronicle, November 18, 1951, page 15,
illustrated the new art movement of Neo-Realism with the
Tabuena work among others.
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Gus Albor ( b . 1 948 )
1978-II

signed and dated 1978 (lower left)
oil and acrylic on canvas
40" x 48" (102 cm x 122 cm)

P 400,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

A

n acclaimed artist of abstract minimalism, Augusto

the “inexpressible.” If so, then white, a color contrasting

“Gus” Albor approaches his work with a rigid yet

with black and more unsaturated than gray, could be an

meditative quality, a chance to explore various

interpretation for "desolation."

themes. The austerity of his palette and technique reveals the
influence of the Minimalist School. Although most abstract
artists contend to create works of art as products, Albor sees
his paintings as expressions of his beliefs and an exposition
of his existence. Thus, the audience's interpretations of his
artwork add to the visual experience filled with perplexing
meanings.

In the year this piece was completed, the 30-year-old Gus
Albor underwent a one-term study grant at the British Council
at West Surrey College of Arts and Design in the United
Kingdom. A year after, he staged three prominent exhibits
that defined his artistic career: Recent Paintings held at the
Nachrichten-Treff Gallery in Düsseldorf, West Germany and at

In this 1978 piece, the canvas rests at the tranquility of its pale

The Luz Gallery in Makati, Philippines, and Watercolours held

background, uncaring of the subdued linework and striking

at the Cultural Center of the Philippines. The masterpieces of

dashes of white. It confronts the abyss of meaninglessness in

Gus Albor are given justice by the persons who have known

order to portray new meanings outside of conventional and

him for years and have worked closely with his oeuvre. One of

established means of language and communication. In every

them is the National Artist Arturo Luz who once went out of his

Albor painting, the colors black, gray, and white are symbolic

comfort zone way back in the 70s to find the distant studio of

of his style. As often described, black signifies an essence of

Albor. He said, "August Albor is quite simply the best that the

“consuming” whereas gray, according to Cid Reyes, connotes

Philippines has to offer.” (P.I.R.)
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Gus Albor ( b . 1 948 )
a) Untitled
b) Temporal

signed and dated 2004 (lower left) each
mixed media on canvas
8" x 8" (20 cm x 20 cm) each

P 80,000
In these two works, Albor does not only showcase the diverse
possibilities of his approach, but also how his practice can
create juxtaposing pieces that stem from the same philosophy.
Here, one work is created through a thick and almost
spontaneous layer of paint. While the other piece reflects the
much more meditative side of Albor’s approach as it features
a seemingly slowly expanding circle. As in Zen art, the viewer’s
interpretation of visual elements adds to the art work as a
visual experience pregnant with enigmatic meanings, despite
its minimalism
Albor's art-making always avoided representation, his oeuvre
has always been a steady progression away from objects and
external reference. His visual language progressed to works
in different shades of the same neutral color. Albor is best
known for his dominantly gray paintings. In this piece, Albor
seemingly confronts the aesthetic potentialities of minimalism
by showcasing two images side by side, one featuring Albor’s
more experimentations with color and shape, and another
utilizing Albor’s trademark use of white. Albor’s piece and use of
space suggests a certain narrative arc at play, one that reflects
Albor’s musings regarding art as it enters a new era. (J.D.)

16

Juvenal Sansó ( b . 19 29 )
Unattended Boat
signed and dedicated "To Marivic
with warm affection!" (lower right)
acrylic on paper
12" x 18" (30 cm x 46 cm)

P 160,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion Sansó
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The art of Juvenal Sansó tells a narration of his life, either or
both of tragedy and triumph. And as an artist whose soul was
scarred from war, Sansó poured his trauma onto his surreal
artworks. The maestro’s artistic technique, coined as ‘Poetic
Surrealism’, is evident in his landscape compositions. The
Spanish-born painter once said,“The Filipino experience is the
strongest of them all, my paintings being basically nostalgic
reminiscences.” Sansó never envisioned himself to be a
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famous figure in the art world. Nevertheless, the acclaimed
artist received important recognitions and prestigious awards
from all over the world. One of his cherished ones is the
Presidential Medal of Merit in 2006, an award given by the
Philippine government to an artist for his contribution to the
arts in the country. (P.I.R.)

17

Ronson Culibrina ( b . 19 9 1 )
Untitled (Woman with Pearls)

signed and dated 2014 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36" x 36" (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Nicholas Teotico
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The works of Ronson Culibrina attract viewers by creating
notable works of artists then recreating and restructuring
them by adding individuality and dynamic elements. Although
he alters and distorts their original compositions, he does not
allow the original work to lose expression. His art is an ode to
his never-ending exploration of form playing around the fusion
between traditional and modernity, which is a dedication to
his upbringing. With that, his work allows for reflections and
discussions on traditional and contemporary forms. In this
painting in particular, Culibrina creates a psychedelic display
with playful elements, while also with haunting eyes. (M.D.V)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

ARCH. JORGE Y. RAMOS
T H E A RT I S T I C C O L L E C T O R
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

Born before the War, Jorge Y. Ramos was a child of Old Manila.
He would receive his first education at the Burgos Elementary
School in Sta. Mesa from 1945 to 1949, moving on to the
Mapua Institute of Technology for high school at its campus
on Doroteo Jose in Sta. Cruz and finishing in 1953.. He would
enroll at the University of Santo Tomas college of architecture,
then helmed by Victorio Edades, and each year would reap
a gold medal for excellence in design, graduating in 1957.
Ramos would receive a scholarship to take an architectural
tour of Japan.
He would receive various commissions after his return,
including the design of the Executive Branch Building of the
Philippine Government, Quezon City, Philippines; the home of
Sen. Alejandro Almendras in Greenhills, San Juan; the Samson
Boats Showroom and Factory in Parañaque; the Mr. Horilleno
Residence on Katipunan Avenue, White Plains, Quezon City;
and the Carmelo and Bauermann Printing Press and Offices
on Epifanio de los Santos Avenue, Makati.
Arch. Ramos would depart to pursue a master’s degree from
the University of Florida in Gainesville in 1960. He would join
the American firm Kemp, Bunch and Jackson Architectural
Office in Jacksonville, Florida; working on such projects as the

By the 1970s, he would be responsible for the design of the

Jacksonville Civic Auditorium, the Barnett National Bank, the

Heart Center and the Lung Center; the Quiapo Mosque; the

Walt Disney World master plan in Orlando, and the Deerwood

Baguio Convention Center; the Paoay Golf and Country Club;

Golf and Country Club, among others.

the Luna Brothers Museum in Laoag; McArthur’s Landing
Park;

the Lungsod ng Kabataan (Children’s Hospital); the

In 1963, he would return to teach as a professor of design in

Kidney Center, and the renovation of the Philippine General

his beloved UST; but would soon be busy with many projects

Hospital, to name a few.

including the vice-governor’s office for Benigno Aquino Jr.; the
residence and offices of Pedro Cojuangco at Hacienda Luisita;

His many awards included recognition as Cartier Architect of

the interiors of the Ang Tibay Shoe Store on Escolta, Manila;

the Year, 1979; Passive Solar Design Award for the Government

duties in Malacañang Palace as decorator for special events;

Service Insurance System Headquarters Building at the

the design of more private residences for the Castañeda,

World’s Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee, 1982; Key to the City of

Tiaoqui, Bautista, and Ferrer families; the First United Bank

Los Angeles for The Patronage of the Arts and Architecture

interiors; the Karilagan Finishing School, the Manila Bank

Los Angeles, California,; Owens-Corning Excellence in Design

Building and the Clavecilla Building; the Central Azucarera

and Energy Conservation, New York City, 1983; City of Manila,

Tarlac Building on Ayala Avenue; and the homes of Atty.

Architect of the Year, 1983; and University of Santo Tomas’

Napoleon Rama and Jose Cojuangco.

Outstanding Thomasian Alumnus Award in Architecture, 2001.
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He would be a member of the Board of Trustees of UST
College of Architecture; as well as the Cultural Center of the
Philippines. He would also endow the College of Architecture
with a perpetual scholarship grant.
Arch. Ramos would also be involved in various international
projects in Asia and the Middle East.

Various projects of Arch. Jorge Y. Ramos include the Puerto Azul Golf and Country
Club; the Barnett National Bank, Florida; the Baguio Convention Center; the Heart
Center. He would meet various dignitaries, including then-Senator Joe Biden, now
President of the United States, President Ferdinand E. Marcos, President Erap
Estrada, the heart surgeon Dr. Christian Barnard with Gen. Thomas Meredith
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

MAKERS OF MEN, BUILDERS OF NATION
A L E J A N D RO “A N D I N G ” RO C E S A N D A RC H . J O RG E Y. R A M O S
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

W

hen you talk about provenance — or the record
or chronology of a piece of art — there is none
more powerful and as rare as having the face of
the owner painted into it.
Not that this work’s impeccable and distinguished provenance
needs it, but it also appears in a handwritten list made by
Botong’s dependable assistant, Salvador Juban, of works made
during his term from 1959 to 1969, the year of the maestro’s
untimely death. The roster, still preserved, contains the entry,
“Moriones (Anding).”
For such is the case with the work Moriones or Moriones
Festival painted by Carlos “Botong” Francisco — and the
fellow who commissioned this piece, his friend and ally in the
business of making Filipino culture bigger and more outsize,
ever more symbolic of all things good about the Philippines,
Alejandro “Anding” Roces (1924-2011)
One can see Anding Roces himself standing at the top right,
as an all-seeing witness, dapper and mustachioed, dressed
in a formal shirt and holding just the hint of the outline of a
panama hat.
Both men were symbol-makers, master iconographers whose
vision intersected in the subject of the Filipino fiesta.
Roces, the man who had singlehandedly propelled the shift
from our independence day from the American Fourth of July
to June 12, was a believer in the power of such symbols. He
also believed that the Filipino fiesta was a portal to the Filipino
soul. In it lay our history but also our national character,
cradling our hopes, dreams, foibles and intentions — and
therefore our destiny.
Both men also believed that to be successful players on the
international stage, we need not look further than to ourself,
to be nothing more than ourself, and to be true to that self
Moriones was painted in 1966. It was a new age of Filipinism,
whose stage was set by not least of all, Anding Roces who
was Secretary of Education from 1962 to 1965 and Botong,
who was enjoying a second wind as the nation’s leading maker
of heroic figures. At the time this was created, Botong had
been painting for a good thirty years, he was fundamentally
established, certainly revered.
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Alejandro R. Reyes, then Secretary of Education, holding Rizal’s Noli Me Tangere.;
Close-up of Alejandro R. Reyes; The hallway in the Dasmarinas Village home of
Alejandro Roces.

(A decade or so later, the artwork would be acquired by another
man who also participated in creating some of our country’s
indelible landmarks, Architect Jorge Ramos, who designed the
Heart Center, the Quiapo Mosque, and the Baguio Convention
Center among many others.)
Anding Roces would also singlehandedly bring to national
— and one dares say international attention — the richness
of the Filipino fiesta. In particular, he championed two : The
Ati-atihan and the Moriones festival of Marinduque. He would
thus earn for himself the title, the “National Hermano Mayor”,
the term for the fellow who organizes the town fiesta and also
foots the bill.
Botong was honed by Victorio Edades in the making of
magnificent murals. It was Edades who had introduced him
to the works of the Mexican master Diego Rivera but it was
Botong who would make the masterpieces all his own.
This microcosm of the Moriones is an unusual work: First of
all because it is easel size — a “grail” picture in its own right,
elusive because Botong painted so few of these dimensions;
and secondly, even more so because of its vertical composition,
when most of Botong’s works sprawl horizontally.
One can presume he did so to match the portrait he painted of
Anding that he painted a couple of years earlier in 1964, which
references not just the Moriones but all his other cultural
passions. (These include the pintakasi cockfights, the ritual
dances of the Tagbanua tribe of Palawan, and yes, Botong’s
very own higantes from the fiesta of his own hometown of
Angono.)
In a valuable photograph of Anding Roces’ home, immortalized
in The Philippine Art Scene (Manuel D. Duldulao, published by
Vera-Reyes Inc, 1977) by one sees both of these astonishing
works hanging on the same wall like book-ends. The caption
reads: “Friendship with Carlos Francisco explains the reason
why the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Alejandro R. Roces is strong
on Botongs. The hallway shows Francisco’s Execution of
Rizal, a study for a mural detail Flute, a portrait of Roces and
Moriones, one of the artist’s few easel paintings.”

Top: Moriones watercolor, commissioned by Alejandro Roces. Middle: Moriones of
Marinduque. Bottom: Moriones face off, photograph shows the number system
used since the 1890s. From Alejandro Roces, Fiesta. Vera-Reyes Inc., 1980.
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PROPERTY FROM THE ARCH. AND MRS. JORGE RAMOS COLLECTION

Carlos V. Francisco ( 19 12 - 1 9 6 9 )
Moriones Festival
signed and dated 1966 (upper left)
oil on canvas
48" x 34" (122 cm x 86 cm)

P 8,000,000
PROVENANCE

Commissioned by Alejandro R. Roces from the
Artist; Subsequently acquired from the Collection
of Alejandro R. Roces by Arch. Jorge Y. Ramos
Handwritten roster of Botong’s paintings from 1959 to 1969, by Salvador

Listed in the handwritten roster by Salvador
Juban, Carlos “Botong” V. Francisco’s assistant,
of Botong’s works from 1959 to 1969.

Juban, showing the entry “Moriones (Anding)”.

LITERATURE

Manuel D, Duldulao, The Philippine Art Scene.
Vera-Reyes Inc. 1977. Full-color illustration on
page 255; and catalogued in the caption
description, also on page 255.

In Moriones, one sees how Botong has
been quite inventive in composing his
cornucopia of images, a device he used
to create perspective as well as a richness
of metaphor.
Famous for doing his due diligence in
researching a subject, Botong had been
tinkering with the idea of the Moriones
for much of the 1960s : A watercolor
sketch form 1962 and in the possession
of the GSIS Museum is one of his earliest
works on the theme. There is one other,
dated 1963 in the collection of the United
Coconut Planters Bank; and the pair of
works made for Roces from 1964 and
1966. Botong was equally notorious at
taking his time to complete a commission.
The word moriones, theorized Roces, is
believed to be derived from the name of
“the visorless, high-crested helmets with
turned-up edges” worn by Magellan and
the Spanish conquistadors. It might also
possibly be a corruption of “centurion”,
the Roman officers who commanded a
“century” or 100 men, he noted.
The Moriones tells the story of one
centurion : Longinus of the Holy Spear,
the half-blind soldier who pierced Christ’s
side at Calvary; where drops of the blood
flowing from the Savior’s wound touched
his eye and restored his sight. He would
thus become a believer and sadly, be
beheaded for his conversion. The oneeyed soldier’s mask fallen to the ground
conveys that denouement.
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The number ‘2’ in the painting may be a
cipher in reference to Botong’s ‘Banda
The painting is brimming with many
such details of the fiesta, first played out
in the mid-1800s by the people of the
town of Mogpog, where the observance
is said to have been brought by a
Jesuit priest from Mexico. Masks carved
from coral wood are painted with the
round eyes, long noses and full black
beards imagined to belong to Roman
legionnaires. Horse bristles, painted or
otherwise, belts, swords and scabbards,
armored breastplates of cardboard and
cloth complete the entire passion-play’s
illusion.
There are many ‘masks’ to be found in
this painting: There is Veronica standing
at the top, holding the veil that would
capture the imprint of Christ’s face; while
other characters wear cloth kerchiefs
to cover their faces as well. It was
traditionally important to keep one’s
anonymity in this fiesta; so much so that
the practice of distributing numbers to
be worn throughout the occasion was
supposedly introduced at the time of
the Revolution to distinguish the town’s
devotees from Katipunan insurrectionists
who would enter the town in disguise.
(Botong may have found out about this
tidbit from Anding’s research: there is a
playful sketch of a morion with the letters
‘KKK’ written across his breastplate.)
Traditionally, only the number of
flowers on their helmets would disclose
how many years they had pledged to
participate in the proceedings, or how
many wishes they longed to be granted.

Numero Dos’ which he put together
to play at the town’s festivities. (Banda
Numero Uno belonged to Levi Celerio,
the other famous son of Angono and a
fellow national artist.)
The central morion is almost identical
to the one in Anding’s portrait, both
festooned in the stylized clouds of
Chinese origin that can be found in
ancient santos as well.
The masks of several other devotees
are strewn about as they kneel, their
heads bowed in fervent prayer. They are
“unmasked” — in a sense, uncovered,
their Filipino-ness revealed.
Anding would write in his landmark book
Fiesta (Vera-Reyes Inc., 1980) that the
Moriones was the event that represented
the Filipino most of all: A “brown
American hidden by a Spanish mask”
said in his most jocular but truthful
manner.
Ultimately, this painting is about
thanksgiving — because the Moriones
devotees do not join s as an act of
penance but in appreciation of favors
received. It is also about trust and belief
— as well as that equally elusive thing,
the Filipino identity.
It is as if both Botong and Anding say
in one voice, that we all wear masks
to survive in the world — but who is to
say if underneath that mask — lies our
authentic, true selves, the real Filipino.
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PROPERTY FROM THE ARCH. AND MRS. JORGE RAMOS COLLECTION

Federico Aguilar Alcuaz ( 1 9 3 2 - 201 1)
Still Life with Rose and Apples
signed and dated 1960 (upper center)
oil on canvas
25" x 31" (64 cm x 79 cm)

P 1,000,000
León Gallery wishes to thank Mr. Christian Aguilar
for confirming the authenticity of this lot.

F

ederico Aguilar y Alcuaz created still life paintings
with zeal, not only in the early period of his career
but throughout his life. Albeit noted for his poetic
interpretation of Cubism, there is something about an Alcuaz
abstract still life piece that gives it poise and uniqueness.
Thus, it is no wonder that most of his works allude to Cezanne,
whose apples have had such a profound impact on our vision.
As described by Rod. Paras-Perez in his book Parallel Texts:
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz, the paintings of the fine artist have
a composition that can be quite formal at times, almost
geometric in its symmetry. He writes: "Just as he shifts with
ease from figurative to abstract painting, Alcuaz can, with
equal fluidity, move from geometric, well-defined forms to
gestural, free-form brushwork."
Alcuaz shifted between abstraction and figuration throughout
his career, however his figurative works frequently contained
abstract components. Abstract colorful strokes can be found
all over his artworks. He succeeded in harmonizing the pictorial
parts such that they could be perceived simultaneously.
Although his abstract works were influenced by Picasso
and Matisse, Alcuaz was able to infuse his worldview and
personality into his style.
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Alcuaz painted a lot of still lifes with fruits and flowers as his
favorite subjects during the late 1950s to early 1970s. Painted
in 1960, this piece depicts apples and roses whose colors are
rich hues of red spread out decoratively on a table dressed in
a blue mantle.
A feast for the eyes, mind, and heart, this piece was also
nostalgic of his familial life. Christian Michael Aguilar, the
eldest son of Alcuaz, was born in Hamburg, Germany, the
same year when this painting was signed. In a chronology by
Felicidad V. Tan-Co, moments that were personal and precious
to Alcuaz as a father were reminisced by his wife, Ute Aguilar.
Ute recalls: "When the boys were young, Fred was a very good,
patient, and cheerful father to our kids, if he was around…
I remember that every weekend he would buy a bunch of
flowers to bring a touch of color to our home in Barcelona.
There was always music in our home."
Federico Aguilar y Alcuaz is an enigma in his own right.
Imbued with a traditional attitude, Alcuaz saw art as both a
gift and a calling, something worth all the hardships as well as
the pleasure of creation. (P.I.R.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE ARCH. AND MRS. JORGE RAMOS COLLECTION

Juvenal Sansó ( b . 19 29 )
Dusk Flower

signed (lower right)
acrylic on canvas
31 1/2" x 20 3/4" (80 cm x 52 cm)

P 1,200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion Sansó
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Juvenal Sansó’s palette, as described by art critic Rod. ParasPerez is “as austere but rich in its modulation,” where blue or
orange are the predominant colors. Paras-Perez also noted
his handling of lines, specifically of calligraphic gestures,
writing that it “is of such density and intensity, so pervasively
part of the visual structure that it could be generated only
by sustained passion.” Metaphorically, Sansó is a visual poet
with an intense passion for musing. As written in the French
daily morning newspaper Le Figaro, “Sansó is a contemplative
poet; his landscapes that seem fantastic are authentic, seen in
the Far-East… his flowers, masses of rocks, the fishing traps…
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his tropical plants are all remembered so clearly that he can
recreate them in his works… in this silent world no human
figure seems to penetrate.”
Sansó’s depiction of nature and its stunning flora give us
a glimpse of how Sansó gives prominence to memory as
a fundamental facet in his works. This, in turn, leaves an
enthralling atmosphere for the viewer. The genuineness in his
subjects stems from a sincere appreciation of his upbringing.
Humanity best expresses itself through art – an exceptional
medium for us to convey and exhibit the depth of our spirits.
For Sansó, art is a monumental declaration of our nature
made by a remarkable individual. This statement perfectly
encapsulates his prodigious qualities as an artist. (A.M.)

21

Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 19 62)
Different Tunes
signed and dated 2007 (lower left)
oil on canvas
48" x 36" (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 600,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Singapore
EXHIBITED

Utterly Art, Different Tunes, Singapore, 2007

Emmanuel Garibay presents another symbolic visual narrative
so potent in an evocative and uncanny manner. In Different
Turns, Garibay depicts a central figure of a man wearing
headphones and whose hands are seemingly in a prayer
position. A jester playing the guitar sits atop his shoulders.
Two figures sit beside the man, the one on the left side wearing
an imperial crown symbolizing the state and the other wearing
a miter crown representing the church. A religious icon can be
seen hanging on the wall in the background.

Garibay strongly alludes to a circus of power abuse between
the two most influential parties in contemporary society: the
church and the state. The artist critiques how these oppressive
and coercive forces work concurrently in exploiting the
people's current conditions through various cultural, religious,
and political mechanisms. These instruments are employed
to assert their hegemony over the people so they could be
subservient disciples. Garibay is also critical of modern-day
Christianity; how it has long been distant from its divine
mandate of "tending His sheep" and instead has relegated
itself to an ideological state apparatus by parroting fascist
and authoritarian tenets.
Garibay believes in the power of art to amplify the stifled cries
of the oppressed. Thus, his works unrelentingly echo the words
of educator and activist Cesar A. Cruz: “art should comfort
the disturbed and disturb the comfortable.” "I would rather
have disturbed viewers than comfortable viewers because the
disturbed ones are forced to think," a compelling statement
expressed by the artist. (A.M.)
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Oscar Zalameda ( 19 30 - 20 10 )
Mont-Saint-Michel
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
40" x 43" (102 cm x 109 cm)

P 600,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

Zalameda’s juxtaposition of bold colors and strokes transforms
his subject matters into virtual abstract patterns. While a
handful of mid-century Filipino artists demonstrated a precise
understanding of the tenets and implications of traditional
European cubism and American rooted abstraction, other
painters like Zalameda were more gingerly, borrowing the
surface aspects of cubism yet never departing from the
naturalistic basis of their art. Zalameda teaches the viewers
that abstraction need not be hard to read and need not be
willfully ambiguous. Zalameda’s abstraction reveals a style
that has not entirely given up imagery. The lines and forms that
characterize his landscapes are still evident in his later works.
This influence would be traced to a fruitful stay in Mexico
during the late 1950s. “I’m basically an intense person, a lover
of life and people,” the artist declared in 1978. Zalameda is
best known for the style that would be his signature: the looser
cubist forms accompanied by the bold and assured colors.
Strategic areas of warmer colors accent the serenely dynamic
visual experience.

The medieval island fortress of Mont-Saint-Michel in Normandy.
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Charlie Co ( b . 19 60 )
Old Boys Club

signed and dated 2002 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
46 1/2" x 58" (118 cm x 147 cm)

P 300,000
León Gallery wishes to thank the artist for
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Charlie Co’s oeuvre seemingly acts as a visual companion of
a satirical column that aims to expose the system’s follies.
His visual language—allegorical, symbolical, and whimsical—
exudes a child-like playfulness, which the casual observer
may initially perceive as an ode to a nostalgic longing for
one’s childhood naivety and innocence. But Co’s arresting
iconography is an outright criticism of existing social conditions.
Created after the Second EDSA People Power and the
subsequent general elections, Co confronts the irony of
traditional politics in Old Boys Club. The artist fuses elements of
surrealism and social realism to produce a work that exposes
the contradictions within a rotten socio-political system. Here,
traditional politicians engage in merrymaking, consolidating

their forces to exploit further and oppress the people.
Rendered in a satirical approach, Co depicts the subjects as
comical figures, set to take advantage of the power entrusted
to them by the people to advance their mercenary interests
and feed their avarice. One intriguing figure is a man standing
at the back and holding a mask. This figure embodies one of
the traditional politician’s main attributes: deception through
distortion of facts and illusory and groundless platforms.
But amid the festivity, the people remain vigilant. Under our
present constitution, “sovereignty resides in the people, and all
government authority emanates from them.” We gave them
the power—and we can take it back. We just have to constantly
remind ourselves: for what and for whom are we struggling?
“This piece was about the 2001 elections,” shares Co.
“Politicians are celebrating victory. A lone woman, thenpresident Gloria Arroyo, sitting with her back facing the viewer,
looks at herself in the mirror. Different characters are gathered
around the table, mostly clowns. They are even accompanied
by symbols of corruption (crocodile underneath the table)
and abuse of power. As they celebrate their victory, behind
the curtains are red flags that symbolize that they are being
closely watched from the outside by dissidents.” (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE RAFAEL PANGANIBAN COLLECTION

Lao Lianben ( b . 1 9 4 8)
Tryst 83

signed and dated 1975 (middle left)
oil on wood
48" x 54 1/2" (122 cm x 138 cm)

P 3,800,000
PROVENANCE

The Luz Gallery
León Gallery, The Kingly Treasures Auction 2018,
Makati City, December 1, 2018, Lot 109

A

ccording to the Cambridge Dictionary, the word

In the still of the night, warmth, passion, and intimacy are

'tryst' refers to "a meeting between two people who

manifested in their most immaculate. The overall composition

are having a romantic relationship, especially a

fittingly evokes a melancholic sensuality that is subtle yet

secret one." Lao Lianben visually expounds on this definition,

dynamic.

presenting a sublime story of two star-crossed lovers.
In this piece, a seascape is imbued with uncanny, pitch-black
darkness resembling the dead of night. The moonlight glimmers
on the tranquil waters, baring the vast rock formations that
populate the mysterious scenery. Based on the definition of
'tryst,' one can imagine an obscure place where two lovers

Even in the early phase of his artistic career, Lao is capable of
instigating a myriad of feelings, be it implicit or explicit. Here,
the darkness of the night symbolizes the vast space they must
navigate to reach and touch each other. But in another sense,
it also represents transcendental love.

meet as they delightfully escape from the scathing eyes and
cacophonous mouths of civilization. The soft caress of the

Lao's interpretation of various human experiences and stories

ocean breeze induces an enchanted atmosphere. As they revel

is imbued with enigmatic and evocative underpinnings that

in their warm, intimate embrace, they slowly fade into each

stem from his boundless contemplations. It is an artistic

other and gently lose themselves in the almost otherworldly,

practice that beautifully captures a love so forbidden and

soothing darkness. They seemingly drift to another entirely

persecuted yet cuts across every facet of human existence.

different universe, where the burning desires of the corporeal
and the aspirations of the metaphysical intertwine and are left

“There is a charm about the forbidden that makes it

unscathed.

unspeakably desirable,” writes the celebrated American writer
Mark Twain. (A.M.)

One night every year is all that they have.
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Abi Dionisio ( b . 1 9 8 7)
Direction

signed and dated 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48" x 36" (122 cm x 91 cm)

One East Asia Gallery, Travel Light, Singapore,
September 25 - October 10, 2018

missing, and the textile serves as a fill-in. For Dionisio, the
sail represents her precarious journey towards motherhood,
with the wrinkled fabric symbolizing the stormy seas or the
trials and tribulations she has to endure as a woman and as
a mother. But through the tireless support of her husband,
Welbart Bartolome, every step of her treacherous journey is on
course. Through this piece, Dionisio celebrates a love bound
by unwavering commitment in the face of life’s vulnerability.

Abigail Dionisio explores the multifaceted aspects of
motherhood and femininity in this piece titled Direction.
A hyperrealist oil painting, this piece depicts a patterned
textile with small compasses scattered around and above it.
A boat’s mast with its mainsail and headsail hoisted is intact
in the topmost corner. One can notice that the boat’s hull is

Direction was part of a joint exhibition in 2018 by Dionisio
and Bartolome titled Travel Light. In the exhibition notes, One
East Asia Gallery writes: “Abigail Dionisio and Welbart use
sailboats and hot air balloons in their paintings to represent
their voyage to life as a couple. With the boat’s connection to
water, it is said to symbolize femininity and motherhood. The
hot air balloons, on the other hand, are associated with social
elevation, popularity, or fame.” (A.M.)

P 240,000
LITERATURE

One East Asia Gallery. Travel Light. Singapore. 2018.
Page 12 with a full-color illustration on page 13.
EXHIBITED
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PROPERTY FROM THE JEANNIE JAVELOSA COLLECTION

Eduardo Castrillo ( 19 42 - 201 6)
Dancing Couple

signed and dated 2008 (on the base)
brass
34" x 16" x 12" (86 cm x 41 cm x 30 cm)

P 180,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Nixio Castrillo
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Solid metal, which is the chief medium of Castrillo’s
immaculately crafted sculptures, embodies the uncanny skill
and talent of the artist. His workshop is nothing short of a
beehive of activity, wherein he studies his medium in their
variant behavior and exploits them with a burst of energy,
resulting in a wondrous output of metalworks. An exquisite
cross-breeding of a blacksmith and a sculptor, Eduardo
Castrillo, led a renaissance of sculpture in the Philippines.
Aware of his social responsibility, his works reflect an artist
caught between an era of his country’s search for its true self
while still relying on his own ingenuity.
The paradoxical description of Castrillo’s works as being simple
yet complicated is a subtle flattery of how the master himself
uncomplicatedly created labyrinthian masterpieces using
modest geometric figures. As Castrillo himself said: “I love the
physicality of sculpture. The heavy duty labor that goes with
it and the challenges of taming the material, controlling the
tough solidity of the medium and molding it into something
flesh-like, lifelike.”
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Mark Justiniani ( b . 19 66 )
Monumento

signed and dated 2012 (upper right)
oil on canvas
48" x 36" (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 3,400,000
LITERATURE

Essays by Corazon S. Alvina, Lisa Guerrero Nakpil et al. The Art &
Times of the New Millennium, 2000-2020. Published by Januarius
Holdings Inc. Page 62, with full-color illustration on page 63.

M

ark Justiniani is one of the foremost artists who
emerged in the 1990s, under the shadow of martial
law and the nascent presidency of Corazon Aquino.
By this time, social realism was no longer a fringe movement
but a dominant one, and young artists sought to find their
bearings in its almost inescapable legacy and perennial
tensions. Some of them founded art groups to consolidate
their forces and, together, think through the roles and
responsibilities of art.
Justiniani, along with the other firebrands of the UP College of
Fine Arts, established Salingpusa, which would eventually set
the direction of Philippine art in the 1990s.

While some of Justiniani’s contemporaries were still enamored
with the direct and discursive forms of protest art, the artist took
a different route, introducing elements of fantasy in his works.
These have been classified under his Magic Realism series,
inspired by the novels of Latin American writers, particularly
Gabriel Garcia Marquez. In his paintings, Justiniani combines
ordinary events with supernatural ones in order to prompt a
new way of thinking about reality. His works, because of this
approach, have achieved a humorous and lyrical quality.
One can see the connection and development of these magic
realist paintings to the series of works that would solidify
Justiniani’s name in the art world: the installations that—
through the trick of assembling mirror, light, and objects—
offer the illusion of unfathomable depth. Aptly called Infinity
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series, these assemblages alter and warp the viewer’s sense
of space, giving them the impression that they are tunneling
through a tear in the fabric of reality itself. The most notable
expression of this series is Arkipelago, which was showcased at
the Venice Biennale, the world’s foremost art festival, in 2019
as the representative of the Philippines in its own pavilion.
This work by Justiniani captures how the artist plays with the
viewer’s expectation of a painted scene. The subject matter
is mundane enough: a representation of Manila’s legendary
snail-paced traffic. The point of view suggests that the scenario
is beheld on the road, within the confines of a theoretical car.
The roofs of other vehicles jut into view. Cutting across the
painting are the enormous horizontal and vertical lines of an
impossibly tall footbridge. On a lit lamp post squats a boy in a
red shirt, framed by the clouds of an enormous sky, surveying
the scene below.

The viewer, who mentally sifts through his memory for a
counterpart and finds nothing, is not ready for the appearance
of the figure. The casualness and the dexterity of his pose, as
though he has been doing this all his life, makes the painting
all the more unnerving. His freedom, compared to that of
those bound to their vehicles in an unmoving traffic, appears
absolute and ideal—an admonishment of modernity. By
introducing a jolt of cognitive dissonance, Justiniani transforms
a banal scene into a contemplation of the nature of modernday comforts and luxuries.
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Jose Joya ( 1 93 1 - 19 9 5 )
Cloud Burst

signed and dated 1981 (lower right)
acrylic on canvas
30" x 24" (76 cm x 61 cm)

where the paint is applied intuitively and spontaneously. As

P 3,000,000

abstraction, which is either only potential or false in others but

Francisco Arcellana has once said, one could see the power of
becomes an actuality.

Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Josefa Joya Baldovino
confirming the authenticity of this lot

This power is exemplified in this piece titled Cloud Burst,
where Joya infuses vitality and improvisation. Joya reinterprets
the traditional format of landscape painting, recreating an

Jose Joya's works are highly figurative and conventionally

abstract pictorial realm teeming with subdued monochromatic

representational. Indeed, he was one of few Filipino artists who

colors accumulating in generous layers of impasto strokes and

combined a keen intelligence, love of country, and a modern

choreographed into a series of intertwining blocks resembling

sensuality of form that is uniquely ours. As the National

a billow of clouds. The featured masterpiece exemplifies Joya's

Commission for Cultural and the Arts has noted of Joya,

working style and his inner psyche and exploration process—

"he espoused the value of kinetic energy and spontaneity in

contemplative in considering the movement of time and its

painting which became significant artistic values in Philippine

significance as the spirited and restive master of the cosmos, a

art." Joya's works clearly show his mastery of 'gestural painting,'

symbol and measure of the past, present, and future.
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Galo Ocampo ( 1 9 1 3 - 19 85 )
Untitled (Flagellant Series)

signed and dated 1952 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20" x 16" (51 cm x 41 cm)

P 100,000
At the height of the Second World War, Galo Ocampo served
as a captain in the guerilla movement and led intelligence
activities. As a cover, Ocampo created stage backdrops for
actor/director Fernando Poe Sr. and his Associated Artists
Group. Ocampo's tasks led him toward a precarious fate. His
dreadful experience as a guerilla, the harrowing destruction
of the nation, and the slaughter of its people left an almost
irreversible damage to his disposition.
The succeeding years after the culmination of the war in 1945
were a period of reconstruction, rehabilitation, and recovery.
Restoring the morale and uplifting the people's spirit was also
an arduous task, and Ocampo was not exempted from this.

Throughout the 1950s, Ocampo continued to be haunted by
the holocaust of the war. Due to his affiliation with the Catholic
faith, the artist produced a series of poignant and thoughtprovoking works that situated the Filipino Catholic practice of
flagellation into the native post-war experience—the Flagellant
series. In the midst of trauma, Ocampo found solace in images
of Christ's passion. Thus, he was able to contextualize native
tradition within the peripheries of collective experience.
This piece is one of Ocampo's early paintings of the series.
Here, a man tied to a cross carries the object of suffering as
he exhaustingly walks towards the ruins of a war-torn Spanish
colonial-era church. A flagellant's veil covers the man's face,
with laurel leaves on his head. His posture conveys submission.
For penitents, the act of flagellation is a way to cleanse one's
soul of sins and grant wishes. Here, Ocampo expounds on the
definition and relates it to the people's resounding pleas for
recuperation. Although the man is burdened by suffering and
submits himself towards an uncertain end, he is still bound
by faith and hope, searching for a way towards healing. (A.M)
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 1 89 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Lady in Red (Portrait of Mable Reese
(McGowen) Robertson)
signed and dated 1937 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30" x 27 1/2" (76 cm x 70 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Commissioned and acquired directly from the artist by Col. Daniel S.
Roberston of the U.S. Cavalry, when he was stationed at Fort McKinley,
Taguig; as evidenced by an official receipt from the artist's studio
signed by Fernando C. Amorsolo, 2132 Azcarraga Street, Manila on 1
Nov. 1937; made out to Col. Robertson in the amount of P110 for the
‘portrait of Mrs. Robertson painted in oil’; from thence by descent to
his daughter Del Robertson Dowling of Berkeley, California; then as a
gift to her first cousin Elizabeth Darphin Callender.

“Because Amorsolo was a portraitist by inclination and training,
taking after Fabian de la Rosa,” wrote Alfredo R. Roces in his
comprehensive study entitled Maestro — Amorsolo, “some of
his best works are portraits.”
He would continue, “The art of portraiture is most vulnerable
to the pressures of the paying client, and therefore open to
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compromise and the imposition of the patron’s taste in place
of the artist’s vision.”
Amorsolo would once remark knowingly, “There are those who
wish to appear better on canvas than in real life.” There is no
such quandary with this striking portrait which immediately
captures not just the sitter’s prettily pleasant face but in one
fell swoop, her vivacious personality. The coral-colored, rather
form-fitting jersey dress is accentuated by a black stole that
falls just off her milky-white shoulders accented even further
by geometric cut-outs. A glittering ring is the perfect but subtle
accent to her otherwise bare hands.
Fernando Amorsolo would have the country’s longest reign as
the king of Philippine painting; and to have a portrait made by
him was a prestigious and precious memento of the graceful
Manila life. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)

31

Fernando Amorsolo ( 18 9 2 - 1 9 7 2)
An Officer and a Gentleman (Portrait of
Major Daniel Stroder Robertson U.S.
Cavalry, Veterinary Corps.)
signed and dated 1937 (lower left)
oil on canvas
37 1/2" x 26 1/2" (95 cm x 67 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Commissioned and acquired directly from the artist by Col. Daniel S.
Roberston of the U.S. Cavalry, when he was stationed at Fort McKinley,
Taguig; as evidenced by an official receipt from the artist's studio
signed by Fernando C. Amorsolo, 2132 Azcarraga Street, Manila and
received on his behalf by ML Buenaventura on 1 Dec. 1937; made
out to Col. Robertson for final payment in the amount of P60 for ‘his
picture in oil’; from thence by descent to his daughter Del Robertson
Dowling of Berkeley, California; then as a gift to her first cousin
Elizabeth Darphin Callender.

Art historians agree that Amorsolo’s golden years spanned
the period from the First World War to the Second; and his
portraits from the 1930s representing the height of his powers,
honed by the demands of a colonial clientele.

Then as now, Amorsolo’s studio, said his biographer Alfredo
R. Roces, was “still filled with about a half a dozen portraits
in various stage of completion.” He noted, Amorsolo was a
master portraitist, since his forte was a figure painting. “Even
his genre works are essentially of people, with the landscape
and rendering of light serving as elements to bring out a face
or several faces. Amorsolo liked to do portraits of members of
his family. He even did self-portraits.”
This painting of an American cavalry officer in Manila depicts
a ram-rod straight gentleman, with reddish-gold hair. He is
dressed in the tropical khakis of the Philippine command; this
colonel clasps his broad leather belt in a relaxed yet powerful
stance. Such portraits were a requisite part of the tour of duty
of officialdom of the United States. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Florencio B. Concepcion ( 19 33 - 20 06 )
HAC
signed and dated 1968 (lower right)
oil and collage on canvas
30" x 40" (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Miriam Concepcion Lazaro,
daughter of the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

F

lorencio B. Concepcion was among the new generation

Expressionism in the United States. Concepcion became

of artists in the mid-sixties whose creative virtuosity

acquainted with the style, influenced by avant-garde Italian

flourished from the progressive art landscape of

artists Mario Sironi, Ottone Rosai, and Giorgio Morandi.

the post-war era. A native of Tondo, Manila, Concepcion
graduated from the University of the Philippines School of Fine

It can be said that this work titled HAC belongs to this period

Arts in 1953. During his college days, Concepcion worked as

of this fortuitous encounter for Concepcion. Having been

an illustrator for comics magazines, such as Action, Halakhak,

influenced by the movement, this piece features Concepcion's

Pilipino, and Bulaklak. After earning his bachelor's degree in

stylistic employment of gestural brushstrokes, vigorously

Fine Arts, he went to Rome to pursue his postgraduate studies.

applying paint to produce variegated textures dominated

He enrolled at the Regge Accademia di Belle Arti, where he

by uneven surfaces. His later practice of melding colors

was accepted as a scholar under the auspices of the Italian

that seemingly dissolves into the background to produce

government. Concepcion would eventually graduate from the

evocative underpinnings begins to manifest. Thus, Concepcion

Accademia in 1964, earning a Master of Fine Arts degree.

espouses an expressive, radical, and spontaneous approach
to abstraction.

During his Italian sojourn, Concepcion proved worthy of
international acclaim. He joined various art competitions,

Here, Concepcion does not fall into the conventions of traditional

where he received numerous accolades. He was awarded the

abstraction, veering from the notion of what an aesthetically

Diploma of Merit from the I Mostra Internazionale D’ Arte

pleasing painting constitutes. He yields to his creative

(Rome, 1962); a silver medal from the I Mostra Nazionale di

instincts, abandoning mainstream abstraction's deliberate

Pittura Estemporanea (Segni, 1962); an honorable mention

and calculated practice. Concepcion explores the boundless

from the I Mostra Internazionale D’ Arte di Tivoli (Tivoli, 1962);

realms of gesture and unconventional materials, engendering

and the third prize from the I Mostra di Pittura (Lazio, 1963).

a bona fide expression of creative individuality. (A.M.)

It was also in Rome where Concepcion encountered the Arte
Informale movement, the European equivalent of Abstract
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Federico Aguilar Alcuaz ( 1 9 3 2 - 201 1)
Untitled (Female Nude)
signed and dated 1977 (lower left)
oil on canvas
22" x 28" (56 cm x 71 cm)

Federico Aguilar Alcuaz depicts the human figure in a natural
and relaxed pose. Alcuaz’s nudes have a touch of European
sensibility, owing to the artist’s sojourn in Spain for an extended
period in his life. As with the artist’s several nude works, Alcuaz

P 300,000

provides the viewer with a glimpse of his private art studio.
He juxtaposes the woman’s comfortable sensuality with the

León Gallery wishes to thank Mr. Christian Aguilar
for confirming the authenticity of this lot.

presence of various paintings, conveying that the nude is a
compelling form of art. The entirety of the composition, with
an emphasis on the spontaneous position of the nude figure,
exhibits Alcuaz’s deliberate compositional contrasting of
neutral colors and lines. The interior of the artist’s studio serves
as a subdued backdrop for the figure to display the aesthetics
of dignified eroticism. Even in the avant-garde approach of the
artist to the human figure, combining traditional styles with
the boldness of Modernism, Alcuaz proves that the human
figure will never not be captivating as one of the highest forms
of visual art. (A.M.)
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Macario Vitalis ( 18 9 8 - 1 9 9 0)
European Village

signed and dated 1942 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24" x 36" (61 cm x 91 cm)

Private Collection, USA

studied at the California School of Fine Arts while working as
a hotel porter at night. To further refine his career, the young
painter moved to an artistic community in Montmartre, Paris.
During his stay, Vitalis shared an atelier with two other artists
around the place where Vincent Van Gogh resided. Then in the
late 1950s, he decided to permanently settle in Plestin-Leynes
Grèves, a coastal town in Brittany that captivated him since
his first visit. Vitalis slowly established his artistic career in the
area as both locals and foreigners admired his works.

The scenes Macario Vitalis painted in Europe allude to
his nostalgic sojourns in the peninsula. A native of Lapog,
Ilocos Sur, the adolescent Vitalis studied at the Colegio de la
Inmaculada Concepción in Vigan at the same time took private
schooling with the classic figurative painter Señor Ocampo.
Devoted to the art of painting, in 1917, Vitalis then embarked
on a new chapter in his life in the city of San Francisco where he

A painter influenced by French Post-Impressionism, Vitalis was
awarded in 1975 "the only honorary citizen" of Plestin-LesGreves, Brittany for his murals at the Plestin Town Hall and
Maison de Retraite. In 1984, he became a recipient of a medal
of excellence at the Grand Prix de la Peinture, organized by the
Institut Académique de Paris. In the later years of his artistic
career, the prestigious artist then held a major retrospective
exhibition of his oeuvres at the main gallery of the Cultural
Center of the Philippines in 1986. (P.I.R.)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ofelia Gelvezon-Tequi
and Claude Tayag confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE
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Michael Cacnio ( b . 1 9 6 9 )
Flower Vendor
signed and dated 2005
brass
23" x 7 1/2" x 5 1/2" (58 cm x 19 cm x 14 cm)

P 220,000
León Gallery wishes to thank the artist for confirming
the authenticity of this lot.

Growing up as a child in Malabon in the 1950s, Michael Cacnio
enjoyed observing the sprawling view of the then-municipality
from the rooftop of his grandmother's house. There, he would
occasionally witness the ordinary Filipino in their everyday
routines—the magtataho repeatedly and tirelessly shouting in
the morning the iconic "Taho!" while carrying two large buckets
of the sweet delicacy; children playing native games under the
heat of the sun; flocks of families enjoying a simple yet tender
bonding; and all sorts of vendors busily earning a living.
Cacnio's brass sculptures serve as creative and visual
reminisces of his childhood neighborhood. His fascination with
our native customs and traditions also stems from his father's
works, Angel Cacnio, whose genre pieces reflect the heritage
and values of Philippine folk living. The younger Cacnio's
extensive body of work features an array of traditional Filipino
figures, such as this piece titled Flower Vendor, depicting a
woman holding a basket of flowers. The woman's lofty posture
visually echoes the philosophical concept of dignity of human
labor. Her face is deliberately left blank, exuding a feeling
of impartiality that we can employ to establish rapport and
commune with the people we encounter daily. (A.M.)
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36

Onib Olmedo ( 1 9 3 7 - 19 9 6 )
Untitled (Palayok and Bottles)
ca. 1990s
ink wash on paper board
30" x 21" (76 cm x 53 cm)

P 140,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Gisella Olmedo-Araneta
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The Link Ayala Center, Art Fair Philippines 2020: ArtFairPH/Projects,
Makati City, February 21 - 23, 2020

usual people that populate this world. The delineated figures
are unshorn of disarray. The shoddy strokes invoke a feeling of
nostalgia and longing, conforming to the woeful milieu that is
ever-present in Olmedo’s world.

One of the leading figurative expressionists of his time, Onib
Olmedo had always given his subjects a distraught nature. His
characters, often dehumanized or distorted to some degree,
possess an eerie nature and populate a world that Olmedo
has created for his audience to peer into. In this still life piece,
we see a neglected morsel of Olmedo’s dark world. We now
focus on what appears to be pots and bottles rather than the

In the strange world born from the dark recesses of Olmedo’s
mind is the perpetual anguish that pervades nearly every
scene. The gloom has come to be, in a way, his trademark—
the setting’s populace continually sharing the burden of their
pains. However, every so often, Olmedo gives us a glimpse into
the brighter side of his realm. As in this still life, we bask in the
perturbed air of his disfigured world, left to enjoy the simple
scenery in all its twisted beauty.

EXHIBITED
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A MAGNIFICENT HAGABI
F RO M T H E B E Y E R C O L L E C T I O N
by F L OY Q U I N T O S

37

An Archaic Hagabi

Kiangan, Ifugao
19th century
narra wood with native repair
length: 4 meters/13 feet 2 inches
height from floor to highest peak of the center
bench: 19" (48 cm)
width of bench at widest point: 48 cm

P 2,000,000
PROVENANCE

William Beyer
Ramon Tapales
Angel Lontok Cruz
LITERATURE

Quintos, Floy. Provenance: Ramon Tapales (Collections and
Recollections). Kaurava Publishing. Quezon City. 2014. Page 10.
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T

he word “Archaic” when used in international Tribal Art
circles, refers to objects made by Indigenous peoples
before significant contact with the West or with foreign
colonizers. The word can also describe an object of great age
that contains or reflects the “purest” aesthetics of a people.
Aesthetics undiluted by outside influences that, when mixed
with traditional sensibilities, produce, what Western tribal art
dealers often condescendingly call, “degenerate” art.

This Hagabi is a magnificent example of an archaic piece. In a
previous catalogue entry for the (now famous) Lopez hagabi, I
described the ritual significance of the Ifugao prestige bench,
the circumstances under which it is commissioned, as well
as the process by which the proper Narra tree (sacred to the
Ifugao for its blood red sap) is selected and felled and carved
with only metal adzes and machetes. In that entry, I also wrote

about how the Hagabi was a reflection, not only of the owner’s
status, but also his social obligations to feed the community
during times of famine and poor harvest.
This piece reflects the highest aesthetics of traditional Ifugao
society, combining both functional knowledge as well a
simplified, practical design. The two extended zoomorphic
heads (the smaller, denoted as “Female”, the larger, stouter
one signifying the “Male”) serve to balance and anchor the
bench to the ground. The raised ears of the animal serve as
the backrest on which the owner would lounge after a day of
hard work at the fields, his or her feet, raised up. Thus seated,
the whole body would then be relaxed.
When viewed from the side, the lounging portion is a delicate,
gently peaking plank, a visual counterpoint to the powerfully

rendered zoomorphic heads. The entire piece embodies
traditional Ifugao design and sense of proportion, now
burnished by the wear of traditional usage. Old, native repair
shows that the two heads had once been cut off and then reattached, most probably when the piece was brought down
from Ifugao to Manila in the early 1970s.
This brings us to the most interesting part of the Hagabi’s
history: Its provenance, which can be traced to three men
who shaped the tastes and aspirations of future generation of
Filipino Tribal Art collectors.
The piece was first owned by the collector/dealer William
Beyer. Bill, as he was more fondly known, was the son of the
American archeologist and anthropologist Henry Otley Beyer,
renowned as the Father of Philippine Archeology. William’s
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Ramon Tapales, in the late 1970s, lounging on a Hagabi or Ifugao prestige bench,
claimed by Bill Meyer as the largest ever found. Photo was taken in his home in
Saint Ignatius village in Quezon City.

mother was Ling-ngayu Gambuk, an Ifugao woman from
Amganad. Having grown up in Ifugao with so illustrious
a father, William was in a unique position to acquire many
original objects from Ifugao families. This he did from the
1960s to the 1980s, thus contributing to his reputation as the
most renowned Tribal art dealer of his time.
He first lent this Hagabi to the National Museum in the
early 1970s. Eventually, Beyer sold it to the collector Ramon
Tapales, his long -time friend and client. Tapales was known
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in the International tribal art circles for his fine eye and
discerning taste. Tapales was the source of many important
objects now in international collections. In fact, many of these
were showcased in the important 2013 show, “Philippines: An
Archipelago of Exchange” at the Musee du’Quai Branly in Paris.
In his memoir, “Provenance: Collections and Recollections”,
there is a photo of Tapales dating from the 1970s, showing
him reclining on this Hagabi. “At that time,” remembers
Tapales, “Bill claimed that this was the longest Hagabi he had
ever bought in situ.”
The piece was later sold by Tapales to his colleague, Angel
Lontok Cruz. Both men were “friendly competitors” who were
most active from the 1970s to the 1990s. In hindsight, it was a
dual-faced period. For while great political, financial, cultural

and religious upheavals were sweeping through Philippine
traditional communities and changing these forever, it was
also a rich harvest season for collectors of both Philippine
Tribal as well as Colonial art.

Sadly, this impressive provenance will never be complete
because William Beyer’s acquisition notes have been lost.
Thus, we will never know the name of the first owner, the noble
Kadangyan who first commissioned this masterpiece.

While many of Tapales’ prized possessions were dispersed
among European and American collectors in the late 90s,
the Angel Lontok Cruz collection of Ifugao art remains intact
in Europe. Because of its sheer size, only this Hagabi has
remained in the Philippines.
Thus, this archaic Hagabi is both Artifact and Record. As an
object, it embodies the highest standards of Ifugao traditional
society. It is also a record of three men who first discovered the
beauty of Ifugao art and made it their life-long passion.
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38

Jigger Cruz ( b . 19 84 )
Taste It Before You Leave

signed and dated 2009 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48" x 24" (122 cm x 61 cm)

P 800,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Makati City
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A graduate of Far Eastern University, unlike his peers, Cruz
did not see painting as a full-time profession from the getgo. It wasn’t until 2011, when he met the acclaimed artist
Manuel Ocampo and took up an apprenticeship offer under
the renowned Neo-Expressionist master, that Cruz decided
to take up painting full-time in order to pursue his interests
and passion. Since then, Cruz has mounted numerous solo
and group shows at renowned institutions such as Tala
Gallery, Blanc Art Space, and Ayala Museum. Cruz’s unique
and singular contemporary style has also rocketed him to
international acclaim. Cruz’s works were exhibited in cities
such as Singapore, Switzerland, and New York. Cruz was
also part of the groundbreaking group exhibit titled WASAK!
Filipino Art Today. (J.D.)

39

Ronald Ventura ( b . 19 73 )
His Case

signed and dated 2009 (lower right)
oil on cut out canvas, framed under plexiglass
56" x 40" x 3 1/2" (142 cm x 102 cm x 9 cm)

P 5,000,000
PROVENANCE

ARK Galerie, Jakarta
Sotheby's, Contemporary Art, Hong Kong,
November 30, 2021, Lot 31
LITERATURE

Damiani Editore, Realities - Ronald Ventura,
Italy 2011, p.106, illustrated in colour

Unlike many artists who are faced with the constant challenge
of being stereotyped within certain styles and techniques,
contemporary visual artist Ronald Ventura has taken upon
himself the task of confronting powerful visual statements
with stunning directness and diversity. His body of work often

transcends strict classification and regimentation given that
Ventura often works with a multitude of media, styles, and
concepts. With his new ways of seeing, Ventura exerts his
influence in overturning notions on presenting the human
body, or formal problems once dominated late modern
painting, or conceptions of the ideal as against the products
of academic classicism of a still earlier age.
In this work, Ronald Ventura shows a quieter, more pensive
side, taking a visual break from his interpretations of gory
religious rites, pop culture and European Old Master paintings,
demons and monsters swirling around the central images of
disillusioned acts, with this piece titled His Case. Ventura still
continues his sophisticated hyperrealism combined with a
sparse and borderline minimalist palette. Ventura admits to
loving contradictions and multiple realities, mixing the pretty
and the grim, two elements which still find their place in this
otherwise placid work. The artist has risen to prominence on
the Asian contemporary art scene with complex, layered works
that juxtapose unexpected images, and often macabre images,
with scenes from everyday life. He is known for mixing different
styles, such as Hyperrealism ,Surrealism, and Pop Art. (J.D.)
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40

Charito Bitanga ( b . 19 34 )
Uptown, Downtown

signed and dated 1959 (lower right)
oil on canvas
32" x 24" (81 cm x 61 cm)

P 220,000
LITERATURE

Reyes, Cid. Living for Art: R. Bitanga. Larawan Book Publishing.
Manila. 2006. Page 39 with a full-color illustration on page 35.
EXHIBITED

Rackham Amphitheatre Building University of Michigan,
Invitational Regional Art Exhibition, Michigan, 1959

In September 1959, Charito Bitanga, then a 24-year-old recent
Fine Arts graduate from UST, arrived in Michigan to enroll at the
Cranbrook Academy of Fine Arts, one of the leading American
graduate schools for architecture, art, and design. During her
academic stay at Cranbrook, Bitanga slowly abandoned the
representational approach to art she had learned at UST. At
the academy, the leading American abstractionists of that time
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became her professors. One was Fred Mitchell, the primary
influence on Bitanga's transition to abstraction through his
encouragement of finding one's identity in painting. It was
also Mitchell who immediately saw Bitanga's artistic flair in
the mentioned style. Another professor, Jack Madson, induced
in Bitanga an appreciation for the potency and expressiveness
of linear forms.
Madson's influence is discernible in this 1959 piece by Bitanga.
In Living for Art: R. Bitanga, Cid Reyes vividly describes the work
at hand: "A 1959 work, Uptown, Downtown, reminds the viewer
of the impact of Professor Madson's influence. Inspired by a
trip to New York, Bitanga, filled with the exuberance of a hectic
trip to the city that never sleeps, made explicit the stimulus
of motion. The careening cars, the intertwining turnpikes, and
more importantly, the internal, emotional impulse stirred by an
observed scene of speeding dynamics. But already evident is
the controlled discipline that allows the artist to render motion
without being overpowered by the rhythmic, multidirectional
flow of visual energies.” Uptown, Downtown would be chosen
as one of the featured works in the Invitational Regional Art
Exhibition at the University of Michigan in 1959. (A.M.)

41

Manuel Ocampo ( b . 19 65 )
Eeeeeee
2014
oil on canvas
50" x 50" (127 cm x 127 cm)

response from the viewer. But beyond the inherent shock

P 800,000

canvas piece Ocampo presents us with his take on what

PROVENANCE

Manifesto Gallerie

value of his works lies a much deeper and complex
commentary on contemporary life. In this untitled oil on
appears to be the still-life genre. But instead of the usual
subject matter typically found in still-life works, Ocampo’s
frame features religious and cultural items, objects, and
symbols. These are placed on top of a table-like structure

Manuel Ocampo’s works are generally reflective of present-

shaped like a 6-pointed star or a hexagram. While the

day culture, often giving off an unsettling and shocking

manner in which the structure is presented is seemingly

effect to the viewer. He believes that an artist’s duty is to

welcoming or inviting the viewer to partake in what it has

his or her creation and maturity shows when one is not

to offer. Ocampo’s work can be read as a commentary and

much preoccupied anymore about what people think or

critique on the place commodities and consumption are

how they explain a certain work. Instead of being drawn to

situated within contemporary life. His use of religious and

sole meaning, he is driven by the urge to create, to deliver.

cultural symbols alludes to the seemingly ritualistic and

He unconventionally depicts cultural and religious figures

divine nature of these materials, effectively commenting on

and symbols as a way of garnering an immediate emotional

the nature of such objects. (J.D.)
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42

Fernando Amorsolo ( 1 89 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Harvest
signed and dated 1962 (lower right)
oil on canvas
21 1/2" x 28" (55 cm x 71 cm)

P 5,000,000
León Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo
for confirming the authenticity of this lot.
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

F

ernando Amorsolo's 'Rice Cycle' paintings represent
chapters in the maestro's life and career where he was
most inextricably bonded to the immaculate spirit of his
motherland. The evocative underpinnings of the 'Rice Cycle'
works trace their roots to the artist's nostalgic childhood
in Daet, Camarines Norte. Seven months after the infant
Amorsolo was born, his family moved to the humble town,
where he spent the first thirteen years of his life, which were
also possibly his most exuberant years. There, the young
Amorsolo would often witness farmers and other agricultural
workers engaging in the laborious yet vital role of feeding the
nation. Thus, he would recurrently paint these images during
his golden period from the 1920s to the early 1940s.
However, the Second World War damaged the morale of
the people. During that turbulent period, artists, including
Amorsolo, chose to depict suffering, torment, and death on
their canvases. Sweetness turned to bleakness. Gone now
are the days of yore, where peace and the spirit of hope for a
self-determined future under the banner of a sovereign nation
prevailed.
The post-war years were a period of rehabilitation. Artists like
Amorsolo felt the need to uplift the despondent spirits of the
people. With Amorsolo's post-war paintings of the rice cycle,
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he engenders the people's collective memory of the pre-war
era. The smiling woman, with all of the sun's radiance softly
caressing her face, alludes to an ingrained optimism that
penetrates through the center of our shared sensibilities.
The illuminated landscape that seems to come out of an
impressionist scene evokes a promising end waiting for the
traumatized and grieving nation.
Amorsolo's works are not merely reflections of the Filipino
soul but contain evocative underpinnings of a bygone era.
Thus, Amorsolo's artistic practice of painting sweetness is a
deliberate decision that hopes to preserve a divine-like image
of his beloved nation before the war wreaked havoc on the
collective psyche of its people.
However, it is also crucial to note that Amorsolo's depictions
of the countryside are best understood with discerning eyes.
These works do not solely act as nostalgic catharsis for
Amorsolo. He aims to stir the people's consciousness of their
current conditions. With the human figures in his canvases
showing the strength of collective work, Amorsolo was imbued
with a keen perception of responsibility—that it is through
collective action and a profound grasp of our history that our
nation could gradually progress towards healing the wounds
of its brutal past. (A.M.)
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43

Ang Kiukok ( 1 931 - 20 05 )
Seated Figure

signed and dated 1983 (lower right)
pen and ink on paper
11 1/2" x 8 3/4" (29 cm x 22 cm)

P 140,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Finale Art File
confirming the authenticity of this lot

This piece is a prominent example of Ang Kiukok's figurative
works from the 1980s that showcase his exploration of the
many aspects of human despair using his Cubist-inspired
aesthetics. The piece exudes the very essence of Kiukok's
depiction of melancholia. It possesses a claustrophobic
atmosphere, as depicted in the solitary figure of a man with
both his hands propped against his head, signifying the pain
and suffering associated with excessive anxiety. When asked
why he often visually expressed desolation in his art, he replied,
"Why not? Open your eyes. Look around you. So much anger,
sorrow, ugliness, and also madness."
Having trained under the Filipino Cubist master Vicente
Manansala, Kiukok developed a distinctive style characterized

by compelling visual metaphors alluding to human despair.
The artist masterfully consolidates Cubism, Expressionism,
and Surrealism into a work that serves as a vessel of suffering
and torment, thus exhibiting Kiukok's artistic impulse to depict
an atmosphere of suffocating anguish powerfully. (A.M.)

44

Mauro Malang Santos ( 1 9 28 - 201 7)
Golden Harvest
signed and dated 7 - XII - 83 (lower right)
gouache on paper
12 3/4" x 11 5/8" (32 cm x 30 cm)

P 220,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery
confirming the authenticity of this lot

In this piece, Malang breaks free from his own conventions
in this breathtakingly ethereal landscape. In Golden Harvest,
Malang presents us with a rural community seemingly in a
state of reverie as they welcome in a bountiful harvest. The
rice field adjacent to the town is awash in the golden light
of the sun, seemingly denoting the almost divine nature of
the season’s pickings. The work itself showcases Malang’s
iconic approach to cubism and figuration that highlighted
not only the unique elements of his chosen subjects, but the
atmosphere and aura as well.
In 1963, Malang was given the TOYM or Ten Outstanding
Young Men Award for his noteworthy pursuits in the field of
visual arts. In 1964, he was awarded the title ‘Artist of the
Year.’ Malang’s fame and craftsmanship opened up various
opportunities for him, such as opening Gallery Seven, Makati’s
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first art gallery, with notable artists such as Kiukok, Asuncion,
Manansala, Ocampo, and Yonzon. In 1966, Malang expanded
his artistic practice to include printmaking, a medium that
Malang would eventually spearhead within the local art
community. Though he devoted much of his life to his cartoon
and illustrative works, he would also eventually branch out
and experiment with acrylic and oil paints in order to create
his famous and captivating modernist figurative and cubist
paintings and illustrations. (J.D.)

45

Arturo Luz (1 9 26 - 2021)
Performance

signed and dated 2005 (lower left)
acrylic on canvas
30" x 60" (76 cm x 152 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

Circus performers always fascinated the artistic preoccupation
of Arturo Luz, and these figures form an iconic ensemble within
the artist’s oeuvre. Luz’s depiction of these figures creates an
impression of a seemingly obscure correspondence between
gesture and music. Nevertheless, Luz still manages to impart
the buoyant and festive facets of a circus to the viewer. His
unique approach to line, geometry, and shape penetrates

his body of work, inspired by his fondness for musicians
and performers. His distinct geometric language employed
through meticulous strokes of lines and shapes combined
with a minimalist approach is void of any intricacy in details.
However, it is important to stress that Luz employs a complex
technique in rendering his figures.
Luz exhibits his linear coherence, logical abstraction, and
mastery of geometric forms in this piece. Fundamental
elements are controlled to suggest movement. Luz’s human
figures have no proportions and are monochromatic to
emphasize their linear strength. Yet, Luz manages to connect
with the viewer by depicting a circus scene through a series
of unembellished geometric elements characterized by precise
lines. Albeit modest in form, the works of Luz are still arresting,
as evidenced by the plethora of art collectors and connoisseurs
interested in the opuses of the celebrated national artist. (A.M.)
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46

Romeo Tabuena ( 19 21 - 201 5)
Untitled (Still Life)

signed and dated Mexico 1958 (lower left)
oil on panel
23" x 44 3/4" (58 cm x 113 cm)

P 400,000
Self-confessed to be highly influenced by Cubism and

Thus is often classified as belonging to the postwar Neo-Realists

Chinese vertical paintings, the majority of Romeo Tabuena’s

movement, with his then fresh approach to form sometimes

works were acrylics, oils, and watercolors that featured a

compared to Chinese calligraphic brushstrokes. Everything

combination of Filipino and Mexican cultural themes, such

in his canvas, from his minimalist depiction of farmers to his

as traditional housing, working people, and native plants. His

bare treatment of rural architecture, seemingly only utilizes

cross-cultural amalgamation of different styles and genres

the essentials in order to put forward an undoubtedly singular

resulted from his experiences in Mexico. It was there where

experience. His ability to induce emotion with his ambient

Tabuena learned about the potential of combining different

atmospheric renditions solidifies Romeo Tabuena as an artist

approaches to create something entirely new—given that

whose ability to capture both a feeling and a moment truly

modernist Mexican art was, much like Filipino art, a synthesis

unparalleled. (J.D.)

of European influences and indigenous practices.
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47

Orley Ypon ( b . 19 73 )
Ibyang Spring

signed and dated 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48" x 72" (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Altro Mondo Arte
Contemporanea and signed by the artist confirming the
authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

Altro Mondo Arte Contemporanea, Against The Flow,
Makati City, June 11 - July 5, 2015

A contemporary Filipino artist born in 1973, Orley Ypon is a
well-regarded portraitist from Toledo, Cebu. His passion and
talent for painting stems from his childhood, where he'd do
portraits of his friends and family. Ypon is often praised for
his masterful synthesis of conventional academic technique
and contemporary social depth.
The adherence to classical techniques are often used to
produce works that seemingly treat beauty idealistic and
utopian. Instead, Ypon veers away from this trope by creating
stark and unfiltered images of everyday life. Through his
works, Ypon manages to capture the unapologetic reality
and beauty of the human condition. In Ibyang Spring, Ypon’s
masterful approach is seen. The unspoiled and natural
elements of his chosen subject matter. (J.D.)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

THE VISIONARY COLLECTOR
DON EUGENIO “GENY” LOPEZ, JR. (1928 - 1999)
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

Benito Lopez y Villanueva of Jaro and Presentacion Hofilena
y Javelona of Guimaras island. His father Benito was inclined
to politics, but several of the latter’s fifteen siblings like Maria
“Bibing,” Eusebio “Sebio,” Rosario “Sayong,” Vicente “Cente,”
and Paz engaged themselves fully in the sugar planting,
milling, and trading businesses; often they acted as bankers
to one another. Banking one another was a practice handed
down from the generation of their parents, Eugenio Lopez y
Jalandoni and Marcela Villanueva y Felipe. Thus was the Lopez
family culture of entrepreneurship and competition in which
the young Eñing grew up, which was later enhanced by his
education at Harvard University.”
Eugenio Lopez Sr. is “known to many as a leading industrialist
Don Eugenio “Geny” Lopez, Jr.

of post-World War II Philippines. With resources that came
from sugar production, he pioneered in diverse fields of
business including transportation (bus, taxicab and air

His Eminent Forebear :
Don Eugenio “Eñing” Lopez, Sr.
To understand Don Geny Lopez, one must look to his forebears.
His father was none other than Don Eugenio “Eñing” Lopez, Sr.

transport operations), mass media (ABS-CBN Corporation and
The Manila Chronicle), energy (MERALCO) becoming one of the
first Filipino successes in business in a then largely American
dominated economy.”

who social historian Augusto M R Gonzalez III (Toto Gonzalez),
would dub one of the country’s most “Mythic Creatures” — so
grand and so complex, they would have had to be invented if

A Family Tradition of Patronage of the Arts

they were not made of flesh and blood.

A staunch nationalist, Don Geny’s father also believed that
“by preserving and promoting the Filipino heritage, his

Gonzalez notes in great detail, “By the late 1960s, there was no

countrymen would eventually develop a sense of national

Filipino more powerful, more famous, more elegant and stylish,

pride that would enable the country to develop a unified spirit,

needless to say more $$$-loaded, than Eugenio Lopez Sr.. If

ultimately resulting in ensuring a strengthening of a collective

you had asked most Manilans at that time who the richest

national soul in the succeeding generations.”

man in the Philippines was, they would have answered: “Don
Eugenio Lopez,” “Don ‘Eñing’ Lopez,” “Mr. Eugenio Lopez Sr.”,

Established on the 13th of February 1960, the Lopez Museum

or simply “Mr. Lopez.” It wasn’t as if fellow multimillionaires

and Library (then the Lopez Memorial Museum) was initially

Vicente Madrigal and Andres Soriano Jr. were also very very

intended to memorialize the memory of Don Benito and Doña

rich, but Eugenio Lopez Sr. embodied Mr. Big Bucks to the

Presentacion. The statesman Claro M. Recto quickly hailed it,

Filipino Everyman with his sheer wealth and cosmopolitan

however, as “a university without professors” as its purpose

jetsetting style.

grew greater.

Eugenio Lopez y Hofilena [ Sr. ] was born at a crucial time

How could it not be? The Lopez Museum today notes,

when the sugar fortunes of the entrepreneurial Lopez family

“Foremost historian Renato Constantino was the Lopez

of Iloilo were expanding in all directions. His parents were

Museum's first curator, from 1960 to 1972. It would be under
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Don Geny Lopez through the years. (Clockwise) With his wife Conchita La’O; in the
ABS-CBN boardroom which he helmed; and in conversation with his uncle, VicePresident Fernando Lopez.

his watch that the museum acquired Juan Luna's España y

It was in the great tradition of his grandfather Benito Lopez

Filipinas, a seminal work much cited for capturing the image

who founded El Tiempo, the first daily newspaper in Iloilo.

of a country patronizingly led up the rungs of evolutionary

(Lopez, a nationalist, was also vice mayor of Iloilo City.)

colonial tutelage. Such acquisitions complemented the
Philippine rare books and antiquarian map collection amassed

But it would be Don Geny who would take the path of multi-

by Eñing, who in consultation with renowned collector and

media

connoisseur Alfonso Ongpin, further acquired other seminal

technology as well as introducing color television programming

and technically astute works by Luna, Felix Resurreccion

in the country.

innovation,

introducing

microwave

and

satellite

Hidalgo, and Fernando Amorsolo. A second key acquisition
phase inclined toward Philippine Modernism, vetted under the

By 1993, Geny would focus on Benpres Holdings, the mother

supervision of art historian, Rod Paras-Perez.”

company of the Lopez holdings in media, banking and power.
He would next venture into telecommunications, infrastructure,

The Legacy of Don Geny Lopez
Don Eugenio “Geny” Lopez was born into this rarefied and
highly sophisticated milieu on November 4, 1928. An overactive boy, he would eventually be sent to the Virginia Military
Institute where he graduated in 1950. He went on to Harvard

property development and other utilities.
He would also expand the Lopez Museum’s capabilities in
education, curatorial, and conservation. He would also steer
the acquisition of works by the Philippines’ National Artists.

Business School and returned to helm what would become the

Don Geny Lopez would pass away in June 1999 in San

country’s largest if not most influential media conglomerate,

Francisco. He was 71.

ABS-CBN.
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A RARITY BY H.R. OCAMPO
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

B

orn in Sta. Cruz, Manila in 1911, H.R. Ocampo would live
a colorful life — several times over: First as a cabaret
cashier, then as a newspaperman, then as a rebellious

painter, finally as the grand vizier of Philippine modern art.
As a child, he would find himself shunted off with his family
to Maypajo, north of Manila, due to his father’s reversal of
fortune. At the time, Maypajo was a colorful district renowned
for its tulisanes (bandits) and honkytonks. At age seven as
legend had it, H.R. was a working urchin on the sidewalk,
offering shoeshines to the customers of the tawdry cabaret
in town.

He would eventually end up taking a job as the

cashier in the establishment. (The painting titled Sideshow
that recently went to auction at León Gallery is a throwback to
his memories of this time.)
He would drop into —and out — of different colleges,
eventually signing up for a writing course in 1930 with Manuel
E. Arguilla, a newspaperman. It would be a serendipitous
connection because Arguilla would eventually marry the notyet-famous Lyd who would go on to found the Philippine Art
Gallery (PAG) after the war. It would be the only venue for
abstract art in the entire country. In the meantime, HR would
find a role-model in his mentor Manuel and soon joined a
group called the Veronicans which counted as members NVM

Archipelago Magazine, February 1974 issue.

Gonzalez, Francisco Arcellana (who would later become an
influential art critic) and Angel de Jesus (who would become a
lifelong friend and his biographer.)
H.R. would evolve into a journalist, having his start as associate
editor of the Herald Mid-Week Magazine before the war and
also as a scriptwriter for Fernando Poe Sr. and even a director
of stage shows in the Lyric, Capitol, and Avenue theaters.
He would next begin to attract attention by winning prizes
at the annual competitions put up by the then-fledgeling
Art Association of the Philippines. At the very first contest in
1948, Carlos V. Francisco would take top prize for the classic
Kaingin; HR brought up the rear with Nude with Candle with
Flower, placing 6th. There was no other way but up.
By 1950, he would claim both first and second place for
Arabesque and Man and Carabao, respectively — and was
ready to break out of the confines of conventional painting
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dominated by Fernando Amorsolo. That same year, he would
lead a group composed of Manansala,, Legaspi, Tabuena,
Oteyza, and Estella into the fray with a first landmark exhibition
at the Manila Hotel. Their co-conspirator, fellow writer, E.
Aguilar Cruz, would give them the name famous till today, the
Neo-Realists. The objective was to create a whole new way of
looking at the world, their imaginations seared and forever
changed by the desolation and trauma of World War II.
Ocampo was becoming so famous that the French government
offered him a grant to study art in Paris, which he declined. To
his dying day, HR would steadfastly refuse to travel, although
his works would travel far and wide, including the PAG’s
very first New York show, the Philippine Cultural Exhibition,
organized by Lyd Arguilla. He had become, after all, one of the
stalwarts in that influential gallery.

“A rarity by those
who know the artist’s
preference for a wide
palette of tropical colors.
Only two colors, red
and blue, are here
delineated to their
analogies, making
this at least a very
unusual work for this
foremost Filipino colorist.”
—
A RC H I P E L A G O M A G A Z I N E ,
F E B RU A RY 1 9 7 4
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Hernando R. Ocampo ( 1 9 1 1 - 19 78 )
"Analogy" (B)

signed and dated 1969 (lower left and verso)
oil on canvas
32" x 24" (81 cm x 61 cm)

P 4,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist
The Manila Electric Company (Meralco)
LITERATURE

Archipelago (The International Magazine of the Philippines),
Volume I, No. 2, February 1974. Full-color illustration on the
cover; ‘Cover Note’ description of the artwork, page 7.
Aquino, Glenna, Budji: Design Journey, Published by Reyes
Publishing, Quezon City, 2019. Full color illustration, pages 140-141.
Hufana, Alejandrino G., ed. Pamana 13 June 1974: A Cultural
Quarterly Published by the Cultural Center of the Philippines.
Cultural Center of the Philippines. Manila. 1974. Listed on page
19 as no. '290' under the artist's list of paintings (under Meralco)
Tiongson, Nicanor G., ed. Artista ng Bayan 1991. Cultural
Center of the Philippines. Manila. 1991. Listed on page 37
as no. '291' under the artist's "List of Paintings (Partial)".

Top: Title and details of the painting in artist's handwriting in verso.
Bottom: The living room designed by Budji Layug, featuring Analogy-B .
© designed by Budji Layug

In the 1960s, he would represent the Philippines at the Sao

palette of tropical colors. Only two colors, red and blue, are

Paolo Bienal and the Festival International de la Peinture in

here delineated to their analogies, making this at least a very

Chateau Musee in Grimaldi, France. By then he had evolved

unusual work for this foremost Filipino colorist… This painting

into the most influential force in Philippine art.

comes from the collection of the Manila Electric Company.”

By the time the work ‘Analogy B’ was painted, H.R. was in the

Selected by the visionary collector Don Eugenio “Geny” Lopez,

thick of what he himself described as his ‘Visual Melody’ period,

Jr. Analogy B is most certainly a sophisticated opus; its reds

which would span from 1968 to his last days. His chronicler,

and blues recall the grandest analogies — for H.R, was also a

Angel de Jesus, would say, “what he does (at this stage) is to

writer steeped in metaphors — of our Philippine flag and all

create pure painting, something akin to chamber music.”

the emotions of patriotism and history that stirs with it. The
waving strands of the nation’s banners, alternating in war and

Archipelago would put it more succinctly, “This painting

peace, blood and water, past and future, are powerful symbols

entitled Analogy, by Hernando R. Ocampo is considered a

of the times, then and now.

rarity by those who know the artist’s preference for a wide
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Jeremias "Jerry" Elizalde Navarro (192 4 - 1999)
Of Griffins and Gargoyles
signed and dated 5-20-93 (lower right)
oil on canvas
57" x 45" (145 cm x 114 cm)

P 1,800,000

T

he exuberant interplay of colors gave characterization
to the abstract paintings of J. Elizalde Navarro. A feat
keenly explored in the later years of his career, this can
perhaps be traced to the artist's residency in Bali. In his first
encounter with the tropical paradise, his color premises were
among the first to be affected.
According on Cid Reyes book titled J. Elizalde Navarro, the fine
artist said: “Colors - the way colors are used, is eye-boggling.
I am used to seeing colors in a well-ordered way. In Bali, color
attains order in a disordered way, as if thrown haphazardly
but with an order when seen from a distance - mysterious - a
predominance of primary colors, no mixtures. This throws out
all the color laws from art schools.”
An artist prominently known for his ever-evolving art
styles and forms, his oeuvres attained a more vibrant
hue in the early 90s. Furthermore, many of his works had
"a relational approach to colors and brushwork swirling
around a central core or axis." His canvases became a
whirlpool of color, mixing colors on the spur of his emotions
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and creating unique and exquisite combinations. Such
descriptions can also be observed in this J. Elizalde Navarro
oil on canvas piece titled Of Griffins and Gargoyles.
In 1993, Navarro staged three exhibitions in three consecutive
days at three different galleries: The Ayala Museum, The
Luz Gallery, and Duemila Gallery. Having a plethora of Baliinspired pieces, the exhibits were titled "Return to Abstraction."
Navarro claimed that no single gallery could ever hold his
works. The abundance and intensity of the Bali scenery had
put Navarro in peril, who said he had not exhausted his
options. Nevertheless, the abstract approach of Navarro was
brilliantly demonstrated in his triumphant exhibits.
Not so long after this fantastic turn of events, the National
Artist would once again head a one-man show dedicated to
him by the Metropolitan Museum of Manila in 1995, the “J.
Elizalde Navarro: 45 Years of the Artist’s Works.” In the show,
notable pieces belonging to his “Return to Abstraction” exhibit
were displayed. (P.I.R.)
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Marcel Antonio ( b . 19 65 )
The Menagerie

signed (lower left, right panel)
dated 1999
acrylic on canvas
48" x 36" (122 cm x 91 cm) each
overall: 48" x 72" (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 700,000
PROVENANCE

Galleria Duemila, Inc.

Marcel Antonio once again lends his expressive visual
storytelling imbued with magic realism in this 1999 masterpiece
titled The Menagerie.
A menagerie, as defined by dictionaries, is a collection of wild
animals kept especially for the exhibition. The mise-en-scene,
effervescent not only of vibrant colors but also of scenes
that are simultaneously occurring on the canvas, portrays
the human tendency to succumb to the subconscious once
confined from the conformity of the society. Antonio points
out in this visual narrative the emotions and behavior that
are inherently repressed – from discussions that are repulsive
to the ears of the public to sexual objects and intimate
relationships that remain taboo or even illegal. The social
commentary, however, critiques not solely the people inside
their house but also the animals in their habitat. Rendered in
the exact palette and brushwork, both the people and animals
are subjects of Antonio’s interpretation of menagerie.
A noted name in the local art scene, Antonio is regarded as
one of the most promising young artists in the Philippines.
He is the son of renowned painters Angelito Antonio and
Norma Belleza. The genius of the contemporary expressionist
however is attributed to the metamorphosis of his art style.
Antonio believes that art is nurtured. From an interview with
Artes de las Filipinas, Antonio said: A lot of people have this
mistaken notion that art is equated with having talent. I think
art can be taught. (P.I.R.)
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THE COMING OF AGE
OF H.R. OCAMPO
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

H

at Weavers is perhaps one of H.R. Ocampo’s
most talked about, most remarked on, and best
documented work. It is to be found in multiple

publications in both his biography as well as in the narrative
of the Philippine art landscape. This is because it represents
a pivotal period in his artistic career, both as a writer and as
a painter — and is a touchtone work of an important time in
Philippine national history.
Indeed, it symbolizes a critical period, a coming of age, for
Filipino intellectuals and political thinkers.
Hat Weavers is so important that one revered American
scholar, a man who specializes in the story that the visual tells
about us and our society, Jonathan Beller, put it on the cover
of the book, titled Acquiring Eyes, a treatise on what he further
called Philippine Visuality, Nationalist Struggle, and the World
Media System.
In reviewing the work, educator and scholar Francisco Benitez,
president of the Philippine Women’s University, writes, “Beller
finds in the Philippines important traces of the changing role of

Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978). © León Gallery Archives

the visual in history and conceptual thinking about the world
and politics through artwork which has significance beyond
the Philippines.”
Benitez continues, “He looks at the Philippine case to trace
the developments of "acquiring eyes": the capacity to provide
forms and images symptomatic, and at the same time critical,
of the ways by which reality gets turned into images, circulated,
exploited, and consumed in a manner that articulates image
production and consumption in the world capitalist system.”
He writes further that “Beller makes a strong and convincing
case for Philippine modernism emerging out of the historical
contradictions of American control of the Philippines and
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the response of a nationalist struggle in the face of this
imperialism. Philippine modernity, he maintains importantly,
is both an imperial simulacrum as well as an original that
manifests critiques of a new emerging regime of perception.’
“Reading Ocampo’s recognition of the failure of words and the
primacy of vision as a site of struggle, Beller brilliantly locates
the truth of imperialism's fragmentation of the sensorium
in Philippine modernism's abstraction of stable unities and
identities, and its preference for dynamics and movement.”
(H.R. who was a journalist, editor of an influential newspaper
magazine, and a scriptwriter would leave all of this behind to
become a full-time painter.)
Indeed, it is about that moment when Filipinos “acquired eyes”
to see the socio-economic truth around them — and the NeoRealism that was to come for H.R. after the war. ‘Acquiring
eyes’ is therefore a metaphor for social awareness as well as
the finding of one’s national identity.
Ironically, H.R. has painted, says Beller, “a family of peasants
without eyes.”
“Their bodies are turned and their heads bent as if looking
at the hats being woven by the mother figure,” he continues.
It’s about a gaze that can not be seen — but can instead only
be felt.
“The detail of the fringe,” he adds, that unites the characters
as a single unit, a cell — H.R. would later use the “cell” or unit
of an organism to express himself.
The production of hats relied on family units, to produce these
head coverings made of buri straw usually took three to four
people; three weavers and one to “block” the hat.
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Hernando R. Ocampo ( 19 11 - 1 9 7 8)
Hat Weavers

signed and dated Manila 1940 (lower right)
oil on canvas
26 1/8" x 32 5/8" (66 cm x 82 cm)

P 7,000,000
LITERATURE

Beller, Jonathan. Acquiring Eyes: Philippine Visuality,
Nationalist Struggle, and the World Media System.
Ateneo de Manila University Press. Quezon City.
2006. Featured on the book cover; Page 104 with
a black and white illustration listed as "Fig. 6"
on the book plates.
De Jesus, Angel G. H.R. Ocampo: The Artist as
Filipino. Heritage Publishing House. Quezon City.
1979. Page 99 with an illustration on page 98.
Duldulao, Manuel D. The Philippine Art Scene.
Maber Books, Inc. Manila. 1977.
Full-color illustration on page 114.
Tiongson, Nicanor G., ed. Artista ng Bayan 1991.
Cultural Center of the Philippines. Manila. 1991.
Black-and-white illustration on page 25.

Acquiring Eyes: Philippine Visuality, Nationalist
Struggle, and the World Media System by
Jonathan Beller.

It was an important export of the Philippines, until so often

H.R. was very much the iconoclast — the man who liked to

happens, the original materials and ingenuity of the Filipino is

upend the establishment and established beliefs. And here,

taken over by the workers from another country.

you can see his subversion of the norm.

Hat weaving would have a steady run until the start of the

Beller has a wonderful way of describing this painting “The very

Second World War. In the 1940s, it had started to become

representation of these figures shows that they are caught in a

antiquated but was still, for H.R. Ocampo, the city-dweller

new logic.They may have eyes to weave hats but they cannot

from Maypajo, Caloocan, a perfect device to express that

see themselves with the eyes of modernity and history, eyes

H.R. himself would call his “proletariat period”, dedicated to

that see them as materials with which to weave the future.”

portraying the working class who had become commodities,

___

or commodified, in fact, de-humanized — anonymous — just
like the hats they wove.

Hernando R. Ocampo was named Philippine National Artist
for the Visual Arts in 1991.

The pretty pastel colors H.R. uses are in marked contrast to
its message. In a sense it is a pictorial companion to a short
story he wrote in this period, called “Rice and Bullets”, which
puts together the imagery of the food of life and the fodder
of death.
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Ramon Orlina ( b . 1 9 4 4)
Torso

signed and dated 1997 (on the base)
carved asahi glass
21" x 19 1/2" x 10" (53 cm x 50 cm x 25 cm)

P 1,400,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

R

ecurring themes in Ramon Orlina's plethora of

abstraction, Orlina opted for a balance between the abstract

sculptural

derived

and the figurative, hence the more realistic approach to the

from pivotal moments in his life and career.

magnificence

were

mainly

human form. In a 2016 Inquirer article, Cid Reyes celebrates

Familial relationships have long been wellsprings of artistic

the genius of Orlina's rendition of the female figure. He wrote:

expressiveness, and Orlina is no stranger to this creative

"Thus, for instance, the female figure the sculptor brings to a

tradition. Thus, Orlina transforms the art form of the nude into

full flowering via a more realistic rendition that delineates the

a celebration of familial values through his Ning-Ning series.

contour of the female breasts and buttocks. But the feminine
form itself can proceed without any overt reference to the

Orlina's artistic preoccupation with the female bosom was

female body. A master of the curvilinear form, Orlina can

catalyzed by the birth of his second daughter, Ningning, in

articulate the female form by the mere virtue of a series of

1989. In particular, the female breast is revered for its pivotal

sleek undulating lines, with all the eroticism sublimated within

role in the infant's sustenance and development. Ningning's

the energy and fluidity of the line."

prolonged breastfeeding, which lasted for two years, made
Orlina reflect not only on its life-sustaining capacity but also

Rod. Paras-Perez lauded the formal and symbolic qualities of

on the essence of the maternal bond that emanates from

Orlina's Ning-Ning, writing that it "...attains a highly intimate yet

it. As such, Orlina immortalizes motherhood, celebrating its

universal human dimension in its celebration of motherhood."

triumphs and acknowledging the pains that come with it.

Eroticism is not conveyed in Orlina's sculpture of the female

Orlina has also taken inspiration from the works of the
British sculptor Henry Moore, who is his foremost influence.
His influence on Orlina's art is primarily seen in the latter's

breast. Art critic Eric Torres wrote: "The female breast Orlina
exhorts is no mere object of voyeuristic prurience. "Idealized"
describes what Ningning is about: a hymn to every woman

sculptures of the female form. Here, Moore's practice of

generously endowed by nature. It is also a salute to the curve

homage to the human figure and other biomorphic forms

and the sphere as with an eye to perfection of form and finish.

is discerned. While Moore's art traversed the realm of

Orlina goes beyond the sensuous in the metaphysical. (A.M.)
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Rodel Tapaya ( b . 1 9 8 0)
Ang Taong Kokak

signed and dated 2007 (lower right and verso)
acrylic on burlap
40" x 30" (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 600,000
If one were to name a living spiritual successor to the timeless
works of the Muralist masters such as Diego Rivera, David
Alfaro, and Jose Clemente Orozco, the acclaimed artist Rodel
Tapaya would be the obvious, if not undeniable, choice. Much
like the works of the muralists, Tapaya’s works are often
breathtakingly epic and charged with idealistic energy. His
works are inspired by the fascinating pantheon of pre-colonial
mythology and Filipino folkloric culture. He uses these elements
to tie together seeming variegated pictorial fragments in
order to create imaginative and expressive worlds that are
seemingly aglow with life. Though his works hint at some sort
of narrative cohesion, they read much more like a poem or a
sonnet rather than a short story or an epic in the traditional
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sense. Tapaya’s narratives do not contain a clear beginning,
middle, or end. Instead, Tapaya offers us a sweeping tableau
that hints at a larger story at work. The artist does not spoonfeed us with content, he allows us to create our own meaning
within the context of his narrative hints. Tapaya’s works are
also a masterclass in technique, form, and design. Despite
being known for using a plethora of images and symbolisms,
Tapaya’s works never feel cramped or condensed. His eye for
detail and impeccable craftsmanship constantly weighs in the
correct amount of space and use of color in order to maximize
each element’s expressive possibility. It is no surprise that
Tapaya is one of the Philippines’ greatest artistic exports. With
groundbreaking exhibitions and record sales both here and
abroad, Tapaya’s legacy is undoubtedly a milestone of Filipino
art and craftsmanship. (J. D.)
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Luis Lorenzana ( b . 1 9 7 9 )
Maria Robo Clara (M.R.C.)

signed and dated 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
40" x 30" (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

A self-taught artist, Luis Lorenzana infused his background in
politics on his works with a cynicism that belies his longing for
a kinder, more equitable world. Born and raised in the inner
parts of Manila, a scholar in one of the elite schools in the
Philippines with a degree in Public Administration, Lorenzana
embarked on a journey through the arts where he created his
own unique brand of pop surrealist works.
In this piece titled Maria Robo Clara (M.R.C) Lorenzana
reimagines both the iconic image of Maria Clara as well as the

aesthetic treatment of old portraits and turn-of-the-century
photographs. The work is rendered in sepia toned palette,
giving the work dated, tarnished, but timeless quality. The
central subject features an individual wearing a traditional
baro’t saya, but instead of featuring the typical feminine facial
features often attributed to the garb (and to the moniker
Maria Clara) the individual is one that is not human. In doing
so, Lorenzana does not only use elements of pop-culture as a
way of reimagining history, but also espouses the idea that our
reality, including our ideals, is one that is predominantly socially
constructed. The work explores a viewpoint that is deliberately
alienating as a way of acknowledging the temporal truths
we’ve conveniently constructed for ourselves. (J.D.)
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Siete Arcangeles

19th century, Manila workshops
oil on canvas mounted on board,
encased in custom frame in
Kamagong wood, by the late Osmundo Esguerra
16 5/8" x 12 1/8" (42 cm x 31 cm)

P 140,000
by F L OY Q U I N T O S
In Jewish texts, the Seven Archangels were those who, among
the heavenly hosts, served and communed with God directly.
Three of them we know from popular devotions, novenas
and references . These are Michael, the warrior angel, Rafael,
who is invoked for healing and Gabriel, God’s messenger who
appeared to Mary during the Annunciation. Less popular are
Jegudiel, Selaphiel, Uriel and Barachiel.
All seven are depicted in this icon wearing the standard 17th
century attire of angels, a doublet over a tunic, their skirts
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With frame

knotted at the knees to signify the urgency with which they
carry out their tasks. All seven are carrying their standards and
symbols.
Above them hovers Mary, enthroned and carrying the Child
Jesus on her knee. She is flanked by Joseph on her. right
and St. Gregory on her left. The painting may have been
commissioned by a patron with a special devotion to Gregory
as it was not uncommon for patrons to specify the saints
whom they wanted included in the pictures they ordered from
painters working in ateliers specializing in religious art.

56

Raul Isidro ( b . 19 43 )
Flight #2

signed and dated 1996 (lower left and verso)
acrylic on canvas
48" x 32" (122 cm x 81 cm)

P 140,000

Raul Isidro is one of the many celebrated visual artists with
over decades of art making experience. Born in Calbayog,
Western Samar, he took up Advertising in University of
Santo Tomas where he learned from mentors including
Angelito Antonio and National Artist Victorio Edades. He
started his artistic career in the 1960s then launched his first
solo exhibition titled “Lunar Orbit’. He taught Fine Arts at
the Philippine Women’s University from 1968 to 1977, then
became a full-time artist.
Isidro’s main inspiration comes from the elements of nature.
“There are so many inspirations you can get from the
environment”, he states. In his abstract works, the bare spirit
and fluidity of nature and how he depicts the world can be
seen. Regarding his art style, he explains: “I developed the
subject matter, but I like to retain a gradual change [over
the years]. My works are mostly abstract because I want
to have free expression, that’s why I do it — expression of
whatever I see.” (M.D.V.)
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Hugo Yonzon, Jr. ( 19 24 - 1 9 9 4)
Triptych of Philippine Country Life
a) Sabungeros
signed and dated 1955 (lower right)
oil on plywood
54 1/6" x 17 7 /8" (138 cm x 45 cm)

b)

c)

Vendors

signed and dated 1955 (lower right)
oil on plywood
54" x 18 1/8" (137 cm x 46 cm)

Rice Planters

signed and dated 1955 (lower right)
oil on plywood
54" x 17 7/8" (137 cm x 45 cm)

P 300,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

T

owards the 1950s, the Philippine art landscape was
flamboyantly becoming unorthodox, revolutionized,
and radical. During this time, a brash, new breed of
artists would spawn an avant-garde style embedded into the
Filipino consciousness—thus, Neo-Realism was born.
The ravages of the Second World War also brought an
iconoclastic attitude towards the academicism in Philippine art
that pervaded the preceding decades. This practice was first
undertaken by six artists whose names were closely associated
with the early years of the Philippine Art Gallery (PAG): Romeo
Tabuena, Hernando R. Ocampo, Vicente Manansala, Victor
Oteyza, Ramon Estella, and Cesar Legaspi.
From the first generation, a second one emerged. Hugo Yonzon
Jr. belonged to that younger cohort, which also included
Arturo Luz, Mauro Malang Santos, Jose Joya, and Ang Kiukok.
According to the Philippine Center New York, the neo-realist
approach to genre scenes in solid but graceful, overlapping
geometric forms became Yonzon's preferred style.
A rare triptych by Yonzon and one of his early forays into
Neo-Realism, the artist painted this piece after winning the
First Prize in modern painting at the Art Association of the
Philippines' (AAP) 7th annual exhibition in 1954. According
to Santiago Albano Pilar, this work is highly significant in the
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annals of Philippine modern art, for "it was painted in the first
authentically Filipino artistic expression, Neo-Realism."
This piece reflects Yonzon's Filipino sensibility. Yonzon
captures the struggle of the Filipinos towards recovery and
rehabilitation associated with the post-war period. The figures
are blatantly contorted, signifying the people's anguish and
the social turmoil that ensued from the ravages of the war.
Emmanuel Torres writes in Art Philippines: "They [the NeoRealists] saw the need to portray life's tensions and conflicts,
like the horror and devastation of the recent war…painting
Amorsolo-like pastoral visions of the Philippine countryside
had reached a dead end."
Amid the chaos and disorientation, they continue with their
everyday affairs, whether in recreation or toiling. The figures'
skin tones are rendered in deep browns, evoking the Filipinos'
kayumanggi complexion. Yonzon employs deeply saturated
colors, which Albano Pilar referred to as contrasting "with the
harmoniously lame pleasantness or sweetness of the Amorsolo
palette." The colors are discernibly rich and bold, symbolizing
the people's confidence and optimism—their collective faith
in the promise of rebirth and renewal under the banner of
independence and self-determination. With this piece, Yonzon
makes a statement—we Filipinos are never to be subjugated
and enslaved again. (A.M.)
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Jojo Legaspi ( b. 19 59 )
Untitled

signed (lower left)
charcoal on paper
44 1/2" x 38 1/2" (113 cm x 98 cm)

P 400,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

J

ose “Jojo” Legaspi, whose main interests include

interests range from delving on mainstream views on

psychology and memory, renders the human condition

religion, sex, and gender identity in Philippine society. His

and the personal experience through muted colors,

intellectual approach to art-making is also cultivated during

simple lines, and minimal background. He is also critically

his childhood years; he grew up in a family of artists and

acclaimed for his prolific use of pastel, depicting figures

thinkers. He creates art not to entertain, but to disturb—he

in distress, repression, and isolation. His works are often

has described himself a philosophical artist—and definitely

described as unsettling, but the evoked existential unease is

makes people ask questions about urban realities and

what makes these explicit visualizations resonant.

contemporary issues. The faces of his attention-grabbing
figures are usually sallow, suggestive of a state of being

Graduating with degrees in zoology and biology in the

in a repressive atmosphere and the need to be freed from a

University of Sto. Tomas before taking fine arts, Legaspi’s

struggle. (J.D.)
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OF A DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN

Victorio Edades ( 1 89 5 - 1 9 8 5)
Poinsettia Girl

signed and dated 1976 (lower right)
oil on wood board
28" x 24" (71 cm x 61 cm)

P 2,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
LITERATURE

Kalaw-Ledesma, Purita, and Amadis Ma. Guerrero. Edades:
National Artist. Filipinas Foundation, Inc. Makati City. 1979.
Full-color illustration on page 172.
Duldulao, Manuel D. The Philippine Art Scene. Maber Books, Inc.
Manila. 1977. Full-color illustration on page 112.
Edades in Retrospect: 1927 to 1980. The Museum of Philippine Art.
Manila. 1980. Exhibition Catalog. Black-and-white illustration on
page 3.
EXHIBITED

The Museum of Philippine Art, Edades in Retrospect: 1927 to 1980,
Manila, April - June 1980

E

dades was one of a long line of OFWs — Filipino Overseas
Workers who had immigrated to the United States to work,
to can fish in particular, settling in Seattle where he found
the climate relatively mild. And then something happened : he
discovered Cezanne, Gauguin and Diego Rivera — then decided
to come home.
He was stunned that Filipino art at the time was dominated
by Fernando Amorsolo and his tribe and in 1928, put together
what was thought to be the first exhibition of modern art. It was
nothing short of remarkable although Edades said that it did not
make a ripple.
The art cognoscenti did not know exactly what to think: There
were no brightly lit landscapes, no lithe women nor smiling
dalaga. Instead, Edades painted solid, substantial figures, in
dour colors, browns, tans and earth colors.
It would take him nearly 8 years to make a dent, when the winds
of change would blow into the country; A new constitution in
1935, the inauguration of the commonwealth in the following
year, and the prospect of self-governance, suffrage granted to
women. These were exciting times indeed.
He was given in 1936 his first commission by the architect Juan
Nakpil for the Rufino’s film palace, the Capitol Theater. He would
recruit for it, a protege, Carlos Botong Francisco and his best
friend, Galo Ocampo. It was called, suitably, “Rising Philippines.”
It would establish them as a triumvirate of modern art, voices
to be reckoned with and their platform was the most-visited
location in Manila.
Edades would eventually settle in at the University of Santo
Tomas where he established not only the Department of
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Architecture but also
the College of Fine
Arts, recruiting likeminded
individuals
for the faculty —
Manansala, for one
—
and
teaching
many other future
stars
including
Nena Saguil, Anita
Magsaysay Ho, he
would become the
art world’s beloved
and eternal mentor
— at one point,
even
becoming
the president of the Edades in front of Modern Art Museum.
Philippine Art Gallery, the country’s first gallery dedicated to the
cause of abstract art.
In 1976, on March 4, 1976 to be exact, he would have his 5th
solo show — and “only his fifth” considering that his very first
had been almost 50 years or half a century before — held at
the Metro Gallery in Makati. It was an auspicious date since on
opening night he received word that he would be named the
fifth National Artist for the Visual Arts. It has also remained in a single
collector’s hands until fairly recently : That of Mr. Vicente Puyat.
Poinsettia Girl has become one of Edades’ most iconic works: It
has been documented in multiple works and was the star of the
‘Edades in Retrospect” at the Museum of Philippine Art in 1980.
It features an unsmiling woman who is however festooned,
impervious, to the flowers of Christmas, also known as the
pascua, that surround her. The intense ruby color is repeated in
her frock and maquillage.
The poinsettia, which came to the Philippines like Edades from
across the seas, is originally from Mexico and traveled here on
the Manila galleons. The legend goes that it was an offering of
a poor boy to the Child Jesus on Christmas day, not finding a
suitable gift, he cut a branch of a plant on his way to church. As
he laid it at the feet of the Child, the plant’s leaves turned bright
red, the stars twinkled and lit up the entire village.
The same can be said for Edades’ gift to Philippine modern art.
Through his teachings and mentorships, he would “create the
environment for Modern Art, pre-figuring in theory as well as
in practice the “reigning ‘international style’ of contemporary
Philippine painting.” His citation for National Artist reads
further, “ending decisively the isolation of Philippine art from the
currents of International culture;” he would put together a group
that he called the Thirteen Moderns… he would be the hub that
connected the spokes of the wheel of modern Philippine art —
and “would live to see Philippine painting transformed through
his teachings.”
That group would inspire Robert Chabet, the next-gen mentor
who would found the 13 Artist Awards for the CCP and blaze
new trails and forge new visions. It was after all, Edades greatest
contribution — like the poinsettia brought light to that birth, was
his emphasis on new perceptions as the true spirit of art.
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THE ULTIMATE MANILA APARADOR
by AU G U S T O M A RC E L I N O R E Y E S G O N Z A L E Z I I I

I

n the battlegrounds of collecting exceptional antique
Filipino furniture, the Holy Grails are the late eighteenth
century “Batangas Uno” mesa altar and the early
nineteenth century Kamagong Aparador. The two types
represent the very best of materials and craftsmanship --Philippine hardwoods and Filipino artistry and expertise.
Kamagong or Ebony is native to Southeast Asia. It once grew
abundantly in dense and humid Philippine forests. It is a
dense, close–grained dark hardwood with intense figuration.
It glows with a silky sheen when properly sanded and finished.
In the Philippine context, it is a prized hardwood and its use in
domestic settings denotes wealth and influence.
The crest of this rare aparador is composed of three horizontal
kamagong wood panels, with small urns also in kamagong
accentuating the two corners in front. The kamagong panels
are decorated with large stylized stars with alternating spokes
of lanite and kamagong (three whole ones and two halves in
front, one whole and two halves on the sides). The panels are
also discreetly adorned at the top and bottom by line inlay, all
in lanite wood.
From the crest, on both sides of the cabinet, descend a pair of
engaged, finely articulated columns with lancet capitals set on
clusters of small acanthus leaves, a reeded middle section, all
of which terminate with similarly engaged round bases.
The top of the main section of the aparador is a concave
molding of dark kamagong wood with its plain upper section
decorated by a succession of lozenges enclosed at the top and
bottom by line inlay, all of lanite wood.

Both sides of the cabinet casing also have exquisite panels of
fully–figured dark kamagong wood with raised vertical panels
embellished with line inlay. Four square panels of darkened
and patinated narra wood form the back of the cabinet.
Below the highly–figured doors is an inverted triangular
apron in kamagong wood framed by line inlay of lanite
wood decorated in the center with a large, stylized star with
alternating lanite and kamagong spokes. The entire cabinet
is supported by four graceful cabriole legs with ogee feet
of kamagong. The overall austere style of the kamagong
aparador harks back to the 1820s.
The cabinet manifests the characteristics of restraint, balance,
and order faithful to the late neoclassical style.
This singular Manila kamagong aparador in the late
neoclassical style with spectacular, fully–figured burl doors
and casing is very difficult to find and genuine specimens enter
the auction market rarely. The previous kamagong aparador
offered by the Leon Gallery was the Fabella aparador from the
Backie Fabella Pamintuan–Celdran collection. It was sold at a
Leon Gallery auction several years ago.
This rare kamagong aparador comes from an interesting, old
family from Apalit, Pampanga.

The elegant, linear, neoclassical style of these “Manila cabinets” was mainly derived
from American Federal furniture (with distinct elements from English Regency and

Below the concave molding are the two exquisite doors of
fully–figured dark kamagong wood composed of two framed
panels each. The kamagong panels are enhanced with raised
vertical panels with chamfered corners embellished on the
sides with line inlay of lanite. One can observe that substantial
effort was expended on matching the burls of the four panels
to establish a visual rhythm (During the rare instances when
recycled kamagong panels are actually available at upmarket
wood dealers, the lengths do not exceed 6.0’ feet/1.83
meters, the widths do not exceed 9.0” inches/22.86 cm, and
the thicknesses do not exceed .50” inches/1.27 cm. The
dimensions of kamagong wood are generally small.)

German Biedermeier) as the United States of America was the principal trading

Inside the cabinet, there are four levels of shelving rendered in
narra wood --- three plain shelves with a shelf with two drawers
at the bottom --- an unusual but viable arrangement still
characteristic of most neoclassical Filipino cabinets produced
from 1825–1850.

Las Pinas, Makati, Taguig, Muntinlupa, and the municipality of Pateros).
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partner of Las Islas Filipinas from the opening of Manila to international trade in
1834, to the opening of the provincial ports of Iloilo, Zamboanga, and Sual in 1855,
to the end of the Spanish colonial era in 1898.
These were described as “Manila cabinets” by Filipiniana authority Ramon N
Villegas and by leading antique dealer and Manila’s “romancer of wood” Osmundo
Esguerra because they were usually found within the area of Metropolitan Manila
(currently known as the NCR National Capital Region with an area of 619 km2
composed of 16 cities and 1 municipality: Manila, Caloocan, Valenzuela, Malabon,
Navotas, Quezon city, Marikina, San Juan, Mandaluyong, Pasig, Pasay, Paranaque,
Additionally, there were also many cabinets of the type found in Northern Luzon
(Ilocos Sur: Vigan, Bantay, Santa Maria, Candon, Santa Lucia, Tagudin; Ilocos
Norte: Laoag, San Nicolas, Bacarra, Vintar, Dingras, Badoc), leading researchers

to the possibilities that: 1) they were widely sold there from Manila through the
riverine trade; 2) that there were Manila–trained craftsmen in Ilocos workshops; 3)
that the Ilocanos --- known for their frugality --- simply did not get rid of anything
functional in their households, no matter how old.
As destructive white ants/termites (“anay”), woodworms (“bukbok”), and molds
(fungi) were omnipresent in the island environment, the durability and dependability
of these “camagon” hardwood cabinets made them essential possessions to those who
could afford them (they were on the higher end of home purchases). Remarkably
detailed last wills and testaments from 1850–75 listed these “camagon” cabinets at a
significant P 10–20 pesos each (expensive even during those times). Thus, this kind
of cabinet was often found in the holdings of families who prospered early in the
islands’ history (Tuason–Legarda–Prieto–Valdes; Roxas–de Ayala–Zobel–Soriano;
Roxas–Zaragoza–Araneta–Infante–Preysler).

P RO V E N A N C E :
C A R L O S F A M I L Y O F A PA L I T, PA M PA N G A
by: Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III
The town of Apalit, Pampanga --- along the southernmost stretch of the great
Pampanga River (“Rio Grande de Pampanga”) --- was formally established by the
Spanish in 1582, although like many towns of Las Islas Filipinas, it was already a
flourishing settlement of hundreds of years prior to its organization by the colonizers.
It was named after the Apalit tree which abounded in the riverine area; a species
of Narra wood, a tall tree which blooms with yellow flowers during the summer.
Ancient barrio Capalangan, nearest to the adjacent town of Calumpit town,
Bulacan, was recorded by the Spanish to have been the residence of the famous
ironsmith and cannonmaker Panday Pira, whom they hired to fabricate cannons
for them in the 1570s. Barangay Capalangan is well–known in current times as the
seat of the miraculous and famous image of “Apung Iru” (San Pedro Apostol), the
Apalit town patron, a life–sized icon revered all over Central Luzon for his miracle
working–prowess. The village is also known as a burgeoning center for the trade
of car spare parts.
Adjacent to barrio Capalangan is the relatively younger settlement of barrio Sulipan
(loosely meaning “downstream” in old Capampangan), where the “Rio Grande de
Pampanga” (Pampanga River) once swelled to a crescent of impressive breadth (lake–
like), which made it convenient for Spanish ships to sail up from “Bai de Manila”
(Manila Bay) via “Tambobong” (Malabon) to Sulipan for repairs and recreation from
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The Carlos Kamagong Aparador

Kamagong wood (Diospyros philippinensis/
discolor/blancoi), Narra, and Lanite wood
second quarter of the nineteenth century (1825–50)
H: 76" (193 cm)
L: 21 1/2" (55 cm)
W: 50" (127 cm)

P 2,000,000
PROVENANCE

Carlos family of Apalit, Pampanga;
Private collection; Private collection;
Distinguished collector

the 1570s to the end of the Galleon Trade in the 1810s, with the local shipping trade

Bulacan), Dionisio (Pangasinan), Escaler (Hermosa, Bataan), Gonzalez (Baliuag,

flourishing there until the end of the Spanish colonial era. The bustling shipping

Bulacan; San Rafael, Bulacan; originally Valladolid, Spain), Galang, Torres, et

trade attracted all sorts of economic activities and industrious, prosperous traders

al. Inevitably, with the passing of time, the Carlos family intermarried with all the

and rice planters from elsewhere settled along the long stretch of barrio Sulipan,

other prominent Sulipeno families.

building impressive country villas of volcanic stone, local hardwood, earthenware
tile, and native thatch with sprawling gardens and vast ricelands at the back. The

The Carlos family of Apalit, Pampanga produced a traditional line of landowners,

Spanish taught the Sulipenos their Iberian cuisine; the natives were already good

doctors, lawyers, and businessmen. One of the more interesting descendants in the

cooks as they were well–versed in artfully–spiced Indochinese dishes before the

mid–1900s was Atty Amado Carlos, who established the highly successful “Toppers”

1571 colonization. Thus, the enduring reputation of the European–Capampangan

chain of haberdasheries/tailoring shops all over Manila. “Toppers” specialized in

sophistication of Sulipan cuisine, as compared to the rest of the province.

custom suits produced within 24 hours and its client list included many of the top
officials of the Marcos administration. Dashingly–dressed and a known Lothario

Among the prosperous families that settled in barrio Sulipan was a Carlos family

with a reputation for size and prowess, Carlos squired some of the city’s most

from Bulacan. They joined the other trader and planter families whose fortunes

desirable women --- beautiful and alluring actresses --- and was famous for his

multiplied with their serendipitous residence in Sulipan --- de la Cruz/de Santa

sexual conquests. Postwar, he tore down the 1820s ancestral house of volcanic tuff,

Cruz (from barrio Sucad, Apalit; originally Tondo, Manila; descendants of Rajah

hardwood, and thatch by the Pampanga River and constructed a strikingly modern,

Lakandula and Rajah Matanda and ascendants of the Macapagals), Mercado (barrio

entirely concrete villa which presaged James Bond in masculine sophistication ---

San Juan, Apalit), Yumul (“Yu Shih” originally from Macau, China), Tanjutco

complete with central airconditioning, a long bar, a large swimming pool, a garage

(Hagonoy, Bulacan), Garcia, Sioco (Santa Maria, Bulacan; Hermosa, Bataan;

of sports cars, the ultimate status symbols of that time. Quite the character with

originally Lingayen, Pangasinan; descendants of Sioco the pirate, Limahong’s right

unusual tastes, Carlos was buried in a Napoleonic pavilion he designed with a tomb

hand during the attempted 1574 invasion), Arnedo (Hagonoy, Bulacan; Busaingan,

supported by four sphinxes, effectively outdoing Napoleon I at Les Invalides in Paris.

Sorsogon in 1614; originally from Spain), Buencamino (San Miguel de Mayumo,
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Florencio B. Concepcion ( 19 33 - 20 06 )
Constellation
signed (lower left and verso)
and dated XC (1990) (lower left)
oil on canvas
48" x 48" (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Miriam Concepcion Lazaro,
daughter of the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

master of abstract expressionism, Florencio B.
Concepcion allures his audience with a soothing
spectrum of colors painted in abstraction instead
of revealing a poetic portrayal of an object. Oftentimes
classified as ethereal and divine, the oeuvres of the fine artist
are perceived as processes rather than products. To fully
appreciate a Concepcion painting, one must first see it in
person and experience the aura it exudes.

A

rare, especially for the ones who have forgotten the wonder
of the stars at night. A tranquil atmosphere is emanated in
the painting – the dimmed canvas overlayed by hues of blue
is illuminated by strokes of whites that portray the stars
constituting a constellation and planets that are perhaps
represented by the red dots. The colors used by Concepcion
are always harmonious, it complements his trademark
evocation of spatial depth through the texture of his medium.

Constellation is a 1990 abstract painting by the revered artist
that features his signature calm color palette and fine-tuned
brushwork. The colored oils are brushed smoothly over the
canvas in a horizontal motion, blending seamlessly and freely
with one another, a result of Concepcion's transition from
impressionistic landscapes to abstract expressionist works,
which began in the middle of the '50s. And, like every other
Concepcion piece, this one invites you to imagine the serenity
of the galaxy that is far beyond our reach, a sight that is

A few years after completing this painting, the late artist
had his retirement in 1994. The artist-academic has gained
recognition and acknowledgment for his contributions as
a mentor, greatly influencing contemporary artists such as
Augusto Albor, Romulo Galicano, and Lao Lianben. A pillar in
Philippine Abstract Art, Florencio B. Concepcion believed that
his works are representative of his emotions and creativity, a
form of autobiography that translates his satisfaction in life
into art. (P.I.R.)
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Anton Del Castillo ( b . 1 9 7 6)
Tulong

signed and dated 2018 (base)
fiberglass resin with metal stand
sculpture:
28 1/2" x 12" x 14" (72 cm x 30 cm x 36 cm)
metal stand:
33" x 16" x 16" (84 cm x 41 cm x 41 cm)

P 340,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

Provenance Art Gallery, Void, Bonifacio Global City,
July 7 - 22, 2018

Critically acclaimed and highly sought after for his unique
use of materials and mastery of his craft, visual artist Anton
Del Castillo is among the country’s most celebrated in
contemporary art. A local of Tondo, Manila, Del Castillo
earned his formal training in the arts at the University of the
Philippines’ School of Fine arts where he earned a Bachelor’s
and Master’s degree in Fine Arts. Del Castillo’s career took
off during his first show titled Under One Roof which was
held at the Cultural Center of the Philippines. He has since
participated in over 60 group exhibitions and mounted 21 solo
exhibitions all over the globe. He has also received numerous
awards and accolades, including the Schoeni Prize at the
Sovereign Asian Art Competition, a finalist position at the Oita
Sculpture Competition, and a grant from the Asian Cultural
Council. (J.D.)

Front view
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 18 9 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Seated Nude Beside a Chair

signed and dated Manila 1951 (lower right)
oil on canvas board
14 1/8" x 18 1/8" (36 cm x 46 cm)

P 2,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

Fernando Amorsolo's depiction of the nude is symbolic of his
homage to the female form, portraying her with expressions
of innocence, gracefulness, and youthfulness. In this theme,
Amorsolo evokes an aesthetic appreciation for the art form.
Trained under the classical tradition where Life Class was
compulsory, Amorsolo profoundly understood the intricacies
of human anatomy. As a result, the artist developed a genuine

appreciation for the female form, delightfully reveling in
painting such a theme that this excursion would last until the
twilight of his illustrious painting career.
Amorsolo's nude paintings evoke the nude as a compelling
art form; his is a celebration of the human body. Amorsolo's
nude women are often depicted living in seclusion. Like how
he visually chronicles the idyllic living in the countryside,
Amorsolo situates the Filipina maiden in her most tranquil
state. The woman's face and body are turned away from the
viewer due to her preoccupation with whatever she does.
Here, Amorsolo exhibits his characteristic as a "true Filipino
gentleman-painter." Amorsolo does not portray the woman in
such a way to gratify nor entice the spectator. In her unclad
beauty, the woman's power to express her femininity lies
within her control. She is untroubled by the transgressions
of machismo and embodies an unspoken expression of
autonomy, reclamation, and assertion. (A.M.)
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Charlie Co ( b . 1 9 60 )
Pieta

signed and dated 1997 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
60" x 60" (152 cm x 152 cm)

P 140,000
León Gallery wishes to thank the artist for
confirming the authenticity of this lot

In this piece, a gravely injured man helplessly lies on his
mother’s lap and nearly succumbs to his own death. The two
are situated inside a dreary cave and surrounded by a swarm
of human-like crows, symbolizing the severity of the man’s
suffering and torment. Interestingly, the man possesses the
stigmata wounds on his hand and ribs. Another notable detail
is his fatally wounded head and the crown of thorns in the
lower-left corner of the painting. These elements represent the
agonizing thoughts and experiences penetrating our mental,
physical, and emotional stability. While her son is in an almost
powerless state, the mother is undaunted in protecting him,
whatever the cost to her own security and well-being may be.

LITERATURE

Co, Charlie, and Ma. Cecilia Locsin-Nava. Moro-Moro. Exhibition
catalog. Ray Hughes Gallery. Sydney. 2002. Full-color illustration
on page 9.
EXHIBITED

Ray Hughes Gallery, Moro-Moro, Sydney, 2002

Charlie Co gives a haunting yet poignant interpretation of the
Mother and Child theme. Co’s Pieta takes inspiration from
Michelangelo’s Renaissance sculpture of the same name. One
of the most iconic works of art, Michelangelo’s Pieta depicts
the Virgin Mary as the Mater Dolorosa, grieving over the dead
Christ. While Michelangelo’s work expresses the graceful
acceptance of a peaceful death, giving hope to the promise
of everlasting life, Co’s rendition conveys man’s vulnerability
and a mother’s nurturing and protective instinct, which springs
from her profound love for her offspring.
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“We are all vulnerable to harm when we become physically
and mentally weak. And when we are, the evil ones are ready
to finish us off,” says the artist. “A man has been attacked by
human-like crows. They could not seem to get enough as they
wait for yet another chance to pounce on him and devour him
like vultures. But a mother’s instinct is always to protect her
child from harm. Thus, this image is inspired by the Pieta.”
Co’s Pieta forms part of the artist’s 2002 exhibition titled
Moro-Moro. Ma. Cecilia Locsin-Nava writes in the exhibition
catalog: “Co compares his work to a diary where he chronicles
his reactions to events that register in his consciousness.”
In its entirety, the piece symbolizes the intimate relationship
and emotional attachment between a mother and her child.
Despite the distressing circumstances, a mother’s unwavering
and enduring love will always prevail. (A.M.)
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Benedicto Cabrera ( b . 19 42)
Torso

signed (right side)
dated 2013
edition 3 of 20
cast bronze
10" x 4" x 5" (25 cm x 10 cm x 13 cm)

P 120,000
PROVENANCE

The Crucible Gallery, Mandaluyong City

The practice of National Artist Benedicto “BenCab'' Cabrera
is often considered to be multifaceted and ever-evolving.
Although his style has become distinct and even iconic, the
artist has developed his practice into new and branching
series and groups of works. From his well-known Sabel series,
which features an unorthodox muse in the form of a female
scavenger, to his Larawan series, which utilizes the aesthetics
of turn-of-the-century photographs as a way dishing out
social and political issues, BenCab makes sure to stay away
from artistic stagnation by constantly finding new ways of
expression. In the particular piece, BenCab turns his focus on
one of the most enduring subjects in art; the Nude. Nude pieces
have a special place in art given that the depiction of the nude
is often attributed to the timeless pursuit of beauty and grace
in the human form. Thus, various nude pieces of various sizes,
shapes, and colors have been produced throughout human
history.But, aside from its transcendental and metaphysical
connotations, the piece also showcases BenCab’s deep and
nuanced understanding about rendering the human body in
art. Although BenCab does not present us with a piece that
is anatomically correct, he does utilize his own iconic style as
a way of not only translating the essentials of form into his
figurative style, but he also manages to translate an originally
two-dimensional style into a sculptural form. His figure does
not possess any idealized or exaggerated proportions. Instead,
his subject is blessed with features that are all too familiar for
the common viewer. In doing so, BenCab manages to add a
level of depth that resonates with our shared humanity. (J.D.)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

DON VICENTE “TIKING” HOFILEÑA LOPEZ, JR.
T H E H A C E N D E RO C O L L E C T O R
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

D

on Vicente “Tiking” H. Lopez, Jr. was the epitome

owned Elena Apartments in Ermita. (The building was named

of

in

after his mother, the elegant Doña Elena Hofileña Lopez.

Vallehermoso, (or beautiful valley), Negros Oriental,

Tiking was thus cousin two times over to the Eugenio Lopezes.)

the

gentleman

farmer.

On

his

estate

he first planted sugar, then diversified into prawns, bangus,
mangoes, cashews, longkom (a variety of Thai lanzones),

Don Tiking was famous for his fabulous buffets, featuring roast

white Gemelina wood, black pepper, and even cacao.

beef, lamb, duck, turkey, Russian salad and Caesar salad.
Ilonggo dishes were not to be missed including a sauceless

His gracious plantation house, which he called Il Paradiso,

adobo, chicken binakol, chorizo de Negros, pansit molo, kadyos

featured four huge, themed and art-filled rooms with other

and apan-apan (kangkong.) There would be Filipino-Spanish

structures on the grounds, including a lovely chapel and

courses of relleno, chuletas, lengua, mechado, morcon, paella,

cozy lanai.

lentejas and cocido with all the trimmings.

He adored his farm, the produce of which made it possible for

Gathered at his table would be Vicente Manansala, Hernando

him to collect. And collect he did. Don Tiking was passionate

R. Ocampo, Sym Mendoza, Alfredo Roces, and Tiny Nuyda,

about both art and antiques, filling rooms and hallways in his

to name a few. There were also musical soirees featuring

homes with celadon and blue and white porcelain from the

the Elena String Ensemble which included members of the

various Chinese dynasties.

Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra with Don Tiking on his 17th
century cello. Jose Joya was a particularly avid fan of these

Prized even more was his collection of modern art. He would

evenings. Don Tiking would also invite this circle to enjoy the

invite the famous ‘Saturday Group’ of artists — which included

delights of the Vallehermoso country air.

the likes of H.R. Ocampo — to his penthouse at the family-
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Don Tiking Lopez was born on February 10, 1919; and had his early schooling
in the city of Manila at the Ermita Public School (1932) for his primary
grades; the Jose Rizal College (1936), for his secondary years; and the Ateneo
de Manila for a Bachelor of Arts (1936-38). He then took up Law (1938-40) at
the latter. He would complete this course at Silliman University, graduating
with an LLB in 1941.
Called to active military duty at the outbreak of World War II, he served
the Armed Forces of the Philippines until he resigned with the rank of major
in 1946.
He then went into private business and operated the Hacienda Doña Elena
Lopez Enterprises Company, Inc., and VICMAR Agro-Industrial, which he
headed as president. He guided community-based enterprises such as the
San Carlos Planters Cooperative, the Southern Lines Shipping Co., and the
Negros Navigation Co. Inc. either as president or a member of the board
of directors.
As an entrepreneur, he engaged in the planting of non-traditional crops
in Negros. As a hobbyist, he cultivated bonsai and prize-winning orchids
which bear witness to his continued interest in maintaining his roots to the

soil. He would attend international orchid shows not just as a buyer but as
a judge. One Thai variety of orchid is even named after him. He added other
hobbies including being a skilled golfer and fisherman.
He was deeply involved in the cursillo movement (1967 to 1979) of the
country, rising to be president of the Cursillo Foundation of the Philippines,
propagating the spiritual and civic dimension of the movement through
lectures and seminars in various parts of the country, including among
soldiers sent to the Vietnam War. He later became a Eucharistic minister,
serving especially in the Nuestra Senora de Guia parish in Ermita. From
being a farmer and fisherman, his final role was as God’s fisher of men (and
women).
This Page : (Clockwise) Don Tiking with visiting Indonesian dignitaries;
Entertaining family and foreign guests at his home in San Juan; As a
eucharistic minister he became a fisher of souls, as well as an avid fisherman
of the lakeshore variety; the sumptuous buffet at his home, showing the
Manansala ‘Madonna No. 2’, and playing with the Elena String Ensemble
at a musical soiree in the Elena Apartments. Opposite Page : Don Vicente
“Tiking” H. Lopez, Jr. examining some of the gems in his collection.
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PROPERTY FROM THE DON VICENTE "TIKING" H. LOPEZ COLLECTION

Vicente Manansala ( 19 10 - 19 81 )
Madonna No. 2
signed and dated 1970 (upper right)
oil on canvas
21 1/2" x 28 1/2" (55 cm x 72 cm)

P 8,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

AN HEIR
TO THE LEGENDARY
‘BROWN MADONNA’

Vicente Manansala, Madonna of the Slums.
Collection of the Philippine National Museum.

by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

I

n 1950, Vicente Manansala would create a painting entitled
‘Madonna of the Slums’. It would become a touchstone
for the art of post-War Manila, capturing in its somber
tones the city’s ‘barong-barong’, the makeshift houses that
rose from the rubble of the devastated neighborhoods and
its inhabitants. Amid this sobering vista, the central figure is
a mother, wide-eyed in her optimism — because Manansala’s
works are never completely devoid of hope — carrying a baby,
as naked as the newly-born Christ Child, in her arms. They both
turn their eyes to the viewer in askance, challenging him for an
answer to their oppressive condition.
Manansala knew first-hand of the ‘barong-barong’, living
hand-to-mouth as a bootblack inside the walls of Intramuros;
later, as a poorly-paid artist for the newly returned Philippine
Herald. He would become one of the founding fathers of the
group of iconoclasts who called themselves the “Neo-Realists’
to describe the ‘new reality’ of the world around them.
By 1970, however, Manansala was flushed with success. He
was not only the recipient of an armful of awards, (including
the Republic Cultural Heritage Award in 1963 and the Araw
ng Maynila award in 1970). His one-man shows would attract
thousands of guests on opening night and the entire show —
usually of 40 paintings — would be snapped up in a matter of
minutes according to newspaper reports.
He was undoubtedly one of the immortals among the “Thirteen
Moderns’ of his once and future mentor, Victorio Edades.
And yet, in 1970, he chose to create a second Madonna — this
time writing it on the top of the painting in his own hand in
red — Madonna No. 2.
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In this painting, the magnificent heir to that first, legendary
Madonna of the Slums, our female protagonist is now dressed
in the deep blue of the Philippine flag, the shoulder strap of
her camisole dips beneath her shoulder, her back turned, to
suggest she is suckling her baby at her breast. On the left
is a large jeroboam of liquid covered with a white cloth — it
echoes the white square sheet hanging on a clothesline in the
original “Madonna of the Slums”, which Manansala first used
as an intriguing device.
On the right is a ‘gasera’, a gas lamp used in the poorer
neighborhoods without electricity, standing on a scarlet hub.
The shadows and shapes that play around it are in white,
suggesting the national tri-color, a shorthand that this is also
our nation’s condition.
Manansala had several sides to his art : The first being the
abstracts produced under the aegis of the legendary Philippine
Art Gallery.
The second was his turns at a Filipino cubism, influenced by his
interest in stained glass techniques and butterfly collection.
Both of these facets were used to take careful aim at the
Filipino condition, from life in the slums to queuing for rice
rations to the narratives of candle vendors and vegetable
hawkers; and speaking its truth in all its beauty.
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Antipas Delotavo ( b . 19 54 )
Babala sa Abala

signed and dated 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48" x 36" (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 140,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

Altro Mondo Greenbelt 5, Marginals, Makati City,
November 15 - December 31, 2018

As stressed by art critic Alice Guillermo, social realism in the
Philippines "stresses the choice of contemporary subject
matter drawn from the conditions and events of one's time"
and "is essentially based on a keen awareness of conflict."
Expanding on this definition, Antipas Delotavo focuses on the
subject of art and contextualizes it within its current situation;
the glitz and glamor of galleries, where the affluent revel in the
presence of fine art; how art nowadays is detached from the
interests of the ordinary Filipinos.
Delotavo explores the contradiction between the interests
of two opposing classes regarding art. The artist uses an
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ornate frame as the centerpiece, with pictures of ordinary
Filipinos surrounding the object. Struggling to make ends
meet in the throes of labor under an exploitative system, they
continue with their daily lives, unmoved by all the enthusiasm
surrounding the sale of fine art. Delotavo paints an image of
a red signal light above the frame. It serves to remind how
the masses, occupied with their paltry subsistence, often
overlook how art can be a powerful tool, thus alienating them
from a medium that can serve, represent, and amplify their
immediate interests.
However, we should not blame the masses for their disregard.
As they struggle to cope in an unjust system, the prevailing
idea is that art is only accessible to the wealthy. Art critic Cid
Reyes writes in the exhibition notes of Marginals: "Indeed,
Delotavo has observed from his interactions with people who
often cross his path that they regard art objects as simply
expensive material things, the objects of desire of the upper
class." This notion also stems from reality—that art has been
molded to suit the demands of a profit-oriented and profitdriven system. Guillermo argues in her book Social Realism
in the Philippines: “As technologies are geared to serve the
interests of the First World, so is art shaped as a commodity to
serve the market of dealers, agents, collectors, and art investors
by encouraging and rewarding marketable qualities.” Hence,
Delotavo stresses the democratization of art in such a manner
that it can register through the veins of our consciousness and
induce an awakening. On this account, art and its production
are and will always be bound to be political. (A.M.)

68

Jose John Santos III ( b . 19 70 )
Woman in Yellow
signed and dated 2002 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24" x 13 1/2" (61 cm x 34 cm)

P 800,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

As one of the most innovative voices in Contemporary Filipino
Art, Jose John Santos III has fashioned his own iconic visual
language, which combines references to art, culture, history,
and contemporary life. While his works may come off as
cryptic or ambiguous at first, there is a mysterious allure to the
process of decoding and demystifying the underlying meaning
or ethos of his enchanting pieces. In this particular piece,
Santos presents us with two figures inspired by colonial and/
or turn-of-the-century photographs. Both figures are wearing
traditional baro’t saya clothing and posed in a traditional, if
not distinguished, manner. The work is indicative of the texture
of history and the dialectical relationship between the East and
the West. The figures themselves can be seen as juxtaposition

between our colonial heritage through the history of the
garments they wear and even the cultural implications of
portraiture, and the ancestral roots of both our physical and
social bodies.
Here they are conflated in some kind of a balancing act; a
combination of visuality and textuality that investigates their
mutuality and apparent dichotomy. Read as a veritable page
of its own, the painting posits a transcendental union of some
kind. Ever vigilant of the freight of meaning and symbolism
that an image carries, Jose John Santos III has extended his
visionary figuration beyond our shores, exhibiting his works at
Pearl Lam Galleries in Singapore. (J.D.)
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Romulo Olazo ( 19 34 - 20 15 )
Black and White Diaphanous

signed and dated 1978 (lower center)
oil on canvas
60" x 60" (152 cm x 152 cm)

P 4,000,000
PROVENANCE

Galleria Duemila, Inc.

A

s equally fascinating as Romulo Olazo's exceptional
musing and unswerving creativity on the Diaphanous

series is his exploration of the same body of work, this
time in the black-and-white style. Olazo's artistic fascination
with a monochromatic palette originated in 1971. That year,
Olazo produced a series of 69 black-and-white collagraph
prints and mounted them in a two-man show with Rodolfo
Samonte in Hidalgo Gallery in May of the same year. This
black-and-white series of collagraphs would continue until
1974, when Olazo produced the last of its kind, B&W #LXIX.
Four years later, in 1978, Olazo would showcase two 7 x 8-foot
black-and-white paintings, Diaphanous B-I and Diaphanous
B-11, at a Cultural Center of the Philippines exhibition titled
Philippine Abstract Art. He would also join the First Friday
Group's An Exhibition of Paintings and Sculptures at the
Museum of Philippine Art (MOPA). At that event, Olazo would
present seven black-and-white paintings: Diaphanous B-III,
B-IV, B-V, and B-VI (5 ft x 5 ft) and Diaphanous Nos. 135, 136,
137, and 140 (3.3 ft x 2.5 ft).
This particular piece titled Black and White Diaphanous
belongs to that period of Olazo's career when he constantly
steered his palette towards a monochromatic style. Here,
Olazo exploits the potential of oil as a medium to engender
a dazzling luminosity. The artist expounded this practice in a
statement upon bequeathing a black-and-white work titled
Diaphanous B-XXII to the Cultural Center of the Philippines.
Olazo expressed: "I am continuously concerned with the
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quality of materials I work on to achieve an overall effect of
mystery, mood, and contemplation."
The harmonious intermingling of black and white and
cohesive application of paint in this work produce a kind of
lighting that plays with varying degrees of opacity. In its black
and white form, Olazo presents the Diaphanous in its most
ethereal, persisting in its essence of delicacy and translucence.
Playing with the expanse of lightness and darkness, the artist
contrives a graceful dance of light with mellow and subdued
passages of shadow. Due to Olazo's delicate manipulation of
tone, texture, and forms, the piece seemingly evokes a place of
quietude and a period of halcyon.
In 1981, four years after creating this piece, the leading art critics
of Olazo's time, Leo Benesa, Rod. Paras-Perez, and Emmanuel
Torres selected him as among the "Five Outstanding Living
Artists in the Philippines. He was the youngest in a selection
that included other towering artists Ang Kiukok, Cesar Legaspi,
Arturo Luz, and Napoleon Abueva. Rod. In Critics' Choice '81:
5 outstanding living artists, Paras-Perez writes: "Olazo has
achieved a complete oneness of technique and substance. Or
of meaning, content ... and style.....”
Like the calming spectrum of Olazo's distinctive forms, the
Diaphanous immortalizes what Alice Guillermo described as
the "singular genius of an artist, likewise a gentle, well-loved
personality, much respected by his peers." (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE JEANNIE JAVELOSA COLLECTION

Eduardo Castrillo ( 19 42 - 201 6)
Sentinal

signed and dated 12-18-2014 (bottom)
two-toned brass
15" x 25" x 18" (38 cm x 64 cm x 46 cm)

P 160,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Nixio Castrillo
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Sculptor Eduardo Castrillo is known for defining the second
wave of modernist sculpture in the Philippines. He creates
figurative and abstract works using metals like bronze,
copper and brass as well as non-traditional materials such
as plexiglass, neon lights, ivory, and wood, all while applying
his jewelry making skills. He shapes each metal medium using
sheets, making his works more lighter and durable. His works
are embedded with his nationalism and expression of Filipino
virtues, as seen with his well-known works such as the People
Power monument, The Spirit of EDSA monument and Inang
Bayan Monument.
In this specific sculpture, its structure is abnormal in nature all
while free flowing and geometric in outline, making it an eyecatcher to the viewer. (M.D.V.)
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71

Mark Andy Garcia ( b . 19 84 )
Prayer

signed and dated 2020 (lower right)
oil on canvas
47" x 47" (119 cm x 119 cm)

P 120,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery and
signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

West Gallery, To Live, Quezon City, June 25 - July 25, 2020

The works of Mark Andy Garcia are marked by a sense of wonder
and spirituality. For Garcia, a certain level of transcendence
is needed as he explores innocence and memory, ways of
seeing and personal modes of creation. His brushwork and
layers of spontaneous splatters of color are consistent, and he
unapologetically taps into personal recollections to produce
deeply informed pieces. In this piece titled Prayer, the artist
seemingly relates the act of both remembering and reflecting

to the personal and ritualistic act of prayer. The way Garcia
produces his works creates a hazy and almost dreamlike effect
that mirrors how memories often appear to us; in abstract and
vague forms in which emotions either cloud or exaggerate
certain elements. But Garcia also uses the fact that despite
the obtuseness of our memories as an accurate method of
recollection, through this work he emphasizes how we still
cling to these notions in the same way faith operates; through
unclear yet powerful ideas that do not adhere to any certain
logic but the human belief. The critic Alice Guillermo has noted
that among the contemporary artists in the local art scene,
Garcia is the most autobiographical, as his works are likened
to glimpses of his journal of personal experiences. (J.D.)
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Ang Kiukok ( 1 931 - 20 05 )
Cactus

signed and dated 1999 (upper left)
oil on canvas
24" x 10" (61 cm x 25 cm)

P 1,000,000
PROVENANCE

Finale Art File, Makati City

D

espite the soft-spoken and affable man that he was,
Ang Kiukok was virtually known in the art circle as the
“painter of pain,” making his works the antithesis of
his demeanor. Even in some of his supposedly placid still life
works, Kiukok subtly hints at human suffering. Thus, many of
his still lifes are closely associated with his paintings of mortal
agony, deliberately depicting the universe as imbued with
eternal struggles and contradictions.

On the surface, the cactus plant in this piece may be interpreted
as merely a decorative succulent. But with the piercing thorns
that puncture throughout its entire body conspicuously
depicted, the cactus now alludes to the inescapable torment
and anguish a human being must perpetually endure in this
earthly life. Here, Kiukok sees the cactus as a vessel of forlorn
and distress. In Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair, Alfredo
Roces writes: “In many Kiukok still lifes, there breathes some
emotional component, if only as an aura of spirituality or a
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hint of anxiety. The dried corn seems to speak of arid land and
toil, the watermelons of repressed sensuality, [and] the cactus
plant of potential pain.”
Roces also notes: “In paint, Ang Kiukok blossoms as articulate
and eloquent.” Through his evocative works, Kiukok was able
to poignantly express his frustrations over how chaotic the
human condition turned out to be. Kiukok once said: “Painting
is how I see life; what I have seen of this world, I do not
approve of. I don’t like the human condition. I don’t like it. This
world does not seem good. If you think about it, we should
all be living in harmony. I just transfer my sentiments to the
canvas…”
Two years after he created this piece, Kiukok would be
proclaimed National Artist for Visual Arts. It may have been a
breath of fresh air for the artist who had constantly voiced his
resentment of the mundane world. (A.M.)
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Edwin Wilwayco ( b . 1 9 5 2)
Untitled (Birds of Paradise Series)
signed and dated 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
28" x 24" (71 cm x 61 cm)

P 180,000
For renowned artist Edwin Wilwayco, abstraction is the
idiom in which he could best express himself. The master
abstractionist is best known for his impressive artistic
explorations, trademark brushwork, gestural marks, and
engaging chromatics. In his many thematic series, local
culture, nationalism, and spirituality—also his focus on music
and nature—are taken upon with his distinct vocabulary of
color, form, and movement.One Saturday, Wilwayco saw
his wife planting birds of paradise on the vacant lot which
became a garden. Fascinated by this plant of multifaceted
motion, Wilwayco then captured the unique stages of its
growth through his signature lyrical abstraction, resulting in
his 1990s Birds of Paradise series. His refreshing perspective
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on his lush subject is expressed by engaging abstract forms
and captivating evergreen tropical color palette, as evident in
this particular piece. This is one of his notable works out of his
artistic shift from depicting the jeepney to birds of paradise,
deconstructing and reconstructing the subject’s form out of
second-nature intuition.
The seasoned master was under top abstractionists during
his student days in the UP Fine Arts, among which is Dean
Jose Joya. Art critic Cid Reyes wrote: “After over three decades
of sustained dedication to abstract painting, Edwin Wilwayco
has emerged, in my estimation, as the rightful artistic heir
to the late National Artist José Joya, pioneer of Abstract
Expressionism in the country.” (J.D.)

74

Max Balatbat ( b . 19 78 )
Untitled

signed and dated 2014 (upper right)
mixed media
36" x 48" (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 200,000

Compared to the ambiguous and more lucid characteristics
of most abstract works of art, the contemporary oeuvres of
Max Balatbat exude a distinct sense of familiarity that is
undoubtedly rooted in the truth of being human. Self-confessed
to have grown up in the rougher side of his hometown of
Caloocan, Balatbat is no stranger to the challenging and
often absurd realities of everyday life. His works feature
elements taken from a variety of visual cues that populate our
current surroundings and experiences. From semblances of
newsprints and old flyers to shapes that seemingly resemble
sheets of galvanized iron sheets, and other common objects,
Balatbat’s works present us with a pure and unfiltered glimpse

at our current condition; one that is artificial and man-made,
but undoubtedly real in the truest sense.
It is not only the context of Balatbat’s works that make them
engaging, but the technique as well. Though the artist’s works
appear to use a variety of found-objects and ephemera, in
reality, Balatbat manages to achieve a certain distinctness
between his elements by applying certain conditions to his
paints. Balatbat heats his paint in order to achieve his desired
effect, with his rougher and harder elements requiring more
effort than their relatively smoother counterparts. Balatbat
then layers his pieces together, creating his characteristically
unique brand of contemporary abstraction. (J.D.)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

A TRIFECTA OF
GILT-EDGED PROVENANCE
T H E P. A . G . , L U Z , A N D J I M AU S T R I A
by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

O

ne of the most aristocratic provenances for Filipino
mid-century art belongs to the Philippine Art Gallery
(P.A.G.). The P.A.G. was the very first gallery in the
country exclusively devoted to the cause of modern art. Its
roster featured the movers and shakers of art who would cast
their long shadow on culture to this day.

And this particular Arturo Luz, entitled Carnival Forms, has that
— in spades. It was exhibited twice in the P.A.G., with its last
appearance being at an exhibit that ran over the Christmas
holidays for the last year of the Fifties, from December 20,
1959 to January 10, 1960. (It was first featured at the P.A.G.
on the year it was painted, listed in The Biggest Little Room,
the memoir of those heady days by Purita Kalaw-Ledesma,
doyenne and founding mother of the Art Association of the
Philippines.)
And as if its pedigree could not get any better — being an
artwork by Arturo Luz, painting as it were at his ‘Ground Zero’
— the renowned front-page female reporter for the Manila
Times, Jim Austria — would be the first to acquire it.
There at the bottom of that important ‘P.A.G. tag’ is the name
of Jimena Austria, otherwise known as Jim Austria. She would
be the first wife of Mr. Armando D. Manalo. (Manalo was
an equally influential journalist and would later become an
ambassador.) Jim Austria, the record shows, would pay the
princely sum, even at the time, of P250 for the work. (To give
you an idea of some of the scale, the exchange rate in 1958
was 2 Pesos to 1 Dollar; while today, it is 52 to 1.)
All in all, this created a remarkable and unassailable trifecta
of provenance.
Austria would be that rare breed of the tough female
reporter who could instantly command national attention
for the headlines she produced. The Manila Times, after all,
was the biggest-circulation daily then with a million readers
for each issue. It reputedly never skipped a day since it was
first published in 1898 until the start of World War II. Jim
would herself stop writing only when she followed Armando
to Washington when he was named press attaché for the
Philippine UN Mission.
Looking back on her life, the syndicated world news service,
the United Press International (U.P.I.) said this about Jim
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Ms. Jimena 'Jim' Austria, front-page reporter for the Manila Times.

Austria, she was quite simply “a Philippine newspaperwoman
who conceded nothing to male reporters.”
It described her background as, “Miss Austria was a law
sophomore at the University of the Philippines when war broke
out. Melquiades J. Gamboa, now acting head of the Philippine
UN mission, recalled that she was one of his brightest pupils.”
At the Manila Times, her former boss was no less than the
legendary Joaquin “Chino” P. Roces. Continued the UPI report,
“The by-line ‘By Jim Austria’ was well known to Times readers
from 1946 to 1952. Many of them never found out that “Jim”
was a petite, very feminine young woman. Her high school
classmates had given her the nickname “Jim.”
The US Air Force once invited a group of Manila newsmen to
a stag affair at Clark Air Force Base. An invitation went to Jim.
The air force was a bit embarrassed to find one girl reporter in
the group of males. It made no difference to her.”

Top: Jim Austria (fourth from left) with fellow news hens. (From l-r) Cora Valencia, Carole Gonzales Guerrero, Carmen
Perez, Jim, Cita Trinidad, Consuelo Abaya, and Jovi Roda. Bottom: The P. A. G. label indicating title, exhibit details, and
price of P250.

“Her attitude toward male competitors was that a girl reporter
could do anything they could do. And she was always proving
it,” said the U.P.I. feature.
It continued, “Miss Austria married Manalo in 1951 and their
only son, Enrique (Ricky), was born the next year. They moved
to New York in 1954 and for several years Jim stuck to the
role of housewife and mother.” (Ambassador Enrique Manalo,
incidentally, is the Philippine Permanent Representative to
the United Nations. Mr. Armando Manalo would later marry
Rosario “Nena” Gonzales Manalo, a lawyer and distinguished
diplomatic figure, who would become ambassador to the
UNESCO, as well as to France, Sweden, and other European
nations. Nena is the Dean of the Helena Z. Benitez School
of International Relations and Diplomacy in the Philippine

Women's University. She is concurently a lecturer in the
European Studies Program in the Ateneo de Manila University.)
Finally, it noted, “Miss Austria got back into journalistic
harness covering the UN General Assembly for the Times and
the Mirror and writing a magazine article for the Philippines
Free Press.”
Ms. Austria was born Dec. 18, 1921, in Baguio. Her parents
were the late Eusebio and Regina Austria. She was honored by
the National Press Club in Manila.
TOP: Ms. Jim Austria, fourth from left), shown with fellow reporters and editors,
(l-r) Cora Valencia, Carole Gonzales Guerrero, Carmen Perez, Jim, Cita Trinidad,
Consuelo Abaya, Jovi Rodas. BOTTOM: Sticker from Philippine Art Gallery Manila
is affixed verso.
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE JIMENA AUSTRIA COLLECTION

Arturo Luz ( 1 92 6 - 2021)
Carnival Forms
dated 1958
enamel on canvas
22" x 24" (56 cm x 61 cm)

P 4,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the Philippine Art Gallery
by Ms. Jimena Austria, as evidenced by the label
affixed on the back of the artwork, (shown above.);
Multinational Bancorporation;
Acquired from the above by the present owner
LITERATURE

Arturo Luz (left) with Piping Reyes, brother of Lad Arguilla, founder of the P.A.G.
preparing for an exhibition of Carnival drawings at the P.A.G.

Reyes, Cid. Arturo Luz. Ayala Foundation and
The Crucible Gallery for Globe Telecom. Makati City.
1999. Full-color illustration on page 122.
Kalaw-Ledesma, Purita. Philippine Art Gallery :
The Biggest Little Room, Kalaw-Ledesma Foundation,
1987. Listed on page 151, under the entry “Enamel :
Carnival Forms”, works by Arturo R. Luz exhibited
at the Philippine Art Gallery.
EXHIBITED

Philippine Art Gallery, December 20 - January 10, 1960

I

n every generation, a cool kid arrives on the Philippine art
scene; and they didn’t come cooler and more hip than
the foreign-educated Arturo Rogerio Luz, descended from
Lipa gentry. Cesar Legaspi, (himself later a National Artist),
reminiscing about those times, would recall how he and his
fellow artists would sit enthralled at Luz’ accounts of the
American and European cultural circuit.
Arturo Rogerio Luz had just spent a year at the Brooklyn
Museum Art School in New York in 1950; and another year
afterwards in Paris at the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere.
Upon his return to Manila, he quickly became part of the
second generation of abstract artists that came after the
Neo-Realists. This first wave of pioneering modernists were
H.R. Ocampo, Ramon A. Estella, Vicente S. Manansala, Victor
Oteyza, Cesar F. Legaspi who, with the exception of Romeo V.
Tabuena, were all more than a decade older than Luz.
That detail about his relatively young age would not deter him
from making his mark; and Luz’s first one-man show would
actually be at a gallery in Paris in 1950. He would have two
more one-man shows in 1951 : the first at the Manila Hotel
and the second at the newly opened Philippine Art Gallery.
Luz was the epitome of the young, ambitious artist. He would
be named best in the ‘Modern Art’ category of the 5th Annual
Exhibition of the Art Association of the Philippines (A.A.P.),
almost as soon as he returned and would receive magazine
cover status. He achieved this, incidentally, for the work
Bagong Taon which depicted in a few frugal strokes all the
spirited revelry of a new year’s celebration. Luz did that in
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the same year, in 1952, as another American-educated artist,
Anita Magsaysay, would take the grand prize.)
He would begin to win prizes on a regular basis : First Prize
in the ‘Abstract Art’ category for Venezia No. III at the 11th
Annual Art Exhibition of the A.A.P. in 1958 — the same year
that Carnival Forms was created. It was followed up with an
even stronger showing the following year in 1959: Taking top
prize for Forms of Amusement for the 12th AAP Exhibition
and then again, for City, at the Semi-Annual Exhibition for the
same year.
Arturo Luz would go on to perfect the sleek minimalist style
that would define his career, a zen-like shorthand that would
distinguish both his paintings and sculptures.
Carnival Forms is the seminal work on that theme and one
that he would make famous in various series of musicians and
performers. It is created on enamel, a signature mid-century
material that captured the mood for experimentation in that era.
A few years before he had exhibited, also at the P.A.G. a series
of drawings, including Carnival #2 and Carnival #3, which are
directly related to this work. A photograph still in existence
shows this proto-typical series.
The work at hand appears to have a finely textured surface
as its ground. Precise lines variously outline a ferris wheel, the
fun-fair booths and enclosures of a circus. They form a delicate
net of cross-hatching, much like a rake drawing lines on an
expanse of sand in a Japanese garden. The work is a serene if
buoyant neutral color, far away from the intense sunlit colors
of an Amorsolo or Botong Francisco. Even Luz’ color palette
was deliberately austere.
It is an outstanding artwork representing not only the
beginnings of Luz’ artistic trajectory but the entire zeitgeist of
the times : Forward-looking, dynamic, and brimming with all
the optimism of that new post-war age. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Hernando R. Ocampo ( 1 9 1 1 - 19 78 )
Untitled
signed and dated 1975 (lower right)
oil on board
14 1/2" x 13" (37 cm x 33 cm)

P 600,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

H.R Ocampo is a visual artist that is considered one of the
formative figures of neo-realism. He was one of the members
of the pre-war Thirteen Moderns and a member of the Saturday
Group with artists Vicente Silva Manansala and Cesar Legaspi.
Ocampo’s works transitioned from neorealism to non-objective
art. His works are characterized with the image breaking down
into its simplest form, creating shapes that mimic a puzzleshaped pattern which highlights Ocampo’s method which is
to outline and put a number on each shape then fill it with
a specific color corresponding to the assigned numbers. His
artistic method is shown in this painting, where we can see
each shape in pattern between the colors black, shades of
gray and white. (M.D.V.)
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77

Arturo Luz (1 9 26 - 2021)
Objects From the Past
signed (lower left)
dated 2003
acrylic on canvas
24" x 48" (61 cm x 122 cm)

P 1,400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

Arturo Luz’s extensive Asian travels from the late 1980s to the
1990s resulted in a body of work that captured the cultural
magnificence of ancient civilizations. Continuing from his
Cities of the Past series, Luz concocted his own take on the
still life theme—the Objects from the Past, using his trademark
geometric visual language.
In this piece, Luz depicts three containers representing
the kendi, a pouring and drinking vessel commonly used
in Southeast Asia. The kendi in this work is reminiscent of
the receptacle associated with the Majapahit Empire. This

Javanese Hindu maritime empire existed from 1293 to 1550.
Regarding his inspiration for the kendi, Luz recounted: “In one
of my trips to Indonesia, I bought these objects from Java,
where an enormous amount of terra cotta was produced from
the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries.” Arranged in threes,
they form what Luz referred to as a ‘peoplescape.’ Despite
their austerity in detail, Luz manages to render each bottle
uniquely. Luz evokes his calculated geometric lines to put a
contrasting effect, thus effectively displaying his mastery of
linear forms.
Luz employs the color ochre, in addition to his trademark
black and white. The artist introduced ochre around the
mid-1990s. “It’s actually raw sienna. But I see it as ochre,”
Luz says. Using the same approach he did with his still life
paintings from the 1950s to the 1960s, the objects are placed
on top of simple box-like structures. They are positioned in
a calculated arrangement that exudes harmonious spatial
and perceptual relations. It can be noticed that Luz depicts
the boxes as incomplete structures. He attributes this to a
deliberate withdrawal of pictorial integrity, stripping down
the subject of its defining characteristics and distilling it to its
essence. “Many of my boxes are missing one side. It would be
dull if they were correctly drawn. I want the viewer to be a little
puzzled by it. I am not interested in the physical appearance
of things, but rather in the nature of the thing,” Luz said. (A.M.)
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Jose Joya ( 1 93 1 - 19 9 5 )
Alay (Offering)

signed and dated February 15, 1976 (lower right and verso)
acrylic on canvas
34" x 34" (86 cm x 86 cm)

P 8,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Alexander
Richard Joya Baldovino confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

A gift from Senator Helena Benitez to Luis Yulo
Acquired from the above by Atty. and Mrs. Ricardo Blancaflor

I

n 1951, when the Philippine Art
Gallery was officially founded, José
T. Joya was all of 20 years old. He
was enrolled at the University of the
Philippines School of Fine Arts and had
become a member of the Art Association
of the Philippines. Joya would come full
circle in the 1970s when he would ascend
to become the dean of that very same
college at the U.P., shepherding the next
generation of artistic luminaries from
1970 to 1978.
Joya was selected as one of the featured
artists in the P.A.G.’s first international
exhibit, the Philippine Cultural Exhibition,
which opened in two venues in New
York City and a third in Washington D.C.
from September 1953 to March 1954.
He was described in the catalogue as
“probably the youngest artist in the
P.A.G. group” and was certainly one of
its most applauded, having represented
the Philippines in an international art
students exhibition in Philadelphia in
1952 as well as besting the Shell National
Competition for students that same year.
He graduated from U.P. in 1953 and
thanks to the support of P.A.G. and its
influential members such as Fernando
Zobel, he received various scholarships in
Spain as well as the United States.
For Joya, the best was yet to come as he
continued to ascend the heights in the
1960s. First, he was elected president
of his beloved Art Association of the
Philippines from 1962 to 1965. Next,
in 1964, he was amid the movers and
shakers of the XXXII Venice Biennale —
the same year that Robert Rauschenberg
would be the first American to take
home the Golden Lion and the first year
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that the Philippines would be invited
to participate. (Only one other Asian
country, Japan, had national exhibits,
marking the Philippines own rise in the
region.)
José Joya would take centerstage in many
such international festivals and events
but would always retain a resounding
Filipino outlook. In response to a renewed
Filipinism of the period, he began to take
inspiration from the important discovery
of the Manunggul Jar —a pre-colonial
receptacle depicting the ship of the afterlife and inscribed with curvilinear scroll
designs. It was discovered and excavated
on the island of Palawan in the southern
part of the Philippines in the late 1960s.
It was mystic, powerful, and uniquely
Philippine.
The shapes and forms of this national
treasure would be “adumbrated into
a series of paintings — so struck by
the originality of these design of these
ancient relics” was Joya, wrote the cover
notes on a similar piece in this series,
called more directly, Manunggul Vessel,
in The Philippines Quarterly, December
1971, (Volume 3, No. 4.)
Top: The cover of The Philippines Quarterly,

In the work at hand, titled Alay (Offering),
Joya has masterfully evolved that first
concept to what would become his
recognizable blocks; here, still swirling
together like waves in a vortex of the
patterns to be found in the original
Manunggul Vessel. Fiery reds and
golds tempered with the purity of white
match the mood of Joya’s most pursued
artworks. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)

December 1971, showing a companion piece to
Alay, titled Manunggul Vessel, the inspiration
for this series of Joya’s paintings. Bottom: The
Manunggul Jar showing the ship of the after-life
inspired this mystic and powerful series.
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Leslie De Chavez ( b . 19 78 )
The Substitution of Innocent Ramon
signed and dated 2010 (lower right)
oil on canvas
D: 77" (196 cm)

P 700,000
EXHIBITED

ManilART '10, SMX Convention Center,
Pasay City, July 30 - August 1, 2010

T

he practice of contemporary visual artist Leslie de

De Chavez is interested in exploring and investigating the

Chavez often concerns itself with the circumstances

complex web of relations and disciplines that inform and

of the Philippines’ sociocultural and socioeconomic

make up contemporary Filipino society. His subjects range

landscape. A native of Quezon province, de Chavez earned his

from cultural imperialism, critiques of politics, colonial history,

formal education in the arts through a Bachelor’s degree in

consumerism, and religion. Meanwhile his approach often

Painting from the University of the Philippine’s School of Fine

features exaggerated figures and forms, lending his works

Arts. He then gained awards and accolades for his exceptional

a sense of irony and satire. In The Substitution of Innocent

practice such as the 2nd prize at the Metrobank Foundation

Ramon, de Chavez presents us with an image of a traditional

Young Painters’ Annual in 2003, the Leipzig International

Filipino Politician seemingly controlling or even rewriting the

Art Program Grant in 2011, and the Fernando Zobel Prize

circumstances of an event that had just transpired. To the

for Visual Art in 2014. He has also mounted various group

side we see a blindfolded woman and person with a bag on

and solo exhibitions in various cities such as Manila, Seoul,

their head, both of which seemingly act as metaphors for the

Shanghai, Taipei, and Jeju. De Chavez has also worked as a

blinded populace and the fate that befalls those that dare to

curator and project manager for various arts-based projects.

act against those in power. The work is deeply affecting in this
regard, showcasing the breadth of what happens under the
noses of the Filipino people. (J.D)
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Nena Saguil ( 1 9 24 - 1 9 9 4)
Peace & Plenty

signed and dated 1950 (lower left)
oil on board
25 1/2" x 19 1/2" (65 cm x 50 cm)

P 4,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired from Ramon Villegas
by the present owner, c. 1990s.

returned. In the distance
the business, hard as
it may be, of planting,
threshing and winnowing
have been restored. A pair
of carabao, one in a lightfooted gambol, complete
the picture of bucolic bliss.
In the work at hand,
however, Saguil appears
to be at one with Amorsolo
in extolling the virtues of a
country life.
The 17 year old Nena Saguil (seated, second from right)
at a party at the home of Victorio Edades, (seated,
second row at the center.)

L

ike her mentor Victorio Edades,
Nena Saguil rebelled against the
Amorsolo standard of Filipino
beauty: Slim, smiling and bright-eyed.
Building on the solid figures Edades
preferred, she depicts in Peace and
Plenty the very picture of these titular
qualities. Yet it is a full-figured older
woman who sits placidly beneath a
bamboo tree who expresses these postwar hopes and dreams. The motherly
figure — no Amorsolo maiden here —
sits comfortably with her feet half out
their hard bakya (wooden clogs). Her
eyes are averted, perhaps even halfshut, visible underneath the traditional
head kerchief worn by farmwomen in the
Philippines. She smiles half to herself as
she feeds the chickens who peck lazily
around her. There are a rooster, a hen
and several chicks who perhaps remind
her of her preoccupations with her own
family unwittingly.
In contrast to the recent War years, the
fields are green and the harvests are now
bountiful; there is more than enough rice
to go around. The rhythms of life have
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It must be remembered, that while
Edades had opened the doors to modern
art in the Philippines as early as 1928, that
impetus was cut short abruptly by World
War II. The Philippine Art Gallery, the first
to support abstract art exclusively, was
still a twinkle in its founder Lyd Arguilla’s
eyes. It was to open its doors a little more
than a year after this painting was made.
The label affixed on the reverse of the
work carries the following details apart
from the artist’s name and the title of the
painting : It includes ‘Place of Painting”
as ‘2035 Escaler, Manila’ (Escaler Street
in Sta. Cruz, Manila still exists to this
day); and ‘Date of Painting’ as ‘Jan. 30,
1950’ with the ‘Price’ of P50.
The main location for selling exhibitions
were to be found at the events organized
by the Art Association of the Philippines,
which had been founded by 13 charter
members led by Purita Kalaw-Ledesma
in 1948. Its first site was at a building
on Padre Faura which is now home to
the Supreme Court. The A.A.P.’s actual
offices would be at the ‘pock-marked
National Museum’ on Herran Street,
where its early exhibitions were held. It
would start these exhibits in 1948 as well.

In 1950, there were three such
exhibitions, two at the National Museum:
The 3rd Annual Art Exhibition, on January
28, 1960, making it too late for this work
to have been submitted. There were
two others : The 3rd Semi-Annual Art
Exhibition on July 4, 1950; and the Manila
Grand Opera House Art Exhibition. Either
may have been this work’s locus. (It was
at the latter that Vicente Manansala
created a sensation with his work
“Barong Barong No. 1” that took home
the first prize.)
Interestingly, the following year in 1951,
Nena Saguil would place “Honorable
Mention” in the Modern Category for a
work “Mother and Child”. It would be
the first year that the Art Association of
the Philippines would formally divide the
competition between what was called
“Conservative” art and “Modern.”
Saguil would have gravitated to the
Philippine Art Gallery by then and thrown
her lot in with its vision. This work thus
represents the last of an era and the
beginning of a new one, as Saguil moves
from one world-view to another, a historic
testament to a changing order.

Label affixed on the reverse detailing the artwork
and Nena Saguil's address in Sta. Cruz, Manila.
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Ronald Ventura ( b . 19 73 )
Nude

signed and dated 2005 (middle left)
oil on canvas
13" x 10 1/2" (33 cm x 27 cm)

P 340,000
PROVENANCE

Finale Art File, Makati City

Human anatomy has fascinated Ronald Ventura since he
was a child. Born out of this interest, Ventura explores the
anatomical and expressive facets of the nude, whether it is the
male or female form. Imbued with a high degree of realism,
the artist proves himself a savant of the human figure in this
piece. An excerpt from the 2011 book Ronald Ventura: Realities
says: "(A) major basis of Ronald Ventura's art is his mastery
of anatomy...having gone through the entire gamut of male
and female nudes in all postures, stances, and attitudes, he
has assumed the capability of… morphing it in the unexpected
ways."
The piece at hand is a prominent example of Ventura's
nude paintings before he traversed through his hyperrealist
interpretation of the art form. Ventura engages the viewer
by plying between the boundaries of light and shadow; light
is seemingly cast on the figures. This exposes the figures'
sharply defined physical contours and evocative poses. By also
playing with the nuances between light and shadow, Ventura

82

Abdulmari Imao ( 19 36 - 20 14 )
Sarimanok Series

signed and dated 1983
brass
10 1/2" x 15" x 5" (27 cm x 38 cm x 13 cm)

P 120,000
Abdulmari Imao’s art transcends cultural barriers,
reintroducing the concept of harmony in diversity and bringing
Muslim culture closer to the Filipino psyche. As a sculptor and
painter, Imao was influenced by the cultural traditions of the
Tausug and the Maranao. The significance of Imao’s art lies in
its foundation. It is grounded in a culture that is imperative to
the concept of our nation’s collective identity.
The citation for Imao’s National Artist Award writes: “His
sculptures of diverse mediums and styles, as well as his refined
and innovative rendering of indigenous art images and motifs,
are testimonies of his highly developed aesthetic sensibility,
ingenuity, and wide-ranging experience as an artist.” (A.M.)
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juxtaposes the male and female figures, which art critic Alice
Guillermo described as the artist being "engaged in breaking
down the rigid binaries of male-female, even as black-white
components of 'yang' and 'yin' hold within them the kernel of
their opposite." (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE JEANNIE JAVELOSA COLLECTION

Pacita Abad ( 1 9 4 6 - 20 04 )
Tevan Galano (Batanes Series)

signed and dated 1982 (lower right)
oil on canvas
33 1/2" x 33 1/2" (85 cm x 85 cm)

P 300,000
León Gallery wishes to thank Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garrity
for confirming the authenticity of this lot
LITERATURE

Fanega, Buddy. "A deeply personal, expressionist style."
Gallery Hopping. May 1, 1985. Accessed online at
https://pacitaabad.com/usr/documents/press/
download_url/163/gallery-hopping-may-1985-by-buddy-fanega.pdf
EXHIBITED

Cultural Center of the Philippines Small Gallery, Paintings of
People and Landscapes of Batanes, Curated by Ray Albano,
Manila, February 22 - March 17, 1985

The revered Filipino artist Pacita Abad continues to be one of
the most accomplished voices for Filipino art in the international
scene. During her active years, Abad spent a majority of her
time learning and adopting various artistic traditions from all

over the world. She then utilized these techniques not only as a
way of improving upon her works, but as a medium for creating
works that are truly diverse and global. This unique approach
earned Pacita acclaim and recognition throughout the world
as her practice sought to bring together previously isolated
and distant cultures. Despite her international approach to
art, Abad never forgot her own Filipino heritage. This particular
Untitled piece is emblematic of Abad’s interest in the rich
culture of her motherland, specifically of her birthplace of
Batanes and of its local peoples the Ivatan. The work itself
was part of her seventeenth solo exhibit titled Paintings of
People and Landscapes of Batanes which was mounted at the
Cultural Center of the Philippines in 1985. The works, as the
title suggests, transport its viewers to the lush isles of Batanes,
effectively showcasing the distinct and unique culture of the
Philippines’ northernmost region. But aside from acting as
idyllic windows into the charm Abad’s hometown, her works
also gateways into the characters that populate the islands.
In an article about the exhibit, the art critic Buddy Fanega
writes “In a deeply Expressionist style, the artist did here
straight portraiture, improved at times by a conscious desire
to infuse psychological insights. The results bespeak Pacita’s
admiration for these appealing and venerable islanders.” (J.D.)
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE CESAR HERNANDEZ COLLECTION

Onib Olmedo ( 1 9 3 7 - 19 9 6 )
Untitled (Plants on Top of the Wall)
signed and dated 1974 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30" x 30" (76 cm x 76 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Gisella Olmedo-Araneta
confirming the authenticity of this lot
LITERATURE

Duldulao, Manuel D. The Philippine Art Scene.
Maber Books, Inc. Manila. 1977. Photographed at
Cesar Hernandez's Card Room (page 277).

Onib Olmedo is known for his distinctive expressionistic and
figurative paintings. With his works receiving acclaim from
critics reaching from the Philippines and abroad, it cemented
the title of being a major Filipino artist of the 20th century. He
is also known to have established the Filipino Expressionism
movement alongside artists Solomon Saprid and Ang Kiukok.
Implementing the techniques of Cubism and Expressionism,
Olmedo displays the triumph of the human spirit despite
facing torment and suffering, while also making a compelling
work of art that disturbs the audience. Often Olmedo’s subject
is his surroundings, ranging from dark figures, denizens of
Sampaloc and Ermita including musicians, prostitutes and
vendors to the elites like musicians and ballerinas.

Top: Plants on Top of the Wall is stacked in this photo of the former owner's home.
From the Philippine Art Scene, by Manuel Duldulao. Bottom: Onib (left) with Allan
Cosio (right).
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Ferdie Montemayor ( b . 19 65 )
Ganap
acrylic on canvas
signed and dated 2007 (lower right and verso)
acrylic on canvas
20" x 72" (51 cm x 183 cm)

P 200,000

Ferdie Montemayor is a founding member of the Salingpusa
artists' collective. As a visual artist, his oeuvre is primarily
influenced by his hometown of Antipolo. The sprawling view
of the city from a vantage point overlooking the cityscape of
neighboring Metropolitan Manila has provided an endless
source of artistic inspiration for Montemayor. This is perfectly
encapsulated in his Bayan series, done in a span of more than
a decade, from the 1990s to the mid-2000s. The Bayan series
tackles the subject of urbanization that spilled outside the
realms of the metropolis and defined much of the '90s decade.
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Montemayor explores the expanse of the urban spaces by
observing life on the "macro" scale, then delving into the
intersection of different elements within a metropolitan area.
In this piece titled Ganap, Montemayor paints an image of a
bustling cityscape, with people, cars, and man-made structures,
such as houses and towers, converging to define a modernday city. The canvas features Montemayor's trademark use of
vigorous brushstrokes, with the dominance of a robust orange
palette emphasizing the often chaotic and densely populated
urban spaces.
In 1994, Montemayor was bestowed with the prestigious
Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the
Philippines. His works are found in the Singapore Art Museum
and the Pinto Art Museum collections. (A.M.)
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Jeremias "Jerry" Elizalde Navarro (192 4 - 1999)
The Silver Golden Machine
signed and dated 1957 (lower left and verso)
shaped norwegian pine
38" x 48" x 3" (97 cm x 122 cm x 8 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Emma Navarro
confirming the authenticity of this lot
LITERATURE

Reyes, Cid. J. Elizalde Navarro. National Museum of the Philippines.
Manila. 2008. Page 104 with a full-color illustration on page 105.

I

n 1957, then-33-year-old Jerry Elizalde Navarro was invited
by the Japanese chapter of the Youth Association of Asia
to visit the 'Land of the Rising Sun.' Fascinated with the
country's culture, Navarro began to assimilate Japanese
aesthetics into his art.
In the succeeding year, Navarro held a one-man exhibition of
his paintings at the Mitsukoshi Art Gallery in Tokyo. The Youth
Association of Asia sponsored the show.

In the midst of the pervading influence Japanese aesthetics
had brought upon Navarro's creative intelligence, he would
start exploring the machine and related imagery. In 1957,
he produced The Silver Golden Machine, which Cid Reyes
described as a "relief using shaped Norwegian pine." The
work at hand depicts a fully functioning machine's rough yet
dynamic structure and movement. Here, Navarro presents the
well-calculated elegance of the mechanical apparatus.
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During this period, when Navarro dabbled between two
distinctive art forms, the circle remained a recurring figure.
Reyes writes in J. Elizalde Navarro: "The significance of the
circle in Navarro is of paramount importance, its meaning
possibly dredged from the artist's unconscious. By his own
admission, the circle was, from the start, some sort of a fetish.
"I am crazy about the circle," he has always said. The circle,
after all, is the perfect shape, a line that has journeyed in a
trajectory and has arrived at a point where it started, thus
evoking a sense of completeness, as in the phrase "coming
full circle."
Eventually, Navarro would experience a full circle artistic
journey. He would ultimately go back to abstraction, albeit in
a more exuberant and dynamic form, during the twilight of
his artistic career and the last years of his earthly life. As Rod.
Paras-Perez had written, abstraction would become Navarro's
"motif and content-bearer." (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE FLOY QUINTOS COLLECTION

A massive Ivory-topped hilt
of a ceremonial sword called Danganan
Maranao
Ivory, Silver gilt rings with filigree mounted on hardwood hilt
Custom base in Kamagong by Edwin Esguerra
Late 19th -early 20th century
Length of ivory pommel: 12 inches from tip to tip.
Length of entire hilt: 20 inches

P 400,000
PROVENANCE

Peter F. Heiss (deceased)
Floy Quintos

by F L OY Q U I N T O S
“Maratabat” is the Maranao word that encapsulates the
ideas of Personal and Clan Honor, Prestige, Character,
Integrity. It is a code of personhood that all Maranao aspire
to live by even to this day.
From the mid- 19th to the early 20th century, the Sultans and
Datus ruled the polities around Lake Lanao. The traditional
concept of personal honor and social prestige was reflected
in the objects that they stored in the Torogan , the residence
were they lived with their retainers. This need resulted in the
increased patronage of the most skilled Maranao craftsmen
and artisans. This “Royal” patronage resulted in a wealth
refined functional and prestige objects in wood, ivory, brass,
silver, gold and woven and embroidered textiles. All these were
brought out and put on full display during the clan gatherings
and other social occasions centered in the Torogan. Among
these objects would be the silver inlaid brass betel boxes or
lotoan, the elegantly-shaped Gadur containers, large trays
and agong and embroidered, sequined wall hangings and
canopies . The ruler would also proudly display his Kris and
other weapons.
Among the rarest of these weapons would be the giant Kris
called Danganan. Measuring as long as seven feet, these objects
were purely for display, and were made up of only the hilt and
the scabbard with no blade inside. This huge prestige symbol
was placed near where the ruler sat , held by his retainers.
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Top view of the Danganan.

The hilt of such a faux- sword was the most impressive part. The
pommel was often carved from ivory, horn or hardwood. The
distinctive S- shape was said to be influenced by the “kakatua”
or Cockatoo bird. The rest of the hilt was covered in brass
and silver gilt, sometimes embellished with precious stones.
Informants say that it was during the mid 20th century when
the practice of displaying only the hilt of the Danganan
became a practice among the rulers. The hilt would be held
like a scepter, or laid across the lap .
This fine example has a massive ivory Cockatoo-style pommel
that measures 12 inches from tip to tip. Such an object was
surely a source of great pride and social prestige, as well as
a showcase of the skills of many artisans whose individual
crafts all came together in the creation of this symbol of
Maranao power.
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Two 19th Century Hispano-Philippine
Ivory Santos by the same hand
a) Santo depicting Mary as the Immaculate
Conception/ Inmaculada Concepcion
19th century
10 1/2" x 3" x 2 1/2"
b)

Santo depicting the Fatherhood of
St. Joseph /Patrocinio de San Jose
19th century
11" x 3" x 2 1/4"

P 700,000

by F L OY Q U I N T O S

W

hile the owners of these two fine pieces
considered them a tableaux of the Holy Family,
they are in fact, two distinct and separate pieces.

The solo figure depicts a youthful Mary as the immaculate
Conception standing on a base of clouds . The other is an
image of St. Joseph cradling the infant Jesus, a variation of the
“Patrocinio de San Jose” or Fatherhood of Saint Joseph. The
Joseph stands on a plain circular base.
Remarkable for their size and the pristine quality of the ivory
as well as for the preservation of the gold leaf stencil work,
the two are also linked by sculptural similarities. Undoubtedly,
they are by the same hand or from the same atelier.
Opinions on the origin of these pieces are mixed. One
prominent Santo scholar is of the opinion that the style and
characteristics point to an Indo-Portuguese/Goanese origin.
However, late Martin “Sonny” Tinio, scholar and connoisseur
of Philippine Colonial Art was of the opinion that these two
fine ivories are undoubtedly Filipino in origin.
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

LOTS 89 - 91

IMAGO DEI: IN THE
IMAGE OF GOD
S A N T O S F RO M T H E D O N B E N I T O J . L E G A R D A , J R . C O L L E C T I O N

C

ontinuing the legacy of the Filipino de Buena Familia,
Don Benito J. Legarda Jr. was a devoted patron of
the arts and history. He was a zealous collector of
antiquities including rare coins, old books, and maps, and this was
no secret to his family, friends, and acquaintances. However, it is a
rare known aspect of his life that he also collected antique religious
images and relleves/bas-reliefs mostly dating to the 17th to 18th
centuries in honor of his passion for the Hispanic heritage of the
Philippines, as well as its Roman Catholic tradition.

Don Beniting Legarda. © Instituto Cervantes
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89

PROPERTY FROM THE DON BENITO J. LEGARDA JR. COLLECTION

Relleve depicting God the Father, holding an orb
hardwood with original polychromy, carved in two parts.
mid – to Late 19th century
42" x 19" x 1 1/2" (107 cm x 48 cm x 4 cm)

P 100,000

by F L OY Q U I N T O S
Another relleve from the collection of Benito Legarda. Initially,
this was thought to be depiction of Christ, as the saviour of
the world, “Salvador del Mundo”, holding aloft the orb that is
a symbol of both his divine and earthly power. Note the stern
and powerful expression of the face and the fine rendering of
the hair and beard.
The depiction remains true to the canonical representations
of the saviour as seen in western art. There is however one
very enigmatic detail that makes us question the identity of
the subject.
Standard depictions of the Salvador del Mundo show the right
hand raised, two fingers pointed heavenwards in benediction.
But in this piece, the subject is very clearly pointing to his
head. Also worth noting is the triangular halo, an attribute
traditionally associated, not with Christ, but with God the
Father.
Thus, the more correct identification of the subject would be
God the Father, the hand gesturing to the mind that conceived
and created the universe.
Solo depictions of God the Father are rare in Filipino
ecclesiastical art. Especially one such as this, that portrays the
creator with such dynamism and youth.
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90

PROPERTY FROM THE DON BENITO J. LEGARDA JR. COLLECTION

A Set of Five Relleve Panels

probably from a large pulpit
Visayas, probably Panay
Mid to late 19th centuryhard wood
with polychromy, paint flaking in some parts,
conservation and repair on one panel
a) St. Ambrose/Ambrosio
36 1/2" x 20" (93 cm x 50 cm)
b) St. Gregory the Great/Gregorio
37" x 19" (94 cm x 48 cm)
c) St. Jerome/Gironimo
36" x 20" (91 cm x 51 cm)
d) God the Father
33 1/2" x 18 3/4" (85 cm x 48 cm)
e) Sacred Heart of Jesus
37" x 20" (94 cm x 51 cm)

P 300,000

by F L OY Q U I N T O S
In catalogue entries for previous offerings from the Benito

the congregation. From the pulpit, the priests would deliver

Legarda collection, we have written about the late collector’s

their long sermons. The pulpit allowed for a little bit more of

scholarly interest in church architecture and furnishings. This

the theatricality that the holy sacrifice of the mass is known

set of five panels is evidence of this interest.

for. It presented the priest as the very Voice of God, speaking
literally from above, surrounded by representations of the

When these relleves were discovered in the basement of the

saints and angels. As not all priests were blessed with the

late collector’s home, they were separated from one another,

powers of eloquence, insight and brevity, it was important that

helter-skelter among the wealth of large relleves and santos.

the pulpit from which they spoke, be at least, magnificent to

Upon closer inspection, these panels revealed that they were

look at.

carved from the same wood, with same folksy sculptural style,
the same color palette and finish. In particular, they also

These five panels may have been a part of an eight-sided

shared the same recessed ridges on both top and bottom that

(ochovado) pulpit. The individual panels bear the following motifs.

showed that they had once been part of a bigger structure
located within a church interior. But which one?

A.) Doctors of the Universal Church, a title given to saints
recognized for their significant contributions to Theology or

The most plausible answer would be that these panels were

Doctrine formulation through their research, study or writing.

once part of an impressive pulpit, the elevated structure

Depicted in three of the panels are:

usually located to the right side of the main altar, overlooking
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3.)

4.)

1 . ) S T. A M B R O S E / A M B R O S I O

The remaining two panels are devoted to Royal and religious

Bishop of Milan, theologian and statesman, shown here with

seals and symbols.

his Bishop’s staff and mitre. On the lower left corner, an inkwell
and manuscript signifying his contributions to theology.

4 . ) O N T H I S PA N E L , S Y M B O L S O F B OT H F A I T H &

(This panel has undergone some recent conservation and

C O L O N I A L P O W E R . God the Father and two yet-to-be-

restoration.)

identified titulary saints flank the coat -of-arms of the Spanish
empire. The seal of empire is complete, from the double-headed

2 . ) S T. G R E G O RY T H E G R E AT / G R E G O R I O

Hapsburg eagle to the twin pillars of Hercules.

He wears the three-tiered tiara that signifies his papacy. The

important association of Divine and Political power depicted,

Given the

Holy Spirit in the form of a dove is seen descending towards him.

this panel may have been the centerpiece of the pulpit.

3 . ) S T. J E R O M E / G I R O N I M O

5 . ) T H E L A S T PA N E L S H OW S A M E D A L L I O N B O R N E

As a hermit clad in animal skins, holding on to stone that

A L O F T B Y T W O WA R R I O R A N G E L S , W I T H T W O

symbolized his penance and self-deprivation. The saint looks

C H E R U B H E A D S AT T H E T O P A N D T H E B O T T O M . The

up at the heavenly trumpet declaring the teachings of God

central motif is that of the Sacred Heart of Jesus surmounted

which he must now transmit to the faithful.

by the Galero, the traditional broad -rimmed cap with gold
tassels associated with the office of cardinals.
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A HISTORIC ENGRAVING
BY LAUREANO ATLAS
by AU G U S T O M A RC E L I N O R E Y E S G O N Z A L E Z I I I

P

rinting began early in human history as a response
to the intrinsic need to record/document thoughts,
statements, deeds, and events. Several early civilizations
like the Sumerian, Egyptian, Indus Valley, and China had
incised their languages on various media such as clay, terra
cotta, cloth, and metal. In 6 AD, during the T’ang dynasty in
China, the techniques for efficient woodblock printing of texts
on paper became highly developed. From China, the same
techniques of woodblock printing and book production were
quickly adapted by the Koreans and the Japanese. In 10 AD,
during the Sung dynasty in China, movable type was invented
by the artisan Bi Sheng. From China, the same techniques of
movable type printing were quickly taken up by the Koreans
and the Japanese. And the rest, as they say, is history.
Printing in Las Islas Filipinas was a necessary adjunct to
colonization and evangelization. The missionary friars needed
the printed word of God for their catechetical work throughout
the islands. The principal religious orders --- Augustinians,
Dominicans, Franciscans, Jesuits, and Augustinian Recollects
--- all operated their own xylographic (woodblock) printing
presses. The presses were prolific and churned out prayer
books, guides to the seven sacraments, the seven capital
virtues, avoiding the seven capital sins, confession guides,
all about the holy rosary, all about the brown scapular,
confraternity guides, guides to pious living, guides to chastity,
avoiding sensual pleasures and lust, rules of mortification, the
spiritual benefits of self–denial, lives of the saints, lives of the
martyrs, dictionaries, grammar books on the Tagalog, Ilocano,
Capampangan, etc dialects, and many others mainly for the
use of the friars themselves (since they were the only ones who
could read in Spanish anyway).
The printing of the first Filipino book “Doctrina Cristiana” in
1593 simply followed in the heels of the 1539 Mexican and
the 1584 Peruvian versions of the same Roman Catholic
catechism book. For sixty productive years from 1590–1650,
considered the early Spanish colonial period, some eighty
books about Roman Catholicism, catechism, confession
guides, guides to holy living, lives of the saints, lives of the
martyrs, dictionaries, grammar books, and even about local
Filipino history were printed.
In the early 1600s, the Filipino Tomas Pinpin printed a religious
book he wrote: “Librong Pagaaralan ng manga Tagalog sa
Uicang Castila” (A Book for Tagalogs to learn the Spanish
Language). “The Patriarch of Filipino Printing,” Pinpin printed
nine other books written by Spaniards during the same time.
The Spaniards Antonio de Morga and Fray Juan de la
Concepcion OAR wrote extensively about Las Islas Filipinas, one
hundred eighty years apart. Antonio de Morga wrote “Sucesos
de la Islas Filipinas” (“Events in the Philippine Islands”) in two
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The “Procesion de las Procesiones” : It used to be that Manila’s grandest ladies
and gentlemen spearheaded the preparations for the annual event in honor of
“Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario” Our Lady of the Most Holy Rosary.

volumes which was published by Casa de Geronymo Balli in
Mexico City in 1609. Fray Juan de la Concepcion OAR wrote
“Historia General de Philipinas” in fourteen volumes which
was published by La Imprenta del Seminario Conciliar y Real
de San Carlos in Manila from 1788–92.
Pioneering Filipino printmaker Nicolas de la Cruz Bagay
(1701–71) was a native of Tambobong, Morong (now Malabon
city). He was the first documented Filipino woodblock artist,
engraver, and printer who first gained attention for his precise
and excellent work on the famous 1734 “Mapa de Filipinas” of
Pedro Murillo Velarde OSA, followed by many other projects.
Bagay created a “San Jose Patriarca” for Jose Cortes de
Arrendo y Oriosolo in 1734. He engraved the “Mapa General
de las Almas que Administran los Padres Agustinos Calzados
en esta Filipinas” for the Augustinian Recollects after 1734
and supervised its printing for many years; it continued to be
printed until 1836. Bagay created engravings for “Navegacion
Especulativa y Practica” by Gonzalo Cabrera y Bueno in 1744.
Nicolas de la Cruz Bagay left an impressive body of work, too
long to detail. He was known to have engraved, participated
in, or supervised at least twenty documented projects during
the 1700s.
Laureano Atlas (1743–73) was a junior engraver compared
to Nicolas de la Cruz Bagay, who was forty years his senior.
During his short life, he created enduring, engraved images
that have remained familiar as memories of “Old Spanish
Manila.” In 1743, Atlas created the portrait of Arzobispo
Juan Angel Rodriguez for the latter’s biography “El verdadero
Moises” by Esteban de Roxas y Melo. In 1744, he engraved
his most famous work “Los Primeros Martires de Japon”/The
First Martyrs of Japan depicting the twenty–three Franciscans,
Japanese converts, and three children who were crucified
in 1597 for Juan Francisco de San Antonio’s “Chronicas de

apostolica…” Atlas created the dual, Jesuit patronal images of
“Nuestra Senora de la Rosa” (Our Lady of the Rose, venerated
in San Pedro de Makati) and “Nuestra Senora de la Paz y
Buen Viaje” (Our Lady of Peace and Good Voyage, venerated
in Antipolo) for the “Historia de la Provincia de Philipinas de
la Compania de Jesus”/History of the Philippine Province of
the Society of Jesus by Pedro Murillo Velarde OSA in 1749.
He also engraved the famously rare “Nuestra Senora del
Santisimo Rosario en la Yglesia de Santo Domingo” print in
1759, depicting the image arrayed in jewels enthroned in her
Dominican sanctuary surrounded by the fifteen mysteries of
the holy rosary, just three years before the tragedy that was
the British Occupation 1762–64. Atlas created the memorable
and decadent “Symbolic Aspect of the Hispanic World” as
inspired by Vicente de Memije in 1761. Laureano Atlas died
young at only thirty years old in 1773.

“ N U E S T R A S E N O R A D E L S A N T I S I M O RO S A R I O ”
“ N U E S T R A S E N O R A D E L RO S A R I O ”
“ L A N AVA L D E M A N I L A”
“LA GRAN SENORA DE FILIPINAS”
“ S A N T O RO S A R I O ”
One of the last --- yet one of the most important, historic, and enduring --vestiges of Spanish “Las Islas Filipinas”/Manila is the 428 year–old image and
devotion to “Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario”/Our Lady of the Most
Holy Rosary, popularly known as “La Naval de Manila”/The Navy of Manila,
originally venerated at the Santo Domingo church in Intramuros, Manila,
now enthroned at the Santo Domingo church in Quezon city.
The elegant “de vestir” vested/clothed image of the “Virgen Maria” as a pretty,
fourteen year–old girl with ivory head and hands and hardwood body of four
feet and the “Niño Jesus” crafted entirely in ivory was commissioned in 1593
by Governor–General Luis Perez Dasmariñas and the work of the Chinese
carver at the Parian settlement was supervised by Captain Hernando de los
Rios Coronel, who nevertheless was unable to prevent Chinese facial features
from manifesting on the images. It was elaborately dressed and embellished
as a Queen in the baroque style of the Spanish royal family during the reigns
of the “Felipes.” It was forthwith presented to the Intramuros Dominicans
who venerated it in a side altar, replacing an older, “de tallado” fully–carved
image which had come from Mexico. Many ardent devotees endowed her
with “ex votos” precious jewelry of gold, diamonds, pearls, rubies, sapphires,
and emeralds. (In terms of jewelry endowments by the devout, she was only
surpassed by “Nuestra Senora de la Paz y Buenviaje”/Our Lady of Peace and
Good Voyage/Our Lady of Antipolo, “The Queen of the Galleon Trade.”)
The image became known as “La Naval de Manila” (“The Navy of Manila”)
when, in 1646, the Dutch who sought to expand their flourishing trading
empire in Java sent battleships northwards to attack Spanish Manila, one of
the richest European trading entrepots in Asia. The Spaniards, on the other
hand, were extremely ill–equipped and had only two old galleons at their
disposal to fight off the invaders --- “Encarnacion” and “Rosario.” The mixed
Spanish and “indio” crew of the two galleons, sensing the impossibility of
their mission and certain death, prayed the rosary aloud continuously and
promised the “Virgen Maria” as “Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario”
that should the victory be theirs against all odds, they would humbly march
barefoot to her sanctuary at the Santo Domingo church in Intramuros as
acknowledgment and thanksgiving.

In one of the inexplicable twists in naval history, the mixed Spanish and
“indio” crew of the two old galleons “Encarnacion” and “Rosario” were
strangely able to defeat the superior and more numerous Dutch battleships
in a series of battles over months around the coast of Luzon. The most
logical explanation for the Spanish victories was that the Dutch, for all
their naval skills, lacked actual experience with the complexities of the
Luzon coastline, and the Dutch ships fell prey to the treacherous jagged
rocks and boulders that dwelt just under the seawaters. However, it was
certain victory for the Spaniards and the “indios” nonetheless. The Spanish
and “indio” sailors fulfilled their vow of acknowledgment and thanksgiving
and marched barefoot in triumph to the sanctuary of “Nuestra Senora del
Santisimo Rosario” at the Santo Domingo church in Intramuros. After a
thorough investigation, the ecclesiastical authorities in Manila declared the
logistically impossible naval victories as miraculous. Hence, “La Naval de
Manila”/The Navy of Manila.
The term “La Naval de Manila” was adapted from its European precedent, “La
Naval de Lepanto” of 75 years prior on 07 October 1571, a crucial one–day, eight–
hour battle in the Sea of Lepanto, off the coast of Patras in Greece between the Holy
League (a coalition of Roman Catholic countries assembled by Pope Pius V) led by
the Archduke John of Austria versus the Islamic Ottoman Empire led by Ali Pasha.
In Rome on that very day, Pope Pius V led a long, penitential procession praying
for the victory of the Roman Catholic coalition over the Islamic Ottoman forces.
After much bloodshed, the Holy League forces prevailed, and the steady advance of
Islam into Europe was halted for centuries. Pope Pius V attributed the triumph of
the Holy League to the Virgin Mary as Our Lady of Victory.
Popular devotion to the “Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario”/Our
Lady of the Most Holy Rosary at the Santo Domingo church (originally
in Intramuros and now in Quezon city) has persisted for 428 years and
counting. The image and her sanctuary were looted and desecrated by the
invading soldiers during the British Occupation of Manila from 1762–64.
Until the end of the Spanish era in 1898, the annual, grand “La Naval de
Manila” procession (“procesion de las procesiones”) in honor of “La Gran
Senora” in Intramuros was one of the most important, awaited events in the
Manila calendar.
“Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario” was the first venerated Marian
image in the Philippines to be canonically crowned by virtue of a Papal Bull
in 1907. The image was nearly destroyed during World War II as the Santo
Domingo church in Intramuros was bombed by the Japanese at the start of
the Pacific War; it was kept in the church vault which overheated way beyond
100 oF because of the bombs and the subsequent fires; it was a wonder that
the ivory and wood image survived it all. Her famous jewels became the
subject of confiscation by the Japanese authorities but the Dominicans never
let it be known that the collection was not at the Santo Domingo church but
secreted at the Monte de Piedad bank in nearby Santa Cruz district.
“What is truly valuable about the jewelry collection of the image of “Nuestra Senora
del Santisimo Rosario”/“La Naval de Manila” is not the commercial value, although
that in itself is very considerable, but the sheer historical value: the way that the
individual pieces chronicle the development of Filipino jewelry through the last five
hundred years (1500–2000). The collection has two very old Ivatan gold spiral
necklaces, Chinese– Filipino enamel work from the 1600s, baroque pieces from the
1700s, rococo pieces from the late 1700s, magnificent neoclassical work from the early
1800s (the 1811 “coronas,” “rostrillo,” and “aureola”), fine work from the middle to the
late 1800s, very good American period work (the 1907 Coronation crowns), all the
way to significant prewar and postwar jewelry. Where did all that come from??? It
is definitely one of the most important collections of Filipino jewelry in the country.”
--- Ramon N Villegas to his good friend and protege Augusto M R Gonzalez III,
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91

PROPERTY FROM THE DON BENITO J. LEGARDA JR. COLLECTION

Laureano Atlas ( 17 43 - 1 77 3)
Nuestra Señora Del Santisimo Rosario
en la Yglesia de Santo Domingo

signed and dated 1759 (lower right)
copper engraving on finely–combed cotton
Binondo, Manila
30 1/4" x 20 1/2" (77 cm x 52 cm)

P 500,000
LITERATURE

Sta. Maria, Felice Prudente, ed. Discovering Philippine Art
in Spain. Department of Foreign Affairs and the National
Centennial Committee on International Relations. Manila.
1998. Black-and-white illustration on page 208.

who in 2014 introduced Villegas to Santo Domingo Church Prior Giuseppe Pietro
Arsciwals OP to evaluate the jewelry collection of “La Naval de Manila.”
Postwar, writer Nick Joaquin wrote many paeans to “La Naval de Manila”
and its prewar magnificence. In the early 1970s, a near–theft of her everyday
brass crown prompted heightened security measures at the Santo Domingo
church. However, by that time, her gold crowns and precious jewelry had
long been hidden away and promptly replaced with accessories of brass and
paste. (Indeed, for many years from the postwar to the 1970s, the precious
possessions of “La Gran Senora” were secreted away from the Santo Domingo
church in an undisclosed location.) That time was also marked by the
successive robberies of church images and antiques, so the centuries–old
image was transferred to a safe vault–altar at the Gospel transept.
Detail of the copper engraving.

The last three decades of the 20th century saw a steady stream of transitions
in the life of the Dominican community at the Santo Domingo church.
Contemporary issues of social justice, liberation theology, the relevance
of the Catholic faith, pressing finances, as well as difficult questions of
Dominican unity (between the Spanish and emergent Filipino provinces)
and other complications were always addressed according to the strict tenets
laid down by their Spanish founder Santo Domingo de Guzman (Saint
Dominic Guzman) in the early 1200s.
The wide–ranging resonance and constant relevance of the “La Naval de
Manila” message is rooted in the assurance of “constant heavenly assistance
against all odds,” reprising what happened during the sea battles of 1646,
when the underdog Spaniards and “indios” won over the superior Dutch.
It is the message that has continually kept generations of Roman Catholic
Manilenos and Filipinos coming to the sanctuary of “Nuestra Senora del
Santisimo Rosario”/Our Lady of the Most Holy Rosary at the Santo
Domingo church in Quezon city.
In the decades that followed, a resurgence of the devotion to “Nuestra
Senora del Santisimo Rosario”/”La Gran Senora”/Our Lady of the Most Holy
Rosary by the Catholic youth has strengthened the centuries–old traditions
of their forefathers. The grand traditions of “La Naval de Manila” continue
to the present day and to the future.
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Ramon Orlina ( b . 1 9 4 4)
Fresh As Springtime

signed and dated 2021 (bottom)
carved peridot glass
10 1/2" x 7 1/2" x 7" (27 cm x 19 cm x 18 cm)
lapboard: 5" x 12" x 12" (13 cm x 30 cm x 30 cm)

P 1,200,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

With his background in architecture, Ramon Orlina sculptures
with the use of glass. “Glass is indeed an endlessly intriguing
material”, Orlina once said. For him, creating sculptures from
glass had the most potential in expressing his visual imagery.
Using glass blocks, Orlina shapes using homemade tools and
without using heat. What makes Orlina’s works so unique is
the medium used, its capability of showcasing its attractive
aura and effervescent quality with static and geometric form.
(M.D.V.)
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With lapboard
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Oscar Zalameda ( 19 30 - 20 10 )
Talipapa (Street Market)
signed (lower left)
oil on canvas
24" x 27" (61 cm x 69 cm)

P 300,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Manila

Oscar Zalameda took his fine arts degree at University of
Santo Tomas then pursued further studies in San Francisco,
where he earned multiple awards. He also studied at Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Beaux-Arts and the Sorbonne
University in Paris. Zalameda has showcased his works in New
York, Paris, Barcelona, Hamburg, Monte Carlo and Milan. He
then returned to the Philippines, where he would show his work
at Philam Life Pavilion then later at the old Hotel Filipinas.
Zalameda’s art style moves toward a refined form of cubism
that is both decorative and sophisticated, putting Modernism
in his works. Despite his travels in different parts of the
world, his art is rooted from him being a Filipino. In this work,
gem-like colors are shown to showcase the joyous, bustling
depiction of a gathering of cube-like figures, surrounded with
pink buildings under the dimmed moon. (M.D.V.)
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 18 9 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Sabungero
signed and dated 1914 (lower left)
oil on canvas
18" x 22" (46 cm x 56 cm)

P 8,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist, given as a gift to
Col. Charles Jacques, on the staff of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, when the American military liberated
the Philippine Islands from Japanese Occupation;
and from thence by descent to the present owner.
Col. Charles Jacques (rightmost) in Manila, c. 1945, after World War II.

by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L

N

o other artist has dominated Philippine painting, as
strongly or as lengthily, as Fernando Amorsolo — in
the same way that no other has attracted as much
imitation, said the writer Lorenzo J. Cruz.
Amorsolo was a master of the landscape, of the historical
painting, as well as the portrait. He would also produce acute
depictions of the evils of War, but also fetching nude studies
as well as lyrical works that captured the characters he loved
best in the Filipino countryside.
Of these, the maestro would create figures, described by one
of his biographers Alfredo R. Roces as “carefully worked out
products of pencil and oil-color studies.” He continued, “The
figures are thoughtfully arranged, ‘compositions’ being a
major pre-occupation of artists of the period.”
Roces theorized that “This explains why in many paintings
certain figures recur. The figures are regarded as mere
elements for use in a final painting : ingredients with which the
artist found endless variations.”
“At his best,” Roces continued, ‘the genre paintings sparkle
with freshness.” This is one such example.
In this, the earliest ‘Sabungero’ to be known in existence,
Amorsolo has gracefully put together the proto-typical
elements that would make this one of his most timeless
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themes : The cockfighter, cigarette in mouth — tobacco
smoke was said to embolden the fighting fowl. His features
are craggily outlined; he wears a head kerchief that suggests
he is a wizened veteran of this art. Special feed and a dish of
water are on the ground. Central to the painting is the valiant
bird, cosseted and cared for by his owner.
Even more astonishing is that Amorsolo created this scene
in his early 20s, newly graduated from the University of the
Philippines’ School of Fine Arts, as one of just five to complete
the course at the academy.
At the age of 16, he had already bested talented draughtsmen
like Teodoro Buenaventura (who would later be his
instructor), winning the first prize in a prestigious painting
competition in 1908.
The ‘sabong’ or cockfight was found by Magellan when he first
arrived in these islands and it has a tradition that represents
not just Philippine culture but also Filipino manhood. It is
therefore a time-honored masculine pursuit played out at
town fiestas and gaming events for all strata of society.
This rare gem was no doubt a signal of bravery, since it was
given as an appreciation to Col. Charles Jacques upon his
arrival in Manila in the company of the beloved Gen. Douglas
MacArthur to liberate the Philippines from the Japanese.

THE EARLIEST SABUNGERO
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Angelito Antonio ( b . 19 39 )
Mag-Ina

signed and dated 2013 (lower right)
oil on canvas
12" x 16" (30 cm x 41 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Mag-Ina is one of the Angelito Antonio pieces that depicts
a mother and child, a subject that has evolved over time. A
popular painter of the Philippine rustic life, Antonio’s subjects
also range from farmers and vendors to musicians and
sabungeros. As a member of the second generation of Filipino
Modernists, he continues to emphasize folk and rural themes
in his work. Antonio started with a black and white series but
later developed a personal color scheme. He transforms his
figures into exquisite forms, fusing them with objects and
other elements of the environment to create visual images
with texture qualities, giving its audience a new experience.

He employed linear precision to outline the shapes and then
blurs adjacent sections into washed-out tones. The renowned
painter is married to artist Norma Belleza, with three children
Marcel, Emil, and Fatima who are also practicing in the field
of art. (P.I.R.)
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Ang Kiukok ( 1 931 - 20 05 )
Untitled (Fish)

signed and dated 1986 (lower right);
dedicated Bambi Best Regard '87 (lower left)
watercolor on paper
8 1/2" x 11 1/2" (22 cm x 29 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Finale Art File
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist and personally
dedicated to the present owner

Ang Kiukok grew up to be fascinated by marine life, mainly
fishes. This peculiar attraction stemmed from his childhood
memories in Davao, where he occasionally strolled by the
seashore and delightfully witnessed Moro fishers enjoying
their bountiful catch. Kiukok's favorite dishes also included an
array of edible fishes. Interestingly, the artist is also a Pisces
under the Western astrology chart. Putting all of these into
context, it is no wonder that Kiukok had produced dozens of
paintings of fishes and fisherfolks using various media.
Kiukok employs certain practices and routines before painting
an image of a fish. One artist told the esteemed art critic
Alfredo Roces that Kiukok "cooks a fish, eats it first, and
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then paints it." Kiukok's daughter, Arlene, also recalled how
his father would carefully bring the bones of the fish to their
backyard to dry under the sun before painting them.
Roces vividly describes Kiukok's approach to painting fishes in
the book Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair. He writes: "Like his
bestiary, a Kiukok fish expresses the harshness of living with
other creatures of the deep: one eats the other. Their murky
backgrounds place the fish in a dark, mysterious, and fearsome
setting. Sometimes, they look like fossil fish on ancient rock.
Sometimes, they look like dried fish split open in a butterfly
cut. Sometimes, they are as menacing as dogs: lurking with
their bloodshot eyes and serrated teeth, ready to swallow their
prey." (A.M.)

97

Rodel Tapaya ( b . 19 80 )
Shame

signed and dated 2015 (lower right)
acrylic on paper
25 1/4" x 19 1/2" (64 cm x 50 cm)

Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

A Tapaya piece stands out from the rest with the aid of his
masterful use of native mythologies and legends as a means of
analyzing the often hazy and harsh realities of life. His works are
a combination of various aspects of everyday life painted into
one seamless tapestry. Starting with a rough sketch, the fine
artist adds fresh touches after reading more stories, morphing
his painting into something new as his ideas move around.

With artworks that are immensely evocative, Rodel Tapaya is
without limits when it comes to combining artistic elements
to create a narrative. As an artist, he is fascinated by folktales
and myths, exploring this through multifarious aspects as he
experiments on folk aesthetics and materials to create his
personal visual language. In this 2015 piece titled Shame, the
contemporary artist paints with his visual language to portray
the emotion of shame on the man’s face.

According to the book titled Rodel Tapaya, there was a time
when the Filipino artist felt entrapped within the dense jungles
of his own creation. He wished to "loosen" his paintings so
that "more fluid and dark themes" might be explored. For
a while, he veered away from myth and folklore in favor of
a more expressionist palette with monochromatic, mainly
gray figures. Tapaya once said that reading folk stories and
mythologies makes his imagination explode with images.
Since the narratives do not have an actual archetype or image,
he was free to imagine and give the characters its own forms.
“I find this very exciting,” he said. (P.I.R.)

P 200,000
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Annie Cabigting ( b . 1 9 7 1)
Destroyed Painting (After Francis Bacon)
signed and dated 2010 (verso)
acrylic on canvas
59" x 51 1/2" (150 cm x 131 cm)

P 3,000,000
PROVENANCE

Artesan Gallery, Singapore
Private Collection, Singapore
Christie's, Asian Contemporary Art (Day Sale),
Hong Kong, 25 May 2014
EXHIBITED

Artesan Gallery, Annie Cabigting: Mutating Truths,
Singapore, April 15 - 30, 2010

T

he renowned contemporary artist Annie Cabigting
often approaches her practice by employing metacontextual references surrounding art history,
aesthetics, and the art world at large. Her works seemingly
transcend and go beyond the common musings of art, such as
beauty, representation, and form, and focuses her attention
on the complex structure that artists and the art industry exist
in. Whether through photo realistic depictions of individuals
viewing important and famous works of art, or her much more
conceptual and rigorously experimental pieces, Cabigting
makes it apparent that artworks do not exist in a vacuum, but
are part of an interrelated web that ties together the various
historical, social, cultural, and psychological facets that make
art possible.
In this 2010 acrylic on canvas work, Cabigting focuses the
limelight on one of the world’s most influential artists of the
20th Century, Francis Bacon. The Irish-born British painter was
largely known for his raw and sometimes unsettling figurative
works that explored and unearthed the psychological and
existential realities of the human condition. His subject matter
is diverse, ranging from portraits of friends and acquaintances
to popes, important figures, and mythological creatures.
Though Bacon’s works can often come off as disconcerting,
the artist’s approach was seen as liberating, especially when
viewed in relation to the romantic and impressionistic styles
that dominated the art world prior to Bacon’s generation. This
“brutality of fact” approach to his works is also attributed to
the largely personal and biographical relationship of Bacon
with his works.
Though one cannot reduce Bacon’s artistry to the purely
psychological, some critics and scholars have attributed
Bacon’s less than ideal life, which includes a history of abuse
at the hands of his father, bankruptcy, petty theft, and
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discrimination for his sexual orientation, as a motivating
force for his artistic approach. But the mental and emotional
aspects of Bacon’s practice can be found beyond his actual
pieces, but in the very process itself.
During her own research, Cabigting discovered that Bacon
had the tendency to destroy, deface, and discard his works
and drafts that were not up to his standards. Though other
scholars have seemingly ignored this fact, Cabigting has
seemingly breathed new life into Bacon’s often forgotten
pieces, effectively adding to Bacon’s already rich practice,
as well as the ongoing debate on the role of an artist’s
psychological, emotional, and personal dimensions in the
creation of meaning.
In Destroyed Painting (After Francis Bacon), Cabigting
recreates a defaced painting of Bacon as a way of approaching
and investigating the role of discarded vestiges of one’s
practice as integral to the artistic process. The work features
a seemingly unfinished portrait, wherein instead of a head
and face, a rectangular shape is found at the center of the
canvas. The inclusion of the geometric shape can be seen as
a reference to either the works of Cabigting’s mentor Roberto
Chabet, specifically his Window series, or the fact that Bacon
himself held a disdain for abstract art itself, effectively adding
towards the psychological and personal aspect of the piece.
The art critic Rachel Campbell-Johnston noted that “[Bacon is]
quite simply the most extraordinary, powerful and compelling
of painters … His images short-circuit our appreciative
processes. They arrive straight through the nervous system
and hijack the soul.” In turn, Cabigting’s work is seemingly not
only an exploration of the affecting power of Bacon’s work,
but an investigation into the very soul of Bacon himself. (J.D.)
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Jigger Cruz ( b . 19 84 )
Blissful Thrones in the Tune of a Lazy Afternoon
signed and dated 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
a) 60" x 48" (152 cm x 122 cm)
b) 60" x 72" (152 cm x 183 cm)
overall: 60" x 120" (152 cm x 386 cm)

P 6,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

Albertz Benda, Jigger Cruz: Picture Towards the Other Side,
New York, March 15 - April 21, 2018

Jigger Cruz’s claim to faim was his signature use of materials
to create tactile and sensorial masterpieces. He does so via
an act of overpainting in which uses a variety of techniques
such as impasto, cutting, burning, and spray painting in
order to achieve his desired effect. Though chaotic at first, a
closer and more nuanced look reveals a cohesive whole that
has been transformed through methods of destruction and
defacement; giving the piece a whole new meaning. In other
words, Cruz’s works seemingly breathe in new life by shedding
its former self. Though this seemingly juxtaposed treatment
can be considered novel, what Cruz is dealing with here are
timeless and age-old themes. In one of the earliest and most
important texts of art theory, the Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy
writes in his seminal book What is Art “To evoke in oneself a
feeling one has experienced and having evoked it in oneself
then by means of movements, lines, colours, sounds, or forms
expressed in words, so to transmit this feeling that others
experience the same feeling -- this is the activity of art.” In the
same vein, Cruz’s synthesis of creation and destruction can be
seen as a metaphor for self expression.
Despite Cruz’s basis within modern artistic theory, his works
do not only contain inherently modern ideals. Though Cruz’s
works are best seen as an expression of pure emotion and
ideas, the content of these visual messages are undoubtedly
contemporary. We can see this first through the materials used.
Though Cruz also works with traditional media such as oil and
acrylic paints, Cruz also layers his pieces with enamel, spray
paint, and other unorthodox materials. Thus, Cruz effectively
confronts and subverts our traditional notion of what art can
be by using materials not inherent to the art world, but to
other forms of production. Second, Cruz also creates art as a
form of history-making. By adopting canonically western styles
and techniques as his base, Cruz performs a ritualistic act of
subversion through his unorthodox and destructive treatment.
By doing so, Cruz confronts the hegemonic blanket that has
enveloped most of the art world by uncovering new and even
lost forms of expression. (J.D.)
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Ronson Culibrina ( b . 19 9 1 )
Untitled

signed and dated 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24" x 28 1/2" (61 cm x 72 cm)

P 100,000
Ronson Culibrina is a contemporary artist recognized for
his appropriation of pieces that alludes to the masterpieces
of prominent painters. He describes his art as a personal
expression and retelling of aspects of his life. At the same
time, it connects well with the broad social fabric. He said, “My
works then visualize metaphorically the idea of balancing amid
a rapidly changing lifestyle and environment.” The oeuvres
of Culibrina, rich in juxtapositions of psychedelic colors with
subdued hues, are depictions of social and cultural evolution
brought upon by modernization and industrialization.

exhibition at the Galerie Michael Janssen in Potsdamerstrasse
63. The artworks in the exhibition portray social media

In 2016, the year this oil-on-canvas piece was signed, the

obsession, pop and iconic articles, and details from the works

visual artist debuted in Berlin with the opening of his one-man

of renowned figures in Philippine art. (P.I.R.)

101

Ronald Ventura ( b . 19 73 )
Nude

signed and dated 2005 (lower right)
oil and graphite on paper mounted on canvas
13" x 10 1/2" (33 cm x 27 cm)

P 200,000

Ronald Ventura is known for his contemporary take on a
fusion of styles, ranging from realism to cartoons and graffiti.
Ventura takes influence from Old Master Paintings, tattoo
aesthetics, religious iconography and American pop culture.
Ventura takes the layering of styles and images in his work
as a metaphor for the layered and multifaceted national
identity of the Philippines. With that, he creates works that
are expansive and surreal, while referencing the modernday burdens such as communism, war and pollution. In an
interview with Tatler, Ventura describes his art as a task “to
liberate visual perception”.
Contrast to his paintings and sculptures filled with imagery,
Ventura strips down using graphite on canvas. Alice G. Guillermo
explains his black and white works: “What makes it a blackand-white painting and not only a line drawing is the use of
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canvas for ground, its extraordinary range of tones, from dark
grays to luminous whites creating the illusion of volume and
perspective, as well as the richness of its significations.” (M.D.V.)

102

Bernardo Pacquing ( b . 1 9 6 7)
Blue Wall
signed and dated 2005 (verso)
oil on canvas
60" x 48" (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000
Abstractionist Bernardo Pacquing is vocal about his fascination
with modern abstraction's expressive potential. That being said,
it is best to view a Pacquing artwork with consideration to his
raw and gritty creativity, free from filters. Unlike most abstract
artworks that give importance to the collective unconscious,
the contemporary artist draws inspiration from the forms and
figures that are familiar in everyday life. As a result, his artworks
are filled with subjectivity that its audience can relate with
their own experience and come up with their own meaning. In
this piece titled Blue Wall, a vibrant shade of blue paint that
stands out in the middle of a monotonous canvas captures a
chaotic yet calm and minimalistic feel, a signature Pacquing
art style that showcases his aforementioned creativity.

Already a big name in the local scene of abstract art, Bernardo
Pacquing who graduated from the University of the Philippines
College of Fine Arts in 1989 is a recipient of numerous awards.
In 1992 and 1999, he was awarded the Grand Prize in the
Art Association of the Philippines Open Art Competition for
Painting (Non-Representation). A year after, he received the
Cultural Center of the Philippines Thirteen Artists Award (2000)
which earned him recognition as an exemplary artist in the
field of contemporary visual art. (P.I.R.)
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Juvenal Sansó ( b . 19 29 )
The Courtier
signed (lower right)
ca. 1950s
oil on canvas
26" x 20" (66 cm x 51 cm)

P 1,600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion Sansó
confirming the authenticity of this lot

R

ecognized for his unique and seemingly timeless

near Sanso home, which left him deaf in one ear, mentally

approach to art, Juvenal Sanso has undoubtedly

and emotionally scarred the artist’s gentle and sensitive soul.

carved a name for himself as one of the most

So much so that during Sanso’s early years as an artist, his

pervasive and influential practitioners in the local art scene.

works often featured distorted, disfigured, and even grotesque

Though Sanso is now widely known for his iconic dreamlike

forms and figures. These eerie elements were embodiments

and otherworldly paintings of plant-life and landscapes, the

of Sanso's own psychological and experiential traumas given

master’s earlier works were eerier and stranger by comparison.

form through his canvas. According to Fundacion Sanso’s

Born in 1929, Sanso was well into his adolescence by the

Museum Director Ricky Francisco “"The horrific experiences

time World War II and the Japanese Occupation disrupted

during the war caused Sansó's disassociation from the happy,

the capital of the Philippines. Sanso and his family’s lives

sunlit world that the subject of most of his artworks in the

were seemingly turned upside down, with the occupation

late 1940s to 1950s, leading him to create subjects that were

affecting their business as well as their safety. The years of

misshapen and disfigured, grotesque even—subjects that

conflict and fear, including the detonation of an artillery shell

represented the darkness of the human soul.” (J.D.)
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Federico Aguilar Alcuaz ( 19 32 - 201 1)
Kimono Women
signed and dated 1991 (lower left)
oil on canvas
30" x 38" (76 cm x 97 cm)

P 400,000

National Artist Federico Aguilar Alcuaz started his now-iconic
Tres Marias series in the 1970s. At the time, he was a frequent
and welcome guest at the Manila Hilton, one of the country's
leading hotels during the aforementioned era. Thus, he would
use the Hilton's hotel staff as his muse for his series of Tres
Marias paintings.
Alcuaz would also go beyond depicting three beautiful female
figures, visually articulating their gestures and poses and
defining the laidback space they inhabit. This masterpiece
showcases his sophisticated approach to portraiture as he
captured the beauty, charm, and grace of his women subjects.
Somber colors are used, yet a certain glow is evoked with his
play of light and shadow. Alcuaz's women appear relaxed,
rendered with his assured brushstrokes, refined figurative
style, and sense of color that sets the overall mood. Here, one
also sees the master artist's compositional playfulness toward
his artistry. (J.D.)
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105

Mauro Malang Santos ( 19 28 - 201 7)
Red Plant
signed and dated 16 - III - 85 (lower right)
gouache on paper
13 1/2" x 11" (34 cm x 28 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Mauro "Malang" Santos was famous for his diverse art style,
from figuratively abstracted to purely abstract renditions of
vendors and mothers to landscape and still lifes. In this 1985
piece titled Red Plant, Malang’s affinity for vibrant colors
is evident with the vivid warm hues. He paints no specific
botanical species; instead, he creates a personal flora out of
bits and imagery from a variety of plants. His still-life paintings,
in a sense, depict a transcendental subject that aims to grasp a
pure and ideal form of nature. Originally known as a cartoonist,
Malang eventually evolved his artistry to Abstract and Cubist
approach. In the 1950s, Malang had his breakthrough exhibit
at the Philippine Art Gallery. He was named “Artist of the

Year” by the Society of Philippine Illustrators and Cartoonists
in 1964, and the City of Manila honored him with the Guide of
Arts and Culture award in 1981. (P.I.R.)

106

Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 19 62)
Clown with Lamps
signed (lower left)
oil on canvas
24" x 24" (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 200,000
Although the renowned Filipino artist Emmanuel Garibay
is often known for Social Realist depictions of everyday
Filipino life, the artist sometimes produces works that are
relatively more metaphorical. In Clowns with Lamps, Garibay
presents us with an unusual amalgamation of elements.
Though still utilizing his iconic style both his subjects and
his palette seemingly imparts a humorous and ironic theme
and message. Found in this piece is Garibay’s use of icons
and symbols as well. In his other works, the artist often uses
the clown motif as a satirical device, while the lamp is a
common metaphorical device found in Philippine literature
that is used to denote the farcical nature of society.
Emmanuel Garibay is a native of Kidapawan, North Cotabato
by a father who worked as a pastor in a Methodist church
and a mother who worked in the city engineer’s office. His
family moved to Davao city where he spent a majority of his
formative years. Garibay showed a firm grasp in drawing and
painting due to his mother's guidance and encouragement.
He earned a Bachelor's degree in Sociology from the
University of the Philippines - Los Baños before taking up

formal artistic training through a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree from the University of the Philippines - Diliman. But
despite a shift in interest, Garibay's background in Sociology
is apparent through his depictions of everyday Filipino life
through a Social-Realist lens. Drawing upon his inspirations
such as de Koonig, Beauchamp, Malang, Alcuaz, Saguil,
Dalena and Saguil, Garibay eventually developed a uniquely
personal style that greatly influenced the generation of
contemporary Filipino artists that succeeded him. (J.D.)
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Pacita Abad ( 1 9 4 6 - 20 04 )
Antareja and Arimbi

signed (lower right)
dated 1995
oil on padded canvas, stitched with sequins,
rhinestones, buttons, pearls, beads, mirrors,
tie dye silk and cotton
50" x 36" (127 cm x 91 cm)

P 400,000
León Gallery wishes to thank Mr. and Mrs. Jack Garrity
for confirming the authenticity of this lot

T

hrough this 1983 titled Antareja and Arimbi, Abad

of sequins, buttons, rhinestones, pearls, and beads, on silk and

effectively develops a uniquely asian and oriental

cotton fabric.

aesthetic philosophy through a revitalized approach

of traditional techniques and materials. The work is part

As arguably one of the most well-known and influential Filipino

of Abad’s Wayang Kulit series that drew inspiration from

artists on the world stage, visual artist and painter Pacita

different mythological texts often depicted in traditional

Abad’s oeuvres have proved themselves, time and time again,

Indonesian Wayang theatre, such as the Ramayana and

as not only mere paintings or works of art, but sweeping odes

the Mahabharata, while utilizing the traditional Indonesian

and hymns to the vitality, mystery, and diversity of human life

practice of batik weaving. The work features two traditional

and experience. Her thirty-year painting career began when

Wayang characters found in the Javanese version of the

she traveled to the United States to study law in San Francisco.

Mahabharata, Arimbi, a mythological demon, and Antareja, a

It was there that she decided to switch careers and dedicate

king and fierce general who embodies the distinct culture of

her life to painting. Since then Pacita never stopped being a

the Javanese people given that the figure is not found in the

gypsy and painted the globe while working on six different

original Indian iteration of the Mahabharata, but in the version

continents and traveling to more than fifty countries. Abad

recorded and passed down by Javanese poets. The work itself

made history as the first woman to receive the Philippines’

features the traditional facets of batik weaving through its use

prestigious Ten Outstanding Young Men award. (J.D.)
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Mark Andy Garcia ( b . 19 84 )
Better Days Ahead

signed and dated 2013 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48" x 48 (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 160,000
EXHIBITED

Pintô Art Museum, Better Days Ahead, Antipolo,
September 15 - October 8, 2013

The oeuvres of Mark Andy Garcia evoke existential meanings
and past recollections abound in encounters with people and
nature, imparting honesty of the heart that acts like entries
in a diary. His paintings are often surreal and filled with an
emotional depth that speaks to their spectator. The philosophy
of the fine artist reflects in his technique in colors, shapes, and
intense textures.
A piece that features the dream-like painterly style of Garcia,
Better Days Ahead portrays a scenery of colorful flowers, lush
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trees, and a bright blue sky – it comforts you with the image
of the Spring season, a symbol of new beginnings. He detailed
that in his landscape paintings, the horizon divides the land
and sky with trees as pathways to Heaven. Garcia has accepted
that his creations are rooted in the word of God. For him, the
fusion of art and faith finds form in pure expressiveness with
the materials which act as a sincere acknowledgment to the
Lord in this life of pain and pleasure.
A contemporary artist devoted to this craft and belief,
Garcia's paintings and exhibitions are autobiographical and
theological. Titles like “Promised Land,” “New Beginnings,”
“Human Nature,” and “Blessings in Disguise” can be
interpreted as analyses of the doctrines of the Christian faith. In
2013, the year this painting was signed, Garcia held an exhibit
titled "Better Days Ahead" at the Pinto Art Museum. (P.I.R.)

109

Orley Ypon ( b . 19 73 )
Move On III

signed and dated 2015 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36" x 60" (91 cm x 152 cm)

P 600,000

At a young age, Orly Ypon found his love of art by doing
portraits of himself and family and friends. Mainly a selftaught artist, Ypon’s practice is mainly a fusion of classical
modes of painting and realism. When creating a scene, the
hyper-realistic subject is amidst heavily dramatized situations.
In this particular piece, it was exhibited in Altro Mondo Arte

Accompanied by a certificate issued by Altro Mondo Arte
Contemporanea and signed by the artist confirming the
authenticity of this lot

Contemporanea in 2015. It was a part of Ypon’s mud series,

EXHIBITED

struggling to escape from the mud, which represents a fiery

Altro Mondo Arte Contemporanea, Bidlisiw,
Makati City, October 23 - November 3, 2015

showcasing the collective Filipino struggle from the reality that
they face. As shown, the people in the painting, the people
metaphor, one that represents a crisis that must be risen from
and fought against. (M.D.V)
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T H E G R E AT F I L I P I N O C O L L E C T O RS S E R I E S

lots 110 - 113

DOÑA NENE QUIMSON
( M A R I A D E L O S A N G E L E S D E L RO S A R I O T U A S O N – Q U I M S O N )
A F I L I P I N A L A D Y O F T H E F I R S T WAT E R
by AU G U S T O M A RC E L I N O R E Y E S G O N Z A L E Z I I I

Lita, Boy, and Boling grew up in the prewar residence of her
parents Pindong and Nening on Santol street in Santa Mesa,
on land that had long belonged to the very old Tuason clan.
The area was dotted with handsome prewar residences of
Tuason relatives and other prominent Manila families. The
Tuason–del Rosario house was in the 1930s Modern style that
could have been designed by Juan Nakpil or Pablo Antonio.
In 1959, her father Pindong Tuason transferred his family to
the postwar La Vista development in Quezon city, on land that
was also ancestral Tuason. It was a modern residence that
had sloping gardens and pleasant views of the Marikina valley
where, yes, there was also ancestral Tuason land.

Nene Quimson with her Westendorp portrait,
wearing Valentino.

P

rewar Manila was a vibrant city filled with grand visions
and ambitions. Philippine Independence was in the
air. It was second only to Shanghai, China in terms
of modernity, progress, and glamour. Throughout the city,
public parks were aplenty, fountains gurgled, great trees
arched over the avenues, and the people had reasons to enjoy
the outdoors. Many new buildings were being constructed.
All kinds of American and European luxury goods were
available at the Escolta. Everyone was well–dressed, be
they businessmen or vendors. Cleanliness was everywhere.
Optimism was the norm. It was peaceful, disciplined, and
progressive. Manila was a beautiful city that could compare
to the world capitals. Social gatherings were frequent, and
famous ladies like Angela Calvo Olgado–Zóbel, Victoria
Ledesma Lopez–Araneta, and the young Madrigal–Paterno
sisters Macaria (“Nena”), Paz (“Pacita”), Josefina (“Pinang”),
and Consuelo (“Chito”) gave parties left and right (Maria Luisa
“Ising” was too young). It was a world of affluence, traditions,
elegance, refinement, principles, and manners. And it was in
that golden world where Nene Tuason–Quimson was born.
Nene recalled comically that her nickname should have been
Nena, although there was little difference between the two.
Her parents Pindong and Nening were expecting a baby boy
to be a younger brother to their elder son Boy (Jose Ramon),
but a baby girl came out. As an odd compromise, she was
named Nene instead of Nena. She and her three siblings
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Pindong’s and Nening’s youngest daughter was educated at
the exclusive Saint Scholastica’s College operated by Belgian
and German Benedictine nuns in Manila. The all–girls school
had a sterling reputation for producing intelligent, diligent,
and hardworking young ladies. After graduating from high
school, Nene and younger sister Boling were taken by their
parents Pindong and Nening abroad for 18 months/1 ½
years; 8 months were spent in New York city for Pindong’s eye
operation and recovery. In 1953, fresh out of high school at
only 17 years old, Nene married her beau John (Juan Tuason
Quimson), who was ten years older than she. They would be
together for 35 years until John’s passing in 1988.
Among the Tuason cousins, Nene was closest to her first
cousin Chuchay (Carmen Dos Remedios Tuason), the onetime
Miss Philippines, daughter of Pindong’s younger brother Celso
Zaragoza Tuason and Rosario Dos Remedios. Nene’s close
friends were invariably DBF “de buena familia” daughters:
Menchu de las Alas–Concepcion, Judy Araneta–Roxas,
Marilen Espiritu, Buda de Leon, Maridol Sy–Quia – Mabanta,
Meldy de la Paz Ongsiako–Cojuangco, Nelly Tionko Lacson–
Gonzalez, and Chito Paterno Madrigal. (Nelly Tionko Lacson
was Mrs Manuel Juan Tuason Gonzalez [“Dindo”] ); Manuel
Juan Tuason Gonzalez [“Dindo”] was Juan Tuason Quimson’s
[“John”] maternal first cousin, their mothers Paz Gonzalez
Tuason–Gonzalez [“Paching”] and Consuelo Gonzalez
Tuason–Quimson–Casas [“Tutung”] were sisters).
After the 1986 Revolution, President Corazon Sumulong
Cojuangco–Aquino appointed John Tuason Quimson as
Ambassador to the Court of Saint James in London. It was an
appropriate and laudable decision by Cory, as social position,
high education, and personal elegance were qualities frankly
valued by the conservative British establishment. John was
a perfect choice for the Philippine Ambassador to the United

Doña Nene Quimson with the personages of her world: from popes to
politicians, tycoons and international celebs. (Inset is from 2001 Tatler
feature of Manila's Best Hostesses).

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Unfortunately,
two and a half years into his tenure in 1988, John passed away.
After her husband John’s untimely passing on 12 November
1988, with all her children grown with their own families, and
an “empty nest,” Nene the widow finally decided that she
would just enjoy life, have more time with friends, travel, and
spend more time at her favorite places. It was at that time
that she set up bases in Chelsea, London, Ascot, New York,
and Boca Raton. Those early widowhood years had Nene
constantly on the move, and it would be her way of life for the
next thirty years.
Nene was a lady who took pride in her homes and gardens.
She was “house proud” and consequently had high standards
regarding domestic upkeep. She had a loyal core staff whom
she deployed wherever needed. What was interesting was
that, as she deployed her local staff abroad, conversely, she
employed her foreign staff in Manila.
A Tuason granddaughter once comically described the Tuason
way of life as: “Popeye y comer, comer y Popeye!” meaning
“Smoke and eat, eat and smoke!” or “Tobacco and food, food
and tobacco!” (Popeye referring to Popeye the Sailor Man the
1929 cartoon character perennially smoking a pipe and eating
a can of spinach). Nene went much further than her Tuason
elders and laid her tables not only with wonderful food but

also beautiful chinaware, glassware, silverware, and linens.
She said she liked to cook, or better yet, she liked to supervise
the cooking. While her breakfast tables were informal even
casual, her lunch and dinner tables were invariably formal and
set in the English style with layered chinaware and an array of
silverware and glassware per place setting.
Like her father Pindong Tuason, who liked to take his “La
Quadra” (The Square) a group of four (often more, so it was
also “La Cuadra” The Horse Stable) Wack–Wack golf buddies
who were mostly his family and Tuason–Legarda–Prieto–
Valdes relatives to travel everywhere (his younger brother
Toto [Severo Zaragoza Tuason] and his first cousins Manoling
and Chino [Manuel and Jose Mariano Legarda Valdes], the
equally generous and gallant Nene took her friends, relatives,
and family on several trips for company and fun as well. (Like
many Filipinos, Pindong and his brothers Nicasio, Celso, Toto,
and sister Lulu [elder sister Carmencita passed away young]
enjoyed many happy times postwar from the 1950s–60s. They
started dying off in the 1970s. Pindong passed away in 1982.)
Golf was an inherited passion. Nene recalled: “My siblings and
I practically grew up on a golf course, as my parents (Pindong
and Nening) were always playing it.” During their younger
years (1960s–70s), John and Nene used to play golf everyday
at the MGC Manila Golf Club with Chito Madrigal and friends.
It was a nice group. They would play in the daytime and there
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were wonderful dinners given nightly by various members of
the group. Same group, different houses. Nene played golf for
forty–three years of her young life but stopped when John died
in 1988; she played from the age of 10 all the way to 53. She
used to do brisk walking seven miles a day on and off the golf
course. That was the reason for her slim figure.
Bridge (or Contract Bridge), a trick–taking card game of skill,
risk, and luck, was another inherited passion. “As a child of
parents who played bridge, I also learned to play it.” Nene
reminisced. Pindong and Nening Tuason were avid bridge
players and their Philippine Bridge Club was headquartered
at their JMT building. Nene continued: “My husband played
it for twenty–three years (1988 – 23 = 1965) but I did not play
due to my other commitments. But now, I guess I am taking
it quite seriously. Our bridge team participated in the Pacific
Open and Beijing Olympics followed by the first International
Mind Sports Game tournament. It was a stiff competition and
we did our best.”
“Bridge, for me, is a kind of therapy. Isn’t it well–known that
those who play bridge seldom get Alzheimer’s disease?” She
was hoping that the 2012 Olympics in London would have a
Bridge tournament and that she would be invited to represent
the Philippines.
Bridge took Nene everywhere. At a tournament of the
Philippine Bridge Club in Medina, Seattle, she was introduced
by her good friend, an English Lord, to none other than THE Bill
Gates who was then a newbie at bridge.
Like all Tuason women, she was good with her hands. She liked
crafting: she did sewing, embroidery, crochet, needlework, and
petit–point embroidery. As with everything Nene, her crafting
hobbies took on a perceptibly royal air, as they were the very
same pastimes of royal and aristocratic ladies in Europe and
rich women in the United States.
Like a true Tuason, she liked music. She liked playing the
piano. When in New York, she frequently attended classical
music and opera performances at the Lincoln Center and at
Carnegie Hall. She even attended pop music concerts. The
music of Michael Jackson and Madonna were not alien to her.
She liked dancing. Disco music was not alien to her. She liked
cooking. But she didn’t do it herself. She would instruct other
people to do it for her, following her recipes.
Nene’s principal philanthropy was The FWA – UK Filipina
Women’s Association – United Kingdom, the charitable
organization that she established with London–based Filipina
friends in 1988. “It was the knowledge that there was no
Philippine women’s organization in the UK and that it was time
there was one, with the avowed aim of raising funds for the
education of the underprivileged but deserving children in the
Philippines, and of course, to uplift the image of the Filipino
woman.” Nene explained. At that time, Filipina women in
the UK were disparaged as mere domestic helpers of the
Arabs and there was little regard for Filipina professionals. As
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With her favorite bridge partner, Bill Gates.

the wife of the Philippine Ambassador, Nene sought to uplift
the reputation and improve the general perception of all the
Filipina women in the UK. And she succeeded beyond measure.
“Education is the most important thing to give to the young
people.” Nene declared about one of her charities. She was
a donor to the Asian Cultural Council in New York. Not known
to many, she supported many Filipino musical scholars quietly
for many years. Among them, Hiyas Hila.
Maria de los Angeles del Rosario Tuason (“Nene,” o 02 August
1935 – + 27 November 2021) was the youngest daughter of Jose
Maria Zaragoza Tuason (“Pindong”) of the patrician Tuason
family and Magdalena Locsin del Rosario (“Nening”) of the
industrialist family that spawned the PHINMA conglomerate.
Jose Maria Zaragoza Tuason (“Pindong,” +1982) and
Magdalena Locsin del Rosario (“Nening,” +1968) had four
children: Julia (“Lita”) passed away at 10 years old; Jose
Ramon (“Boy”) married Mercedes Reinares Arrastia; Consuelo
(“Boling”) married (1) Angel Heredia (2) Vicente Reyes;
Maria de los Angeles (“Nene”) married Juan Tuason Quimson
(“John”).
Pindong Tuason was an entrepreneur extraordinaire, an
excellent lawyer–businessman who inherited the legendary
Tuason nose for business. At a time when many of his social
peers were still managing and relying on their inherited
haciendas, the forward–looking Pindong liquidated his
inherited agricultural lands and real estate properties and
invested the proceeds in corporate assets. As a direct result, he
had seats on the boards of the country’s major corporations.
An astute investor, Pindong was always on the lookout for the
next best thing (Doubtless, he would have been fascinated
by Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Elon Musk). A visionary, “JMT”

(Jose Maria Tuason) was a force to reckon with in Philippine
business. Even Pindong’s maternal first cousin, Salvador
Zaragoza Araneta, himself a highly successful man, admired
Pindong’s business savvy.
Maria de los Angeles del Rosario Tuason married Juan Tuason
Quimson (“John,” o 26 July 1925 – + 12 November 1988) on 11
February 1953 and they had six children: Consuelo (“Wito”),
John (“Baby John”), Angeles (“Lita”), Ana Maria (“Annette”),
Enrique, Jose Luis (“Joey”).
Juan Tuason Quimson was the eldest son of Luis S Quimson
(the first Filipino pilot) and Consuelo Gonzalez Tuason
(“Tutung,” daughter of Pindong’s elder brother Juan Jose
Tuason y de la Paz [“Tintong”] and Rosario Gonzalez [“Lolai”]
of Cadiz, Spain). Consuelo Gonzalez Tuason–Quimson–Casas
(“Tutung”) was the one who built the first structure of the
Lourdes Hospital in Mandaluyong city in the late 1940s for her
second husband Dr Carlos Casas and she later donated it to
the Missionary Sisters Servants of the Holy Spirit (SSpS).
Nene’s eldest daughter Wito reminisces: “She was heaven
and earth, fire and rain, yin and yang. At times. she was hard
to figure out, hard to get on with. At other times she was a
joy to be with and super fun, discoing with us as teenagers in
Regine’s.
Although she professed to be black and white in her beliefs
she herself was a multi coloured rainbow - in personality,
in fashion, in her choice of varied friends and in her many
interests.
Tiny though she was, she was a bigger than life figure and
dominated my entire life landscape. She married at 17 yo and
had me at 18 she was still a child herself barely an adult.
And although like most mothers and daughters, we had our
ups and downs she was my best friend, she was my phone pal
we would talk to each other even 4 times a day, my chismis
partner, my critic and my mentor.

With President Rodrigo Duterte (then Mayor of Davao),
and with President Corazon Aquino.

the side and pretty much ‘serve yourself.’ However, lunch and
dinner were formal, dressy ones. You know, all those plates
and glasses and cutlery and staff to move everything. That
was how we lived everyday with Mom.
“However, despite all the formalities, we kids knew she loved
all of us unconditionally.”

Mum I promise you it will surely be difficult to envision the
future without someone like you by my side.”

Nene Tuason–Quimson was among the very last of the
patrician grandes dames of Manila.

Nene’s elder son John remembers: “Mom was old school
and there was a certain formality to her, a certain distance.
One could not be a ‘cozy friend’ with her, she just wasn’t the
kind. Even we kids couldn’t approach her out of the blue…
there was a certain way that that had to be done. I guess
she belonged to that conservative generation. You know, the
perfect manners and distance and all.

Nene Tuason–Quimson with her resources and style joined
the likes of lawyer–businesswoman Chito Paterno Madrigal,
the swanlike sylph Meldy de la Paz Ongsiako–Cojuangco, the
impossibly chic Baby Araneta–Fores, and a very few others
in the pantheon of the all–time great Filipina ladies (from
prewar: Victoria Ledesma Lopez–Araneta, Pacita Ongsiako
de los Reyes, Conching Chuidian Sunico). As the esteemed
social columnist Maurice Arcache liked to say: “Beauty,
Brains, Breeding, and Bucks!!!” It’s one thing to have an
inheritance and it’s entirely another thing to have style. (Many
heiresses and socialites do not have style.) But to have both
is an amazing privilege granted to very few. It is not enough
to marry into a fortune, one must be born to it, and then,
one must develop the style commensurate to one’s resources

“She was always well–groomed and well–dressed as soon as
she was out of her room, even in “pambahay” houseclothes at
home. All the more whenever she was partying in town.
“Life at home with Mom was organized. Breakfast was a casual
affair with everything on the table or on the long cabinet at
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PROPERTY FROM THE DOÑA NENE QUIMSON COLLECTION

Betsy Westendorp ( b . 19 27 )
Portrait of Doña Nene Quimson
signed and dated 1976 (lower left)
oil on canvas
62" x 46" (157 cm x 117 cm)

P 300,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

in order to be regarded as one of the “social greats.” Tall
order. There is no style where there are no resources, after
all. And then the requisite heart of gold: Nene was a generous
giver and had many charities but in true patrician fashion kept
them mostly to herself. As Carolina Tuason y Gil de Sola de
Zaragoza, another Tuason grande dame (daughter of Gonzalo
Tuason y Patino and Isabel Gil de Sola, illegitimate daughter
of Reina Isabel II de Espana), used to advise family members:
“You know what you have, others don’t have to know.” In
those respects, there were essentially no differences between
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the American legends Marjorie Merriweather Post and Doris
Duke and the Filipinas Chito Paterno Madrigal and Nene
Tuason–Quimson.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
“Teresa de la Paz and her Two Husbands:
A Gathering of Four Families”
“Primos Unidos”
“The World of Felix Roxas”
Consuelo Tuason Quimson
John Tuason Quimson
Nilda T Resano, Dulia Prado,
& Eleanor Sy–Templeman

The back of her house in Ascot, England, where a lot of garden parties took place.

__________________
Jaime Ponce de Leon
Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

L O S T UA S O N D E M A N I L A
Jose Maria Zaragoza Tuason (“Pindong,” +1982) was a son of
Demetrio Asuncion Tuason y de la Paz (“Queso”) and Natividad
Zaragoza y Roxas.
Demetrio Tuason y de la Paz and Natividad Zaragoza y Roxas had
seven children: Jose Maria Zaragoza Tuason (“Pindong”) married
Magdalena Locsin del Rosario (“Nening”); Carmen Zaragoza Tuason
(“Carmencita”) married Alejandro Roces Legarda (“Mandu”);
Nicasio Zaragoza Tuason married Pilar Lim (“Pilaring”); Celso
Zaragoza Tuason married Rosario Remedios (“Chiching”); Lourdes
Zaragoza Tuason (“Lulu”) married 1) Eduardo Matute (“Danding”)
2) Ignacio Lacson Arroyo; Severo Antonio Zaragoza Tuason
(“Toto”) married Paz Jurado Acuna (“Ning”); Teresa Zaragoza
Tuason (“Teresing”) married Emilio Gonzalez LaO’.
Demetrio Asuncion Tuason y de la Paz (“Queso”) was a son of Jose
Severo Tuason y Patino (o 1833 – + 03 February 1874), fourth Lord
of the Tuason “mayorazgo” (noble estate) and the Marikina native
Teresa de la Paz y de los Santos (o 15 October 1841 – +1890).
Jose Severo Tuason y Patino and Teresa de la Paz y de los Santos
had seven children: Jose Victoriano Tuason y de la Paz (1864–78,
heir presumptive to the Tuason “mayorazgo”; he died young at 13
years in an accident in Metz, Germany [now in France] ); Juan
Jose Tuason y de la Paz (“Tintong,” 1865–1916) married Rosario

Gonzalez of Cadiz, Spain (“Lolai”); Maria Teresa Eriberta Tuason
y de la Paz (“Tata,” 1867–1951, spinster); Mariano Severo Tuason y
de la Paz (1868–1940, bachelor); Demetrio Asuncion Tuason y de
la Paz (“Queso,” 1870–1927) married (1) Ellen Foley (2) Natividad
Zaragoza y Roxas (“Naty”); Augusto Umberto Tuason y de la Paz
(1872–1936) married Maria Paves; Maria Soterrana Cristina Tuason
y de la Paz (“Muti,” 1873–1936) married Vicente Garcia–Valdes.
After the untimely passing of Jose Severo on 03 February 1874 at
only 41 years of age, Teresa the young 32 year–old widow married
his 21 year–old relative, Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason II (o 27
September 1853 – + 27 August 1915) on 07 March 1875 and they had
three children: Benito Legarda y de la Paz III (“Bitong”) married the
Barcelona–educated heiress Filomena Roces y Gonzalez; Consuelo
Legarda y de la Paz (“Titang”) married the real estate heir and
tobacco company executive Mauro Prieto y Gorricho; Rita Legarda
y de la Paz (“Chata”) married (1) L James Donaldson–Sim (British
manager of the Manila Railroad Company) (2) Dr Benito Valdes
y Salvador.
Natividad Zaragoza y Roxas was a daughter of Jose Zaragoza
y Aranquizna and Rosa Roxas y Arce (“Chata”). Jose Zaragoza
was a man of letters and a bon vivant who published the
important, landmark magazine “La Ilustracion Filipina” for several
years; he was a Spanish mestizo, a son of the Spanish auditor
of “Compania General de Tabacos de Filipinas,” the precursor of
the behemoth “Tabacalera” tobacco company. Rosa Roxas y Arce
was a businesswoman/entrepreneur par excellence whose main
investments were in Manila commercial and residential real estate;
among many Manila properties, she owned seven large houses (one
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for each child) along upscale Calle San Sebastian (later Calle R
Hidalgo), the most elegant neighborhood of Manila from the 1830s
to the 1870s. Rosa Roxas y Arce was a member of the patrician
Roxas clan of Manila, a granddaughter of Antonio Roxas y Ureta
and Lucina Arroyo both from Binondo) and was a second cousin to
the heiress sisters Carmen de Ayala y Roxas de Roxas and Trinidad
de Ayala y Roxas de Zóbel (granddaughters of Domingo Roxas y
Ureta, Antonio Roxas’ brother; Domingo and Antonio were the
sons of Mariano Roxas and Ana Maria de Ureta).
A sister of Natividad, Carmen Zaragoza y Roxas, married Atty
Gregorio Araneta y Soriano from Molo, Iloilo and begat the Araneta
de R Hidalgo clan. A brother, Elias, married Rosario Velez y
Infante, a Spanish mestiza hacendera from Guagua, Pampanga.
Another brother, Salvador Zaragoza y Roxas, married the heiress
Carolina Tuason y Gil de Sola, daughter of Gonzalo Tuason y
Patino and Isabel Gil de Sola (viuda de Agustin Westernhagen,
onetime owner of Botica Boie), an illegitimate daughter of Reina
Isabel II de Espana. Natividad’s youngest sister, Margarita Zaragoza
y Roxas, married Carlos Preysler y Gonzales; Margarita was the
great–grandmother of the famous Spanish–Filipina socialite Isabel
Arrastia Preysler.
The Tuason clan goes back more than 260 years to the times before
the British Occupation of Manila from 1762–64. During the first
half of the 1700s, an industrious Sangley trader from Fujian named
Son Tua settled in the Manila entrepot to expedite his business of
exporting basic commodities and luxury goods of Chinese origin
to the galleons of the lucrative but risky Manila–Acapulco trade.
Grown rich through many years of hard work and serendipity, Son
Tua volunteered his services to the Spaniards for the defense of
Manila against the British. After the British left Manila in 1764, the
Spaniards rewarded the loyal Son Tua with a land grant: He could
own all the land he could traverse in one day. The shrewd Son Tua
stationed many horses in various locations in the lands he wanted.
His horses galloped through vast lands in what are now Quezon city
and Marikina city. He covered thousands of hectares on that single
day. Son Tua later hispanized his name to Antonio Maria Tuason.
In 1795, the Spanish King Carlos IV gave the Antonio Maria Tuason
family the right to establish a “mayorazgo” noble estate that would
descend with primogeniture like the Spanish aristocracy. Thus,
the Tuasons were the only Filipino family raised to the Spanish
“hidalguia” nobility, the only ones of Chinese origin, in fact.
Antonio Maria’s son Vicente Dolores, the second Lord of the Tuason
“mayorazgo,” purchased the 3,000–hectare Hacienda de Mariquina
and added it to the family holdings. Vicente Dolores’ son Mariano
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Tuason, the third Lord of the “mayorazgo,” purchased the Hacienda
de Santa Mesa/Nagtahan and also added it to the family holdings.
Marikina and Santa Mesa, Diliman, and Cubao in Quezon city, were
the areas most associated with the extremely affluent Tuason family.
The Antonio Maria Tuasons were the first Chinese–Filipino family
to attain great wealth and prominence in all of Manila and Las
Islas Filipinas from 1764 followed by the rise of the Indo–Portuguese
Barretto and Spanish Rocha families in the 1780s, the Spanish
mestizo industrialist Domingo Roxas in the 1830s (Roxas–de
Ayala–Zóbel–Soriano), the Spanish cavalryman Jose Damaso
de Gorricho in the 1840s (Pardo de Tavera and Prieto), the
Sangley trader Palanca Tan–Quien–Sen in the 1850s (Limjap, et
al; Palanca Tan–Guin–Lay a later fortune), the Chinese mestizo
trader and ship chandler Maximino Paterno Molo de San Agustin
in the 1860s (Paterno and Madrigal), and the other Chinese–
Filipino taipans in the 1880s–90s (Mariano Velasco Chuachengco,
Telesforo Chuidian, Mariano Limjap y Barrera, Ariston Bautista
y Lintingco, Guillermo Cu–Unjieng). During the Revolution of
1896, two of the richest Spanish–Filipinos Pedro Pablo Roxas y
de Castro and Gonzalo Tuason y Patino, found political refuge in
Paris, France, never to return to the motherland.
And that is how the Tuason, Legarda, Prieto, Valdes, Nieto,
Rocha, Barretto, Calvo, Roces, Roxas, de Ayala, Zóbel, Soriano,
Melian, Zaragoza, Araneta (de R Hidalgo), Velez, Infante, Brias,
Toda, Preysler, de Gorricho, Pardo de Tavera families are all
interrelated/interconnected. And by a stretch, the Ugarte, Aboitiz,
and Ortigas families as well. By blood and marriage.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
“Teresa de la Paz and her Two Husbands:
A Gathering of Four Families”
“Primos Unidos”
“The World of Felix Roxas”
Salvador Zaragoza Araneta
Benito J Fernandez Legarda
Georgina Zóbel Padilla–Macrohon
Rosemarie Tuason Toda–Delgado
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PROPERTY FROM THE DOÑA NENE QUIMSON COLLECTION

Betsy Westendorp ( b . 19 27 )
A Cascade of Orchids
signed and dated 1991 (lower left)
oil on canvas
51 1/2" x 64" (131 cm x 163 cm)

P 1,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

A discussion on Filipina visual artists is lacking if one falls short
of acquiring a profound understanding of their distinctive
style and treatment of the subject matter. For instance, Pacita
Abad cast her trademark on her trapunto works and Anita
Magsaysay-Ho on her depiction of the beauty and resilience
of the Filipino working women. Such is also the case for
Betsy Westendorp. Specifically, she pursued her passion for
painting orchids as if they were her lifeblood. Cid Reyes wrote:
“Indeed, it is the orchid, with its wild delicacy and seductive
surprise, that has become the starting point for a Westendorp
trademark style.”
In an interview with Reyes, Westendorp narrated how her
lifelong passion for painting orchids began. The artist shared:
“And the orchids— there is a place in Madrid, a greenhouse
called Bourguignon. It’s a very famous flower shop. They have

a greenhouse where they raise orchids. So, I asked, “Will you
allow me to paint these orchids?” And they said yes. I painted
there— right inside the greenhouse.
“In Manila, there were friends of mine, Tonette and Linda
Lagdameo, who were very involved with the Orchid Society.
They had a magazine to come out. They asked me to do an
orchid painting in their house. That was my first orchid painting
here. And for that issue, BenCab also painted an orchid for
them. And that started my relationship with the orchid.”
It would not be an exaggeration if one would say that Betsy
Westendorp treats flowers as if they were real humans.
Westendorp said: “At the beginning, I had to paint on location
so I can be in touch with the orchids. It’s like getting to know a
person. With flowers, you have to know them also.”
Westendorp captures the character and mood that emanates
from the orchid. When gazing at Westendorp’s orchids, we are
treated to a harmoniously executed pageant of colors, forms,
and patterns. The work transforms into a physical stimulus
that stirs up our sensory perception. One can perceive the
calm wind seemingly caressing the petals; the vividly colored
corollas and the cascading floral showers set against an azure
backdrop resembling an unclouded sky, thus forming a visual
spectacle; and the delightfully sweet fragrance that stirs up
both nostalgia and optimism for better days. (A.M.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE DOÑA NENE QUIMSON COLLECTION

Betsy Westendorp ( b . 19 27 )
English Primroses

signed and dated 1984 (lower right)
oil on canvas
50" x 64" (127 cm x 163 cm)

P 1,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Westendorp’s works have exhibited much detail in creating
scenes in classical and realist depictions of landscapes,
portraits, and flora. This particular artwork of hers is an
example of Westendorp’s style of adapting her influences
into a beautiful rendition of English primroses. She focuses
much on these details to emphasize the beauty of the flowers
as they stand out from much of the canvas. The scene is
almost melancholic, as the colors of the flowers blend with
the background. Through her fine brushing techniques and
detailed coloring dynamic, Westendorp creates this scene
of a balance of fine details of beauty and sadness with her
style of classical and realist elements to emphasize the subtle
meaning behind the art piece.
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PROPERTY FROM THE DOÑA NENE QUIMSON COLLECTION

Betsy Westendorp ( b . 19 27 )
Milflores
signed and dated 1992 (lower left)
oil on canvas
51 1/2" x 64" (131 cm x 163 cm)

P 1,000,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

With intricate detail and skillful painting, Betsy Westendorp
brings out the beauty of flora and fauna. Trained under a
portrait painter at a young age, she would paint anything that
caught her eye, starting with painting portraits of her family
members. She later discovered that she had a fascination with
working with portraits, which led her to painting for powerful
and wealthy figures. Westendrop then grew a passion for
painting landscapes and nature. This would bloom into being
known for her work for painting the sunsets of Manila Bay and
a variety of flowers.
Westendorp awakes the sights and senses of the viewer with
the rawness of the display of flowers. With that, the beauty
of the flowers and her intrinsic painting methods is what she
showcases and focuses on. Like this artwork, behind the blue
background is the luscious blooms of pink, white and purple.
(M.D.V.)
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Yeo Kaa ( b . 1 98 9)
Darling, What's Wrong?

signed and dated 2018 (upper left)
acrylic on canvas
60" x 72" (152 cm x 183 cm)

P 400,000
EXHIBITED

Arndt Art Agency, Anxious Lustless Pechay, Berlin,
September 14 - October 5, 2018

The works of renowned contemporary artist Yeo Kaa are both
irreverent in their approach and playful in their execution. Kaa
is concerned with expressing her own personal experiences
through the medium of her art. While her candy-colored
aesthetic exemplifies the two-fold temperament of her
generation; one that sees the value of a clear and concise
aesthetic, but also understands its ironic and even memetic
potential in the real world. Though her works are steeped in
her personal circumstances, she still manages to relate them
to a variety of universal and social themes and concepts that
allow viewers to relate to her pieces on a much more profound
and even personal level. This particular piece titled Darling,
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What’s Wrong embodies that very approach. The acrylic on
canvas piece features a relatively explicit scene that features
a first-person perspective of an individual looking at their
pair of trousers which is halfway unfurled at their legs. At the
very center of the garment is one of Kaa’s iconic characters
lounging about, martini glass in hand. This combination
of jarring and absurd elements lends the piece an air of
humor. Though the work implies a degree of austerity, Kaa
utilizes humor as a way of making the topic not only more
approachable, but empowering as well. In an interview with
ARNDT Fine Art, when asked about her use of a bright color
palette and the fact that she often explores deep and serious
subjects, she replied that “Because it looks happy. Just like
me, I often exude a happy vibe, however, this can at times be
a facade.” (J.D.)
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Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 19 62)
Mother and Child
signed and dated 2005 (lower left)
oil on canvas
35" x 35" (89 cm x 89 cm)

P 400,000
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, Singapore
EXHIBITED

Janco Dada Museum, Ein Hod, Israel, 2005

The artistry of Emmanuel Garibay is inextricably bonded to the
masses. Contrary to other artists, Garibay genuinely portrays
the ordinary people—their ways of living and everyday
struggles, brushing off their often-romanticized depiction.
Garibay humanizes these individuals and depicts them as
capable of instigating radical change—an active polity crucial
to achieving genuine national progress.
The mother and child theme has always been an enduring
theme in Philippine art due to our natural matriarchal
tendency, transcending cultural norms and barriers. Beyond

his affinity for such a theme, Garibay reveals his activism and
empathy for the underprivileged and the marginalized. In
this piece, the artist paints a picture of a mother in the act of
nursing her infant. It can be deduced that the father may have
orphaned his wife and child, as made evident by a framed
photograph of a man. Their dwelling place unambiguously
presents their poverty-stricken circumstance. Skyscrapers and
infrastructure conspicuously loom out from the background,
towering above a dreary skyline. Painted in a compelling
manner, Garibay juxtaposes the image of a shanty town with
depictions of purported growth and development, evoking the
concept of the “edifice complex.” Architectural critic and art
historian Gerard Lico defines it as an affliction that “plagues a
nation with an obsession and compulsion to build edifices as a
hallmark of greatness or as a signifier of national prosperity.”
Amid an impression of well-being lies the actual condition of
the people—oppressed, whitewashed, and exploited. Through
this piece, an awakening of our spirit of collective struggle can
induce us to mobilize against a systemic problem shrouded
underneath a circus of hollow promises and illusory
progress. (A.M.)
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Mark Justiniani ( b . 19 66 )
Lukso

signed and dated 2001 (upper right)
oil on canvas
36" x 36" (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 2,400,000
This particular work references the popular English nursery
rhyme titled Jack Be Nimble. The rhyme itself can be traced
back to a manuscript in 1815, and was eventually recorded
by English literary scholar James Orchard Halliwell Phillipps in
the middle of the 19th Century. The rhyme itself goes “Jack
be nimble,Jack be quick,Jack jump over, The candlestick.” Its
origins can be traced back to an old English superstition in
which jumping over a candlestick without extinguishing its
flame can be seen as a sign of good fortune in one’s future.
The ritual was often practiced during wedding feasts, both as a
way of testing the fate of the newlyweds and as an assessment
of their sobriety amidst the overflowing libations of the
evening. Justiniani’s piece seemingly utilizes the contextual
significance of the nursery rhyme as a device that symbolizes
man’s attempt to control fortune and fate. In the work we see
a figure attempting to jump over multiple candlesticks. But,
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as a way of ensuring
that the flames don’t
go out, the figure
employs the aid of an
umbrella as a way of softening the impact of his fall. The work
itself presents the figure mid-flight, alluding to the fact that
although we may call upon the help of external forces, fate
and fortune are concepts that will remain partially obscured
from our own limited point of view.
The works of acclaimed contemporary master Mark Justiniani
often oscillate between different kinds and treatments of
realism. From the stark realities of Social Realism, to the
playful allegories of Magical Realism, Justiniani’s masterful
control and use of the genre has made him a defining voice
in the local art scene. In this piece, one can clearly see his
synthesis of Social and Magical Realism in order to express his
unique style and intent. (J.D.)

117

Romulo Olazo ( 19 34 - 20 15 )
Permutation Series II, No. 13 (Cat. 4370)
dated 1990
acrylic on paper
30" x 42" (76 cm x 107 cm)

P 800,000
PROVENANCE

Galleria Duemila, Inc.

Lines and linear structures are arguably the core facet of the
works of acclaimed abstractionist Romulo Olazo. His lines,
heightened in its expressivity, are further showcased in his
Permutation series, a series derived from Diaphanous works,
which is described simply by critic Cid Reyes as “the outline of
the Diaphanous minus the screens.” Composed as crowding
together in a chain-like progression, geometric outlines
pervade his canvases, either in black-and-white compositions
or set in a simulated grainy surface texture of alluring hues.
Fernando Zobel, Olazo’s acknowledged major influence, used
a hypodermic syringe in his groundbreaking masterpieces.
Olazo also found his main instrument in a US art shop, the
striper, which launched his Permutation series. It enabled the
artist to produce clean and precise line traces onto the canvas.

He would build up forms through linear overlapping for this
series, instead of his transparent layering technique in his
Diaphanous works.
In the book Romulo Olazo, Reyes further expounded: “The
canvas is irradiated with a spangle of lines like crackling electric
wires, looping acrobatically in the still air. The result is a web
of lines, a lariat thrown into a void. With graceful coherence,
the lines exuberantly break into their own choreography.”
This Permutation piece is an exemplification of Olazo’s genius
linear overlapping characterized by clean, sharp, and welldefined lines and rendering of irregular yet highly geometric
forms equating the entire pictorial design of ethereality and
visual resonance. (J.D.)
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Nena Saguil ( 1 9 24 - 1 9 9 4)
Poésie de nuit (Poetry of the Night)

signed and dated Paris 1956 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36 1/4" x 28 3/4" (92 cm x 73 cm)

P 3,200,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired at auction from the Societe Thierry de Maigret, SARL,
Prints Sculptures & Modern Paintings Art Nouveau Art Deco XXth
Century Furniture, Drouot-Richelieu, Paris, France. Held on 14
December 2016, Lot 109 .

Top : On the original frame: the details of Poesie de Nuit written in
Saguil’s own hand, with her name and address at 35 Rue de Meaux,
19th Arr, Paris. Bottom : The label of the original framer Andre
Chenue, 5 Rue de la Terrace, Paris

by L I S A G U E R R E RO N A K P I L
“The art of Nena Saguil,” wrote the

Benesa also noted that in this period,

Parisian streetlight casts a golden glow.

French critic Waldemar George, “is an

Saguil’s palette was of “a color sense

A jumble of shapes infer an empty bed

evasion and a compensation. It defies

from red through green.”

that is, however, far from lonely.

violates the inexorable law of time. Such

In 1954, Saguil had left Manila and the

Benesa called her “an artist-astronaut of

an art is an elevation. It transforms our

Philippine Art Gallery to find her destiny

psychic space” and her impetus was “to

passivity into activity by quenching our

in Europe. She went first to Spain on a

discover new worlds of inner experience.”

thirst for the absolute.”

study grant; and in the next year, she had

He believed that the art of Nena Saguil

devised to receive a second scholarship,

was universal and thus “would find its

works,

from the Walter Damrosch fund, this

admirers anywhere, at any time.”

historian

time in Paris. She would stay for the rest

the principles of terrestrial gravity and

Commentators
reported

the

of

Saguil’s

Filipino

art

Leonidas V. Benesa, “attest to the dream-

of her life.

Poesie de Nuit is thus a romantic and
highly important relic from 1956 Paris.

like quality and the tender sensibility
underneath, (which for the Parisian

The work “Poetry of the Night” marks

Totally preserved with the original frame,

observer), was explained as Oriental

a major transformation in the arc of

with inscription by Nena Saguiol herself

in origin.” Moreover, Benesa said, the

her career : Bold and geometric color

on the stretcher and the original label

French found her color sense as ‘perfect’

that would foretell her more cosmic

from the framer in Paris. It is a time

and her painting ‘full of poetry.’

explorations. The painting suggests a red

capsule of the spirit of Paris in the 1950s

moon framed by a window, the light of a

as captured by Nena Saguil.

By the 1960s, Benesa related, Saguil
had transitioned “from the rectangular
patternings executed under the spell of
Mannesier with whom she had studied
in Paris.”
Alfred Mannesier (1911-1993) has been
described as “one of the most important
figures of his generation.” He was a
leading artist in the post-war French
abstract

expressionist

movement

or

School of Paris. His work would be included
in groundbreaking shows at the Museum
of Modern Art in the 1950s.
Left: Chant du Matin (Morning Song), by Alfred Mannesier, 1952. Right: Alfred Mannesier (1911-1993)
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Max Balatbat (b . 1 9 7 8)
Lutang na Palasyo

a) signed and dated 2009 (lower right)
b) signed and dated 2010 (lower right)
acrylic on canvas
72" x 48" (183 cm x 122 cm) each
overall: 72" x 96" (183 cm x 244 cm)

P 600,000
Domestic objects, for contemporary artist Max Balatbat, do
not only provide a collective definition of home or community,
but also evoke a sense of nostalgia with the layer-upon-layer
of memories attached to these things that make up the
physical space. Balatbat’s unique visual language is marked
by thick textures and colors apparent in his collage-like
abstractions. These textures are evocative of the aesthetics
often found in urban sprawls and centers. Thus, Balatbat’s
works are often seen as part autobiographical, given that
Balatbat himself grew up in the heart of these metropolitan
areas, and geographical, since his approach seemingly relates
to the viewer a shared experience.
Lutang na Palasyo is one of his evocative abstract works in
which design elements such as structure are balanced with
emotion and mood. He reconstructs elements of memory
reimagined to further reveal the essence of a local domestic
space with attention to conceptual details attached to identity
and memory. Balatbat calls his signature style “architectural
abstraction.” Some of the architectural details re-appropriated
in his works range from wallpapers to maps and floor
plans. Abstract patterns of shapes and colors are mapped
out in geometric landscapes, all in patchwork-like overall
composition. An architect’s son and also once an architecture
major, he is a recipient of the prestigious II Lorenzo Magnifico
Award at the Florence Biennale in Italy. (J.D.)
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Jane Lee ( b . 1 96 3)
Déja Vu

oil on epoxy canvas
a) 1 pc. 13" x 20" x 3" (33 cm x 51 cm x 8 cm)
b) 8 pcs. 4" x 3" x 2 1/2" (11 cm x 7 cm x 6 cm) each

P 800,000
EXHIBITED

Espace Louis Vuitton, Landscape Memories, Louis Vuitton
Island Maison, Singapore, April 25 - September 30, 2013

In Déja Vu, Singapore-based visual artist Jane Lee presents
memories as fragmented patchworks, with some lingering in
our subconscious and others embedded right at the center
of our consciousness. Here, the artist presents the vastness
of human memory; how our brain sometimes plays with our
implicit memories, thus producing evocative sensations and a
peculiar feeling of familiarity related to how we process and
recall memories of certain people, things, and events.
This piece is part of a group exhibition featuring works of
leading contemporary Singaporean artists titled Landscape
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Memories at Espace Louis Vuitton Singapore in 2013. The
show was also the first of its kind—it was exclusively dedicated
to contemporary Singaporean art.
Lee displays the expanse of space and how it can be turned
into something that would animate the composition. The
artist turns the art of painting into a three-dimensional visual
spectacle. Déja Vu further exhibits Lee’s unbridled artistic
practice; she is unhampered by conventional/traditional
techniques in painting. In a 2016 interview with Art Republik,
Singapore’s premier art quarterly magazine, Lee said:
“I am very much a hands-on person. When I first started
painting the traditional way, I planned a lot and would sit
down and create compositions for my works. This all changed
in 1999 when I went to London to find out more about
contemporary art. I attended a workshop where the lecturer
threw paint on paper on the floor and instructed the class to
just play. That was an eye-opener for me. And that became
what I wanted to do. I had come to realize that by the time I
planned everything, there would really be no life in the work. I
began to go more with my instincts and to play.”

Lee‘s works also appease more to the psyche rather than the
intellect. In the same interview, the artist shared: “I suppose
an artwork can never really be finished. If a work speaks to
me, it is done. It is more emotional than intellectual. I talk
to my painting a lot. It is an interactive process. Paintings
are in a way alive even though they do not talk. They have
certain tendencies. There is some kind of negotiation going on
between the artist and the work in the process of making art.

Center, the Museo di Palazzo Grimani in Venice, the Sundaram
Tagore Gallery in New York, and the Contemporary Art Center
in Vilnius, Lithuania. Lee is a pride not only of her home
country but of the entire Southeast Asian region as well. (A.M.)

“Daily life is my source of inspiration, whether it is from a
morning walk or in a conversation with someone. Things I see
around me, what people say – these are the small things that
are my sources of inspiration.”
Jane Lee is one of Singapore’s most prominent and soughtafter visual artists. She is also a multi-awarded artist, having
received several prestigious honors. Lee was a finalist for the
2007 Sovereign Asian Art Prize and was the first recipient of the
Singapore Art Exhibition International Residency Prize in the
same year. In 2011, she received a Celeste Prize for Painting.
Lee has participated in numerous Asian, North American,
and European exhibitions. This includes the Hong Kong Arts

Installation of Deja Vu series at Espace Louis Vuitton.
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 1 89 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Maid of Bataan
signed and dated 1946 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20" x 16" (51 cm x 41 cm)

P 5,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The Second World War wreaked havoc on the artistic freedom
of Filipino visual artists. During this time, many of the themes
painted by local artists conformed to Japanese Imperial
policies on culture and propaganda. Yet, they subtly hinted
at the actual conditions of the nation. Norma Respicio writes:
"Dreariness and lingering pathos are evident even in paintings
that implicitly mouthed the ideology of the Occupation."
The artistic career that Fernando Amorsolo had established
during his golden years also suffered a steep decline.
Nevertheless, this did not stop him from recording the
suffering of his countrymen and the atrocities of the enemy.
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Sylvia Amorsolo Lazo recounts in Amorsolo: Love and Passion:
"In the face of fear and hunger during World War II, he kept
himself drawing and painting the day-to-day events with calm
acceptance of all occurrences as the unavoidable result of
divine will. He kept himself busy drawing and painting the
atrocities of war, like a newspaper informing everyone of the
sad and cruel events inflicted on our people and places."
But at the culmination of the war, an unabating catharsis
lingered in the artistic consciousness of Fernando Amorsolo.
He felt the need to narrate the rape of his motherland on
his canvas. This is especially evident in this piece titled Maid
of Bataan. Here, Amorsolo visually chronicles the harrowing
civilian experience during the Fall of Bataan in 1942. The
maestro depicts a beautiful, young maiden clad in tattered
clothes. She falls to her knees as she woefully gazes at the
heavens, seemingly imploring the mercy and aid of Divine
Providence. In a land that a totalitarian power has pillaged,
it is as if God is nonexistent, and all hope is lost. The only way
to survive is to remain enslaved—or struggle and fight until
death in the name of absolute emancipation. At the woman's
back is a dark, brooding landscape of a burning town, evoking
a somber, dreary atmosphere. (A.M.)

122

Mauro Malang Santos ( 19 28 - 201 7)
Woman
signed and dated 1998 (lower right)
oil pastel on paper
5 1/2" x 9" (14 cm x 23 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Soler Santos
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

West Gallery, Quezon City

Filipina women became an iconic subject of the late artist
Mauro “Malang'' Santos as his works gradually evolved into
a mature abstract figurative art style. Having a penchant for
portraying the travails of living in a big city, a female market
vendor clothed in traditional garments once again makes
her appearance in this Malang 1998 piece titled Woman.
As a notable cartoonist, the paintings of Malang emanate
a glorified version of his cartoonwork. He never stopped
experimenting with new media, colors, and methods, as seen
in his collection of work over the ages. In 2008, a major oneman show at the Art Center of SM Megamall celebrated his 80
years of artistry. (P.I.R.)
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Rodel Tapaya ( b . 19 80 )
Untitled

signed and dated 2006 (lower right)
acrylic on burlap
10" x 10" (25 cm x 25 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The works of Rodel Tapaya can be viewed as tableaus to
introspectively examine the stories of human culture. His
canvases are decorated with great stylistic literacy, exhibiting
a uniquely Filipino element in his paintings that often
portray rich narratives of historical, mythological, folkloric, or
contemporary themes. Though most of his creations depict
the supernatural, the fine artist had also done a series of
portraits that featured a more ‘real’ cast of persons from his
neighborhood during the early period of his career.
Named as one of the most active artists in Southeast Asia,
Tapaya had his works exhibited locally and internationally.
He was also among the Thirteen Artists Award of the Cultural
Center of the Philippines in 2012, a prestigious government
award for Filipino visual artists. (P.I.R.)
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Jeremias "Jerry" Elizalde Navarro (192 4 - 1999)
The Face of the Awakening God
signed and dated 1993 (lower right)
oil on canvas
45" x 54" (114 cm x 137 cm)

P 1,600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Emma Navarro
confirming the authenticity of this lot

T

he profusion and explosion of colors in Jerry Elizalde

works show the universal aspects of Balinese culture and

Navarro's oeuvre can be partly traced to his Bali

philosophy.

paintings. Navarro commenced the Bali paintings

beginning in 1989 during his first visit to the island, to which

Cornelius Choy, the man who introduced the magnificence of

he would return occasionally. "Colors—the way colors are

Balinese arts and handicrafts to Navarro, recounted how the

used is eye-boggling. I am used to seeing colors in a well-

latter became convinced to return to abstraction. Choy shared:

ordered way. In Bali, color attains order in a disordered way;
as if thrown haphazardly but with order when seen from a
distance," Navarro delightfully expressed in his conversations
with Rod. Paras-Perez.
Bali offered Navarro a sense of artistic reincarnation. ParasPerez wrote: "After his encounter with Bali, the broad dashing
calligraphic signature of his oeuvres attained a more vibrant,
throbbing color pulse. Moreover, enough works remained
within the traditional mode of structuring: a relational
approach (to colors and brushwork) swirling around a central
core or axis."

"Mr. Navarro always believed in that 'neatness.' But when he
saw Madé's abstraction, something snapped. It was the bridge,
perhaps, that he had been wanting to cross over for a long
time. And when he had actually seen Madé's painting—that
was the bridge. And he stepped over… and that's when these
exuberant strokes started. Of course, he always had these
strokes in his dancers. But he can paint dancers in one fashion,
abstraction in another, and watercolor in another fashion. He
was able to control that talent. But his abstractions—the last
five years of his life—went into a different direction."

Through a harmonious interplay of movement and colors,

During the latter part of his life, spanning the years 1993 to

Navarro engendered an approach to abstract expressionism

1999, the spirit of abstraction found its way back to Navarro's

devoid of Western predominance, thus manifesting his Asian

canvas. From his Bali paintings, Navarro's style returned to

sensibility. With the dynamism of brushstrokes displayed by

abstract expressionism, which he previously explored starting

the slathering of paint, Navarro made evident the primary

in the 1950s. His art had finally come full circle. Perhaps the

source of his abstraction: a fusion of underlying dynamic

primary catalyst for this return was I Madé Sumadiyasa, a

forces. Towards the end of his career, abstraction had become

Balinese abstract expressionist artist born in 1971. Madé's

Navarro's "motif and content-bearer." (A.M.)
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Mark Justiniani ( b . 19 66 )
Untitled

signed and dated 2003 (lower right)
oil, charcoal and pen on paper
15 1/2" x 11" (39 cm x 28 cm)

P 200,000
A prominent name in Philippine social realism, the multiawarded artist Mark Justiniani never fails to evoke thoughtprovoking social issues through his artworks. However in this
particular piece, Justiniani delved deep into the concept of “self”
while maintaining an aura of intrigue parallel to his famous
works. In a glance, the piece portrays two women sharing a
sincere embrace in a hole that connects them. Yet, the perfect
reflection of the female subjects interprets a meaningful story
of self-acceptance. Despite being divided by a wall, the one
on the illuminated side unconditionally embraces the other on
the dark side, the “her” that was concealed and hidden. (P.I.R.)

126

Edwin WilWayco ( b . 19 52)
Circles, On and On 19

signed and dated 2016 (lower left)
acrylic and oil on canvas
24" x 24" (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 140,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The eloquent and rhythmic approach of abstract expressionist
Edwin WIlwayco puts his name among the acclaimed artists
of his genre. His dynamic brushwork allowed him to create
chromatic and textured canvases fueled by emotions. The
geometric shapes and vibrant colors that converge in an
orchestrated manner are a characteristic of his 2016 series
titled Circles, On and On. The 19th in his series, this painting
explores how circles bring out a sense of safety and order.
In describing his Circle pieces, art critic Josephine Fatima
Martins notes: “Always attempting to find balance, he bravely
confronts and examines artificial and natural constructs as his
main theme; this time, using the circle motif, as metaphor, with
its myriad symbolistic earth and sky-bound meanings to guide
and project questions and engage in dialogue about concerns
outside of painting and art.” (P.I.R.)
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Norma Belleza ( b . 19 39 )
Bulongan

signed and dated 1983 (lower left)
oil on canvas
30" x 36" (76 cm x 91 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

As written by Emmanuel Torres in Kayamanan: 77 Paintings
from the Central Bank Collection, "something primitive
characterizes the work of Norma Belleza." Belleza's approach to
genre painting has been characterized as raw yet exceptionally
eye-catching. Her mastery of color harmony integrated with
her distinct brushstrokes resulted in an interesting take on
the local folk genre. Her natural interpretation of the genre
is attributed to her understanding of the ordinary people—
their lifestyles, resilience, and strength of character amid the
challenges brought by their everyday living.

In Belleza's oeuvre, lively market scenes featuring local women
are a recurring subject matter. As exemplified in this piece,
Belleza always puts the folk people at the forefront of her
composition, such as the women vendors, emphasizing their
inherent potency and native physical appearance. Belleza
renders her subjects in vivid colors. The artist relinquishes
a smooth brush stroke in favor of a texturally grainier yet
strikingly evocative one. Belleza gives us a more profoundly
personal glimpse at women vendors, displaying their delightful
and buoyant disposition in life through the vibrancy of colors.
Her palette also exudes an energy that is revitalizing for the
beholder. In a seemingly uncontrived snapshot from their lives,
Belleza humanizes her subjects, putting them in their everyday
situations to establish affinity with the ordinary viewer. (A.M.)
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Fernando Zóbel ( 19 24 - 1 9 8 4)
Estudio-Blanco (White Studio)

signed (lower right);
signed, titled, numbered 72-38 and
dated Junio 1972 (verso)
oil on canvas
24" x 24" (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 4,000,000
PROVENANCE

Sotheby's, Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Art,
Hong Kong, 2 April 2017, Lot 328

T

he celebrated art critic Emmanuel Torres once
described Fernando Zobel's visual odyssey as a

Title, signature, and details of the painting in artist's handwriting in verso.

"progression from the material to the spiritual." This

paradigm shift would overtly manifest itself during the 1970s.

fascination with black and white. It presents Zóbel as an avant-

Art critics generally agree that this decade was inarguably the

garde who veers away from gestural painting, the mainstream

golden age of Zóbel's artistic ingenuity. During this period,

art practice of his time. He executed abstraction in its purest

Zóbel would uninterruptedly produce three of his six series:

and espoused it as a contemplative art form.

El Júcar (1971 – 1972), La Vista (1972 – 1974), and the lauded
Serie Blanca (1975 – 1978). Juan Manuel Bonet writes in the

Estudio-Blanco is also a progenitor, a foreshadowing of what

exhibition catalog of Fernando Zóbel: The 1970s: "Eventually

would be the pinnacle of Zóbel's career—the Serie Blanca.

they would represent, in simplified structural and schematic

Villalba Salvador describes this series as "characterized

terms and as preferred by Zóbel himself, his entire pictorial

by infinitely degraded whites, which distribute spaces,

body of work."

volumes and are lost at the ends of the support—whites that
approach blues, grays or browns, merge with the white of the

This work, titled Estudio-Blanco, is best understood within the

canvas itself or intact paper, making everything become a

context of Zóbel's artistic journey and transition from one series

background. With the White Series, the theme is expanded:

to another. This piece belongs to that period of heightened

light, volume, form, gesture, anatomies, still lifes, and, of

creativity and exploration of themes and subjects for Zóbel.

course, themes of art history." For Rod. Paras-Perez, the Serie

The artist created this piece concurrently with his landscape

Blanca is "characterized by the dominance of white, or rather,

series of this period: El Júcar and La Vista. The latter's style

by the dominance of exceedingly light but richly modulated

is especially evident in this work. Zóbel's biographer, Angeles

grays animated by accents of black."

Villalba Salvador, describes the La Vista series as employing a
monochromatic color scheme, with the geometric forms now

To the casual observer, Estudio-Blanco may be perceived as a

fundamentally abandoned.

composition done without forethought because of its austerity
and minimalism. But here, Zóbel offers the viewer a glance

In an excerpt from Rafael Perez Madero's Zóbel: La Serie Blanca,

into his creative intelligence. Zóbel's abstraction is remarkably

the artist was quoted to have said: "In La Vista… I return to

Delphic and perplexing yet meditative and sublime. He

monochrome. In a sense, color has been abandoned. Actually,

submits to a deliberation of his creative impulses, engendering

though, what has really disappeared is the background—the

an artistic prowess that is unparalleled and inimitable. In

idea of painting as black form against a white background.

his conversations with Perez-Madero published in Zóbel: La

Form and background are now fused. Everything has become

Serie Blanca, Zóbel said: "My own sort of thing is pretty far

background, or, if you prefer, everything has turned into form."

removed from visceral expression. The fact is that I really don't
improvise very well. I can't seem to express myself without first

Around the time of the creation of this piece, Zóbel had held

taking thought."

a one-man exhibition in Cuenca, Valencia, and Sevilla of his El
Júcar works and a selection of preliminary studies.

In another excerpt from Fernando Zóbel: The 1970s, Zóbel

Estudio-Blanco manifests Zóbel's unabated experimentation

expressed in 1972: "I believe every artist paints in relation to his
surroundings, and I have always been surrounded by art history,
by works of art. That is my world." (A.M.)

with the relationship among shades, space, and form and his
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Bernardo Pacquing ( b . 1 9 6 7)
Untitled
oil on canvas
48" x 24" (122 cm x 61 cm)

P 300,000

Contemporary artist Bernardo Pacquing’s nonrepresentational

as his relatively simple elements are able to unearth a variety

works are marked by subdued colors, minimalist aesthetic,

of moods and reactions, effectively linking his practice to the

and Asian sensibility. His canvases display disparate forms

investigation of human nature.

and everyday objects coexisting in a spatial abstract field,
often evoking a Zen-like feel and a state of existential calm.

Born in Tarlac, Pacquing won the Art Association of the

This aptly titled work shows the artist’s genius in pure gestural

Philippines Open Art Competition’s Grand Prize twice, in

abstraction and minimalist approach to expression. A sublime

1992 for the Painting Category and in 1999 for the Non-

take on the symbiotic relationships of forms, Pacquing

Representation Category. In 2000, he was one of the recipients

presents a loose urban experience and an open interpretation

of the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards. He also received a Freeman

on shared space and interactions. Pacquing’s approach to

Fellowship Grant for a residency at the Vermont Studio Center

abstractionism also imparts a feeling of wonder and curiosity

in the United States. (J.D.)
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Antonio Leaño ( b . 1 9 6 3)
Beguiled

signed and dated 2017 (lower center)
acrylic and pigment ink on canvas
60" x 36" (152 cm x 91 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Pinto Art Museum
and signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

Ayala Museum ArtistSpace, Descendants of Eden,
Makati City, March 23 - April 5, 2017

Continuing from his 2016 series, East of Eden comes
another intriguing body of work from Antonio Catral
Leaño—Descendants of Eden. As with the preceding series,
Leaño employs what he described as a "digital collage." He
showcases appropriated old photographs, maps, and scientific
illustrations that delve deep into questions concerning our
origins, identity, and the contradictions between good and evil.

This piece titled Beguiled forms part of the Descendants of
Eden series. It depicts a photograph of a turn-of-the-century
Filipina garbed in the traditional Maria Clara. A scientific
illustration of the human brain envelops the topmost part of
her head. Renderings of leaves and branches of what seem to
be representations of the biblical 'Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil' are superimposed on the woman's image. For Leaño,
the tree acts as a symbolic device alluding to the human brain
and the power of free will, and the moral responsibility that
comes with it. The artist argues: "The only thing in this world
that can discern good and evil is the brain." Leaño also injects
the sacred into the work. As descendants of the biblical first
man and woman, we are bound to be perpetually confined to
an inherent struggle between good and evil. We are intrigued
by the woman's solemn gaze as if she were pondering this
relentless conflict. Through this piece, Leaño invites us to
reflect on this contradiction that defines our very existence;
that the struggle to do good and avoid evil is perpetually
arduous yet necessary for all of us to become truly human.
Art critic Carlomar Arcangel Daoana said: "For Leaño, as
descendants of Eden, we are inherently migratory, spreading
across the four corners of the world, carrying our cargo of
inheritance. This cargo is something we bear on the cellular
level: the notion of good and evil, the impulse to create as well
as destroy." (A.M.)
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Jose Joya ( 1 93 1 - 19 9 5 )
Orange Memories

signed and dated 1978 (lower right and verso)
oil on board
14" x 22" (36 cm x 56 cm)

P 800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mr. Alexander Richard
Joya Baldovino confirming the authenticity of this lot

With the advent of the seventies, Jose Joya moved on to
new areas of experimentation which were extensions of the
variations that were crystallized in the sixties. Having come
back from late 1960s New York with a kind of style that
appeared to be a regrouping of his abstract masses, Joya’s
1970s works showed a retrenchment of his older sensibility of
“breaking loose” in favor of abstract masses, likewise in favor
of order and balance, as against the almost orgiastic abandon
of his action painting days. The new concern did not however
sacrifice the artist’s delight in paint for their own sakes. Cid
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Reyes asked Joya in 1973: “Who were some of the artists
you met in New York?” Joya answered: “I met Mark Rothko
personally, and I visited Robert Motherwell in his studio where
I spent an afternoon with him. Helen Frankenthaler, his wife
then, was there too. I also met the Japanese artist Kuniyoshi,
who’s based in New York. The other artists I met at opening
nights at the Museum of Modern Art, the Guggenheim, and
the Jewish Museum.”
Joya’s paintings continued to affirm his mastery of gestural
paintings. Juxtaposed forms, simultaneously advance and
recede, creating subtle tension and complex rhythms.
Sometimes the images burst out to lush vibrant colors, creating
haphazard planes. His layers of overlapping colors, inflected
with texture, suggest uncharted terrains of the imagination.
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Florencio B. Concepcion ( 19 33 - 2006)
Roma Composizione IX
signed and dated (lower left and verso)
oil on canvas
41" x 20" (104 cm x 51 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Miriam Concepcion Lazaro,
daughter of the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
EXHIBITED

UP Vargas Museum, Figuring Into Abstraction (Retrospective
Exhibition), Quezon City, February 20 - May 6, 2007

An acclaimed academic and art educator, Florencio B.
Concepcion hailed from a new generation of painters that
emerged in the mid-sixties from the progressive post-war
period. He was a graduate of Fine Arts from the University of
the Philippines and a scholar of the Italian government at the
Accademia di Belle Arte in Rome. He was an influence to a
generation of artists such as Augusto Albor, Romulo Galicano,
and Lao Lianben.
His art evolved and transformed from impressionistic scenes
at the beginning of his career until he adapted abstract
expressionism in the 1960s. Although Concepcion’s creations
are often described as exquisite and otherworldly, insinuating
an otherwise metaphysical sense of elation, it can be asserted
that his works are best understood as processes instead of
outcomes. For him, his works are a result of his sentiments and
artistry. Serenity is the spirit that emanates from his painting
- a manifestation of his fulfillment as an artist and confidence
in his artistry.
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Solomon Saprid ( 1 9 1 7 - 20 03 )
Untitled

signed and dated 1994 (right side)
bronze
20" x 8 1/2" x 10" (51 cm x 22 cm x 25 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by heirs of the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Our diversity as a nation is perhaps most evident in our vast
array of folklore. However, due to rapid modernization and
westernization, our native myths and legends have been
gradually falling into obscurity, especially in the collective
psyche of the current generation. Given this cultural setback,
Solomon Saprid uses his works to reintroduce our myriad of
pre-colonial folk beliefs that are marks of our identity as a
people. One particular creature of Philippine folklore that
dominates the oeuvre of Saprid is the tikbalang. Saprid
began his now-iconic Tikbalang series in 1971. By welding
metal scraps into a raw, Brutalist style, which reached its
peak in the 1970s, Saprid generated a jagged characteristic
to the form of the mythical beast.
In the native context, whoever can successfully subdue the
tikbalang and pluck its golden hair from its nape can tame
it. The beast then willfully transforms into a servant until
the death of its master. The hair strand can also be used
as an anting-anting. In work at hand, Saprid creatively
redefines the myth of the tikbalang, blending native and
Chinese elements and transforming the tikbalang into an
icon of prosperity akin to the Oriental "laughing buddha."
The creature carries a vessel filled with coins reminiscent
of the wealth basket in Chinese feng shui. Saprid depicts
the tikbalang as if in the act of offering good fortune and
abundance to whoever takes possession of it.
A sense of movement and gesture is also apparent in this
piece. Saprid's depiction of "frozen motion," where the viewer
perceives movement in a static object, is manifested in the
tikbalang's gesture of subservience and service. Alfredo
Roces wrote: "A Saprid sculpture has a kinetic quality to it…a
sense of arrested action. The effect is one towards which the
artist strives." (A.M.)
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 18 9 2 - 1 9 7 2)
Harvest
signed and dated 1962 (lower right)
oil on canvas
28" x 21 1/2" (71 cm x 55 cm)

P 6,000,000
León Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo
for confirming the authenticity of this lot.
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

Fernando Amorsolo had mastered the Filipino genre painting
with its idyllic renditions of country life. The popularity of his
art pieces are easy to account for because it embodies a sense
of sweetness and sincerity. The life he chose to portray on
canvas invariably brims with good cheer, grace, optimism, and
just what we would like to see after a hard day’s grind.

This 1962 painting titled Harvest features farmers set on a rice
field, with a woman as his muse, working under a bright sunny
day. A tranquil and beautiful scene is a remarkable example
of the way in which Amorsolo succeeds in adding a magical
yet realistic dimension to the most ordinary of everyday things.
The whole scene is one of lightness and space, made possible
by his choice of location. Using his trademark backlighting
technique, he outlined the figures against a characteristic
glow, and intense light on one part of the canvas to highlight
nearby details. Brushstrokes were smooth which emphasizes
the serene feel intended by the artist. Amorsolo was not a
social commentator, but an aesthete who hoped to emphasize
the finer qualities of his country and the people, from the
beauty of the natural environment to the natural grace of the
common people and the dignity of their life and labor. (P.I.R.)
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PROPERTY FROM THE CLAUDE MARK CARO WILSON COLLECTION

Pre-colonial Gold Mask
from Butuan/Surigao,
10th – 14th Centuries

22k gold mounted on to 420 grams of Sterling Silver Chainmail
with Sterling Silver Frame, solid Balayong Base
22 1/2" x 7 1/2" x 12" (57 cm x 19 cm x 30 cm)

P 290,000
PROVENANCE

Acquired from the estate of Ramon Villegas

firm "Capricci") that was among the first to handle these
extraordinary objects, such as the masks, but also earrings,
belts, barter beads, necklaces, and rings.

T

here are no earlier examples of Filipino goldsmithing
with as much stylistic & cultural force as the funerary
masks from Butuan & Surigao.

Made by hand

between the 10th to the 14th centuries, these paper-thin, 22
karat gold memento mori are the among earliest examples of
goldsmithing found in the country.
At that time, in those places, there was a pre-colonial culture
with what appears to be an aristocratic class who decorated
their deceased with these gold masks, such as the fine example
mounted by Claude Mark Caro Wilson. This culture appears to
have been unique to the archipelago, as these gold masks are
found only in 10th - 14th Century Butuan & Surigao.
Wilson mounted the 22 Karat Gold Mask onto 925 sterling
silver chainmail, then suspended the mask onto a sterling
silver frame (420 grams of sterling silver). Like many others,
this particular mask did not have a nose, so Wilson selected a

After class, the young Ramon, still in grade school, would visit
his mother in her Buendia shop and personally experience the
objects first-hand, as they came in directly from agents coming
from the Visayas. This first-hand exposure, absorbed into his
encyclopedic mind, led him to become the country's foremost
connoisseur & writer of excavated gold.
When Wilson purchased this mask from the Villegas estate,
he wondered how to mount & exhibit it. He held on to it for
several years until an idea came to him. The starting point
was the the fragility and spirituality of the mask. He resisted
mounting it on a flat black velvet background, so typical of
most presentations of these masks.
Early Filipinos appear to have had a three-fold conception of
themselves as composed of a body, a life force ("ginhawa"),
and a spirit ("kaluluwa").[11]

jewelry-grade rutilated quartz for a nose. The rutilated quartz,
as well as the gold sheets have 18 Karat gold settings that
clasp onto sterling silver chainmail. Set onto a Balayong base,
he turned an exceptional cultural object into a magnificent

Wilson lit on the idea that sterling silver chainmail would be
a beautiful & permeable mounting surface that could honor
the spiritual nature of the gold mask. Chainmail connotes

objet d'art.

armor & military force, yet has movement & grace. It resists

Wilson purchased this mask from the estate of Ramon "Boy"

suggests transition & movement into the spiritual worlds

Villegas, the esteemed art historian, & author of numerous
books of prehistoric Filipino gold, including those published by
the Central Bank, which has the country's largest collection of
precolonial gold.
In the field of highly-collectible pre-colonial Filipino excavated
gold, Villegas was the undisputed connoisseur (with perhaps
Architect Lindy Locsin & his wife Cecilia, being a close second).
His authority in the field emanates from his early exposure to
the artifacts. In the 1970's, when the excavations in Butuan
& Surigao were bringing to market excavated gold for the
first time, it was Mr. Villegas' mother (who owned the jewelry
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flatness, having an inherent suggestion of motion. This quality
beyond their earth, beliefs that appear to have been held with
firm conviction by our ancient ancestors, as depicted in the
famous Manuggul Jar (7th Century BC, Palawan) and in these
equally renowned gold masks of 10th - 14th Century Butuan
& Surigao.
WWW.EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/MANUNGGUL_JAR

footnote 11: Zeus A. Salazar, “Ang Kamalayan at Kaluluwa: Isang Paglilinaw ng
Ilang Konsepto sa Kinagisnang Sikolohiya” in Rogelia Pe-Pua, ed., Sikolohiyang
Pilipino: Teorya, Metodo at Gamit (Quezon City: Surian ng Sikolohiyang Pilipino,
1982) pp. 83-92; and Prospero R. Covar, Kaalamang Bayang Dalumat ng
Pagkataong Pilipino, p. 9-12 (Lekturang Propesoryal bilang tagapaghawak ng
Kaalamang Bayang Pag-aaral sa taong 1992, Departamento ng Antropolohiya,
Dalubhasaan ng Agham Panlipunan at Pilosopiya, Unibersidad ng Pilipinas.
Binigkas sa Bulwagang Rizal, UP Diliman, Lungsod Quezon, Ika-3 ng Marso, 1993)
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PROPERTY FROM THE FLOY QUINTOS COLLECTION

Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 19 62)
Black Saturday

signed and dated 1998 (lower right)
oil on canvas
restored by the artist himself in time
for his 2013 retrospective
72" x 60" (183 cm x 152 cm)

P 1,600,000
LITERATURE

Beller, Jonathan. Acquiring Eyes: Philippine Visuality,
Nationalist Struggle, and the World Media System.
Ateneo de Manila University Press. Quezon City.
2006. Full-color illustration listed as "Fig. 22" on the book plates.
Flores, Patrick. Walang Sinasanto: Emmanuel Garibay.
Retrospective catalog. UP Vargas Museum. Quezon City.
2013. Full-color illustration on page 37.
Garibay, Emmanuel. Where God Is: The Paintings of
Emmanuel Garibay. Overseas Ministry Studies
Center (OMSC). USA. 2011.
EXHIBITED

Pinto Gallery, 1998
UP Vargas Museum, Walang Sinasanto, Quezon City,
February 13 - March 15, 2013

E

mmanuel Garibay, one of the country’s foremost
Figurative Expressionists, is known for a body of work
fired by a genuine, often times searing , political and
social commentary.
This consciousness was formed by his roots in Kidapawan,
North Cotabato, by his exposure to the rituals, flaws and
possibilities of the Catholic Church, by his involvement and
study of peasant and labor movements.

In the 1980s, he became a member of Artista ng Bayan, an
artist’s collaborative group devoted to documenting the
lives of dispossessed and marginalized. Then, in the 1990s,
together with Figurative Expressionists, Emong Borlongan,
Mark Justiniani, Tony Leaño , Ferdie Montemayor and others,
they established the Salingpusa group, with their home in Dr.
Joven Cuanang’s Pinto Gallery in Cubao. Garibay was given his
first show there in 1993.
“Black Saturday” is from Garibay’s landmark 1998 solo show,
also at the old Pinto Gallery. In this large, signal work from
his early period, Garibay chose to go against the very trend
he and the other members of Saling Pusa had set with their
pointed and ironic use of historical , social, indigenous and
nationalist imagery to make their artistic statements.
In “Black Saturday” , Garibay deliberately veered away from
the figurative . Instead, he created a work where allegory and
metaphor took precedence over figures. This is also the first
major work in which the Christ’s nail-pierced hands would
appear ,a symbol of human suffering as well as redemptive
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unity. The motif has been repeated in many of Garibay’s other
works, both large and small. But none with so dramatic and
salvific an effect than in this work.
The painting takes it mood and meaning from the sombre,
restless mood of Black Saturday. Between the horrific passion
of Good Friday and the glorious resurrection of Easter Sunday
is this one day in the liturgical calendar when no masses are
said. Christ is dead, the apostles in hiding, all seems lost or in
limbo. The painterly narrative that is a signature of Garibay’s
works is nowhere to be found.
Instead, there is a montage of images

that confound us,

speaking all at once. The mourning women of Jerusalem stare
out with cold, dead eyes. Their savior has not yet risen. Hidden
among their cloaks and veils are the symbols of a past that
cannot be discarded: heroes of our own aborted revolution,
decadent princes of the church, shadows and harlequins.
Rising above this mass is a death mask, and above that, the
ruins of structures (Churches? Palaces of the wealthy? Or
simply the empty “Whited sepulchres” that Christ used as a
metaphor for religious hypocrites? “Woe unto you for ye are
like whited sepulchres, beautiful outside, but within are bones
and all uncleanliness.”)
All these come together in an allegory of
unfulfilled hopes.

our own

Will there be an awakening? Will religion and the resurrection
be enough to move us forward from this all-enveloping
state of national/spiritual/moral lethargy? Will the “Whited
sepulchres” stand forever on the suffering of those who
mourn?
This most unique of Garibay’s works painting may lack a clear
and distinct narrative. Instead there is a canvas teeming with
questions. As well as with hope, for despite the rot and the
stasis, the hands of Christ envelope and accept all human
frailty.
In his essay, “Recognizing the Stranger” The Art of Emmanuel
Garibay”, the Australian writer Rod Pattenten summed up the
artist’s unique place in Philippine Contemporary Art history.
“Unlike many artists shaped by Christianity, who simply dress
the bible in their own ethnic clothing, Garibay has probed
deeper into the collisions between the ministry of Jesus and
the nature of power.”
He added, “Garibay is an artist of his time, when art, power,
religion and politics clash.”
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Ang Kiukok ( 1 931 - 20 05 )
Reclining Figure

signed and dated 2001 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24" x 7" (61 cm x 18 cm)

P 1,600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Finale Art File
and signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
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Ang Kiukok’s body of work is described as having the elements
of the Philippine Modernist School of the 1950s, wherein the
canvas is composed of the interaction of hues and forms
within a dense composition. One may notice that he employs
the Chinese artistic approach of capturing the intrinsic
nature of the subject through a meticulous and conscientious
preliminary study to encapsulate its full expression as the
unconstrained brush strokes are laid out on the canvas. There
is a claustrophobic atmosphere in Ang Kiukok’s depiction of
human despair. His human figures suffer from varied phases
of agony, giving a distinct style to his treatment of the subject.
In defiance of what seems to be an apparent outburst of color
and chaotic forms, “the paintings draw their strength from
a well-crafted, carefully-orchestrated arrangement of lines,
colors, and patterns,” as mentioned by Alfredo Roces in Kiukok:
Deconstructing Despair. Amid the suffocating darkness and
anguish in his subject matter, Kiukok’s impulse to put harmony
into dissonance is still manifested. (A.M.)
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Mauro Malang Santos ( 19 28 - 201 7)
Abstraction
signed and dated 18.VIII.05 (lower right)
gouache on paper
13 1/2" x 11" (34 cm x 28 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery
and signed by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

Abstraction is one of the abstract paintings by the late Filipino
artist Mauro “Malang” Santos that portrays a vibrant spirit
of Philippine culture and society. Although the bright and
charming depictions of rural life were archetypal in the early
period of his career, this piece can be seen as a representation
of that Malang era owing to the fact that he evolved to a
melancholic and somber tone for his distinctive abstract style.
An icon in the local art scene, Santos was an award-winning
cartoonist, illustrator, and fine arts painter, well-known
in Cubism and abstract art. Malang hopes that the next
generation of Filipino artists will “seek more guidance from
Oriental rather than Western painting traditions” and, as an
artist who started his craft at the age of ten, he encourages
young Filipino artists to hone their skill beyond school and
books. (P.I.R.)
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Angelito Antonio ( b . 1 9 3 9 )
Family with Pineapples

signed and dated 2008 (lower right)
oil on canvas
18" x 18" (46 cm x 46 cm)

P 120,000
Angelito Antonio is one of the notable names in Philippine
modern art. Born into a farmer’s family in Bulacan in 1939,
the subjects of Antonio are mainly of folk genre, from farmers
and vendors to mother and child. Heavily influenced by his
mentor, Vicente Manansala, Antonio’s works are chromatic
masterpieces with geometric and calculated renditions of
people and scenes. His subjects are poetically represented in
his cubist style and use of vivid festive colors, the most noted of
which is a shade of yellow that is almost luminous. An Antonio
artwork is popular for portraying scenes from the Filipino
way of life, immersing the local themes in rich eloquence and
vibrancy in linear clarity, as seen in this 2008 piece. (P.I.R.)
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE AURORA SILAYAN GO COLLECTION

Vicente Manansala ( 19 10 - 19 81 )
Still Life
signed and dated 1973 (upper left)
oil on canvas
21" x 27 1/4" (53 cm x 69 cm)

P 7,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate of
provenance issued by Finale Art File.
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist

Vicente Manansala.

V

icente Manansala's approach to still life paintings
is confined within the peripheries of his Filipino
sensibility. This approach brings to light his genuine
appreciation for our collective identity and an affinity for the
Filipino way of living.
Manansala brings out all the vibrance of a traditional Filipino
kitchen in this still life piece. But beyond that, Manansala
exhibits his Filipino sensibility by applying the native concept
of spatial dynamics, filling every space with form and detail. He
employs maximalism, which art professor Felipe M. de Leon Jr.
describes as "a manifestation of the Filipinos' highly sensitive
and expressive nature that is rooted in communal existence."
Horror vacui is the Latin term for "fear of empty space."
Manansala uses the full potential of space to evoke our own
concept of cohesiveness and communal living. In this piece,
the artist presents kitchenware and viands usually found in
Filipino kitchens, such as the puso ng saging, galunggong,
tilapia, and tinapa. Isabel Nazareno writes in Discovering
Manansala: "Several were, virtually, visual recipes, which
detailed ingredients typically found in traditional Filipino
dishes. The various components, including mortar and pestle,
cooking pot or pan, as well as an array of fruits for dessert, are
all put together in one scene."
Despite the diversity of elements, the entire composition exudes
harmony. They are put together in a single scene, integrated
among each other to form an unimpaired whole. De Leon
writes in the essay In Focus: Philippine Arts in Context: "The
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Filipinos' intuitive, holistic, and multisensory approach to life
militates against fragmenting experience into separate levels
or compartments. Indeed activities, objects, and the arts tend
to be multifunctional."
Manansala temporarily veers away from his trademark
Cubism to not disintegrate the subjects' figures. This
deliberate abandonment makes this piece teeming with
vitality and dynamism. The subjects' sensuous form and their
rich, vivid color that evokes the natural world breathes life and
animation into the still life.
"Filipino art turns to various techniques for presenting
many sides or views of the object precisely for the purpose
of preserving its wholeness and articulating its nature. The
omniscient perspective of communal art reveals a keen
interest in depicting the object as we know it rather than as
we see it. As a rule, the broadest sides are tilted towards us
for greatest recognizability of the object," writes De Leon in
the same essay.
Manansala's still life alludes to this kind of cohesion that
Filipinos are culturally assimilated to. He moves towards
the integration of different figures, symbolizing the Filipinos'
collective and holistic approach to living; that our collective
identity as a nation is best expressed through our diversity.
With its overflowing delectability, Manansala's kitchen still life
scene not only offers a palatable and visual feast but also a
sense of affiliation and belongingness. (A.M.)
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Arturo Luz ( 1 92 6 - 2021)
a) Nude in Red Room

signed (lower left)
dated 2001
acrylic on canvas
24" x 24" (61 cm x 61 cm)

b)

Dialogue

signed (lower left)
dated 2001
acrylic on canvas
24" x 24" (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 1,600,000
Each piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by
Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Acquired directly from the artist
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With an illustrious career spanning nearly five decades,
National Artist Arturo Luz has created masterpieces that
epitomize an imposing sternness in form and style. Along with
Fernando Zóbel, he is considered a pioneer of neo-realism in
Philippine art for their adoption of a modernist approach to
their artistry. According to the National Commission for the
Culture and Arts, he has produced works that elevated Filipino
aesthetic vision to new heights of sophisticated simplicity.
Luz’s human figures have no proportions and are
monochromatic to highlight their linear depth. However, this
particular piece is an exception - the figures of the women
are more elaborated and expounded. He stated in 1973: “My
work is linear or geometric, and that’s it, essentially. I cannot
imagine myself going conceptual or surrealistic tomorrow.”
He described his works as semi-representational and semiabstract. The early works of Luz were figurative but progressed
towards abstraction later in his career as his style and artistry
became more defined.
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Fernando Amorsolo ( 1 89 2-19 72)
Lavanderas
signed and dated 1957 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30" x 24" (76 cm x 61 cm)

P 6,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo
confirming the authenticity of this lot
PROVENANCE

Private Collection, USA

T

he post-war era represented a period in Fernando

Amorsolo-Lazo, her father's lavanderas were "ideal, beautiful

Amorsolo's career when he would recurrently paint

Filipinas who lived in a pastoral landscape of woods, streams,

the themes and subjects of his prime years. As such,

and mountains." Particularly in this piece, sunlight is reflected

lavanderas became a favorite subject matter of the maestro.
Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo recounts: "Since there are so many
streams or rivers in rural places, as well as in some urban
places then, and Papa took his time going to these places for
his on-the-spot sketching and paintings, I think his lavanderas

were mostly painted in the provinces of Laguna and Bulacan
and along the Pasig River." Amorsolo employed his method of
working outdoors and on the spot in the lavandera paintings,
especially for its background landscapes. The maestro
described this practice in a 1960 interview, saying, "You have
to work fast outdoors. Light changes very rapidly, and you
have to be fast in order to catch the mood with which you

on the women's bodies, emphasizing the contours of their
bodies and their overwhelming sweetness that is youthful and
dignified. As Alfredo Roces noted, "the full burst of Philippine
sunlight, which actually washes out color and produces
a blinding glare, he added only as accents to bring out the
nude's form."

Amorsolo's lavanderas are usually seated next to a batya
containing the clothes to be washed and a banga for carrying
water. These objects act as still lifes within the canvas, giving
pertinence to Amorsolo's pieces as encompassing several
genres in one composition. The river's graceful flow and the

started out."

afternoon sunlight that refracts through its waters exhibit

This piece displays one of the many variations of the theme

reflection and refraction. The lush, tropical flora complements

that Amorsolo used—modestly nude lavanderas washing their

the river's rocky shores and evokes the salient elements of an

saya and frolicking in the crystal-clear waters. According to

Amorsolo painting. (A.M.)
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Amorsolo's prowess in visually depicting the phenomena of
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LOT 107

Pacita Abad (1946 - 2004)

Antareja and Arimbi
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NOW ACCEPTING
CONSIGNMENTS
THE MAGNIFICENT SEPTEMBER AUCTION 2022

OSCAR ZALAMEDA

(1930-2010)

Untitled

signed (lower right)
acrylic on paper mounted on board
11" x 13 3/4" (28 cm x 35 cm)

FOR INQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT US AT
+632 8856 2781 | info@leon-gallery.com
G/F Eurovilla 1, Rufino corner Legazpi Street, Legazpi Village, Makati City, Philippines
WWW.LEON-GALLERY.COM

LOT 111

Betsy Westendorp (b. 1927)

A Cascade of Orchids
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